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Abstract 

In this thesis, the study of performance and technology readiness of a freestream 

vertical axis twin turbine in a canal environment is reported. Experimental tests of a 

1:10 scale model were carried out in the Hydro-Environmental Research Laboratory 

at Cardiff University. It is shown that a three-bladed, counter-rotating, vertical axis 

twin-rotor assembly performs best with a low rotor solidity and that channel blockage 

ratio influences significantly turbine performance and flow backwater effects.  

Blade manufacturing and surface-finishing was investigated and it is shown that a 

high quality surface finish of the blades is necessary to achieve the best performance. 

In a twin-turbine setup, the axis to axis distance between the two rotors is also 

identified as an important parameter. In order to combine the counter rotating motion 

of the two rotor shafts to one main shaft, a timing belt drive-train was introduced which 

drives the power take-off device. In the experiments, a mechanical brake and different 

generators were used in order to quantify the extracted energy and a comparison to 

the available hydrokinetic energy was performed. The electrical components needed 

for operating the turbine at different scales are presented and a control strategy for 

the maximum power point extraction was investigated. 

Moreover, the wake recovery downstream of the turbine rotor was investigated in 

order to predict the interaction between turbines in an array and design parameters 

such as spacing or direction of rotation accordingly. Three distinct three dimensional 

wake regions were identi ed: (i) a near-wake region; (ii) a transition region; and (iii) a 

far-wake region, where the flow velocity has almost recovered. 

In order to justify system functionality and performance in a relevant environment as 

well as up-scalability, a 1:3 scale model of the twin turbine was successfully 

implemented and tested in a discharge channel of a water treatment plant. This paved 

the way for a full-scale application: an array of ten full-scale twin turbine prototypes, 

including all relevant components such as housing, drive-train, gearbox and 

generator, are successfully installed, deployed and tested in the South Boulder Canal 

near Denver, Colorado, USA. 

Finally, the development stages of the twin turbine system were benchmarked by 

performing the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) assessment procedure. It is 

shown that the described turbine successfully reaches TRL 7 i.e., “full-scale, similar 

or prototypical system demonstrated in relevant environment”.  
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ReD [ - ] Reynolds number w.r.t. rotor diameter

ReC [ - ] Reynolds number w.r.t blade chord length

U [ V ] Electrical potential
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I. Introduction 
1.1 Motivation 
All living species strive to secure their survival and humankind is no exception. The 

difference between humans and most other species is their self-awareness which is 

seen to be a fundamental issue in psychology, “from both a developmental and 

evolutionary perspective” [1] and may be one of the reasons for the level of 

development humankind has reached. We are now living in a complex society which 

has its origins about a million years ago when humans lived in co-existence with 

nature and eventually developed a way to communicate with each other, learned how 

to use and control fire and understood to be more successful if collaborating in a 

team. The ability of communication enabled humans to share knowledge with others

and to learn from mistakes [2].

These key features of humans have not changed but the speed of development has. 

Humans have lived as part of nature for tens of thousands of years. First advanced 

civilisations date back to the year 2500 B.C. and with the industrial revolution in the 

19th century, the rate of development changed drastically [3].  

Due to progressive engineers and scientists, inventions such as steam engine and 

electricity has changed the society. Most inventions aim at making existing processes 

more effective. The steam engine of the first car for example generated an equivalent 

amount of power as three horses whilst being much smaller, lighter and easier to 

maintain [4] . With many more inventions and patents, the steam engine became even 

smaller, more effective, durable, cheaper and powerful. About a hundred years later, 

only few carriages are being pulled by horses. Modern engines compile the amount 

of power of hundreds of horses by a fraction of their equivalent weight and costs. 

However, all modern engines need fuel. Whether it is coal or wood in the earliest 

steam engine or high performance carbon compounds in modern cars. In order to 

generate power, the engine converts the fuel’s energy into mechanical work driven 

by an exothermic chemical reaction. Once initiated, the reaction between oxygen and 

carbon continues, drives the engine and eventually the wheels. As the retired horse 

(or the hundreds of retired horses), the engine cannot convert all of the energy stored 

in the fuel. Some is converted mechanically, the rest dissipates in heat and sound or 

remains unused and is left with the reaction compounds. The reaction compounds 

depend very much on the fuel and are either solid or gaseous or a mixture of both. 

The amount and composition depends on the quality of the chemical reaction and the 

environment. 
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Until the late 1960’s, most people were not aware of any side effects of this chemical 

reaction [5]. People were happy to have electricity (produced in very large coal plants) 

and machines (driven by electrical engines) which helped produce their goods and 

reduce their workload. However, the amount of reaction compounds emitted to the 

environment increased proportionally to the invention rate and energy consumption 

which led to consider another aspect: Human health. Besides energy and machinery 

related technical evolution, medicine has developed in a similar way and a relation 

between environmental aspects and health had been observed more than 200 years 

ago [6]. 

More recently, a broader impact of an increased fuel burning compound emission has 

been observed and is known as global warming. In contrast to more obvious, local 

environmental side effects such as pollution due to the accumulation of solid 

compounds or the odour of a coal plant exhaust, global warming has an impact on a 

global scale without any obvious relations to a local coal plant. Global warming is a 

technical term referring to a global increase in ambient temperatures driven by man-

made processes (e.g., burning carbon compounds) which could lead to defrosting the 

polar caps, increasing the sea water level significantly and changing the entire climate 

in a potential life-threatening way [7]. 

Fortunately, humans are aware of the situation and many have the freedom to do 

something about it. I feel very privileged to have had the opportunity to spend three 

years on a research project aiming at understanding the behaviour of a turbine which 

harnesses energy from the movement of water and I very much hope that this project 

will help to take us one step forward towards a sustainable and non-invasive future. 

1.2 Renewable Energy 
Over the past century, energy consumption has increased significantly and the 

established fossil resources such as coal, oil and gas are limited. Energy from fossil 

sources causes emissions which are believed to have an impact on climate change 

[8]. Moreover, the society has become highly dependent on energy and governments 

strive for policies which guarantee energy security [9]. 

Energy from renewable sources has the potential to solve these concerns and 

beyond. In 1885, Werner von Siemens wrote about the discovery of the photovoltaic 

effect: “In conclusion, I would say that however great the scientific importance of this 

discovery may be, its practical value will be no less obvious when we reflect that the 

supply of solar energy is both without limit and without cost, and that it will continue 
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to pour down upon us for countless ages after all the coal deposits of the earth have 

been exhausted and forgotten.”[10].

Renewable energy is an umbrella term for sources which are infinite on a human 

timescale and can be divided into three groups: (i) solar energy, which includes wind 

and hydropower; (ii) geothermal energy, the heat stored in the accessible earth core; 

and (iii) other/combined sources such as tides which are also influenced by the gravity 

of moon and sun, Coriolis effect and other factors as depicted in Figure 1. In this 

thesis, the focus will be on the first group.  

Figure 1. Natural energy flux on Earth in terawatts (1012W) [11]

The sun can be seen as an infinite source of energy since it will remain in its state for 

the next approximately five billion years and provides much more than the energy the 

world population currently consumes. As a result of the sun’s nuclear fusion, light and 

heat is evenly emitted into space and eventually hits the earth’s atmosphere. Most of 

the radiation is reflected back into space and transferred into heat. Depending on 

daytime, weather, altitude and latitude, an average of 165 W/m2 reaches the ground 

and can potentially be used for thermo-solar or photovoltaic processes. In an overall 

estimate, 500 W/m2 are accessible if all renewable energy forms are considered 

compared to approximately 2000W total energy demand per person [11]. Assuming 

7x109 people living on earth and an earth surface area of 50x1012m2, the global 

energy needs could be covered several times by the sun. 
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However, the sun is also the main influencer of the earth’s complex climate and 

reason for the seasons, mild temperatures, wind and the hydrological cycle. Sea and 

other surface water evaporates due to the sun’s radiation and accumulates to clouds. 

Driven by the wind, the clouds travel and eventually condense and precipitate 

elsewhere as depicted in Figure 2.  

Figure 2. Hydrological or natural water cycle in a hydropower context [12]

This process naturally irrigates the continents and landmasses and allows plants in 

conjunction with sunlight, warmth and nutrition/soil to grow. The majority of the water, 

however, accumulates in rivers and flows back into the sea. This process contains a 

significant amount of energy. The so called hydro-potential energy is given by the fact 

that water was transported from sea level to a much higher elevation on land and 

strives, driven by gravity, back to a lower elevation and eventually the sea again. 

1.3 Hydropower 
Hydropower has a long history and is believed to have been used in China, Greece 

and Mesopotamia more than 5000 years ago. The first applications were designed 

for water distribution and irrigation of farmland. The first watermills were found in the 

Middle East more than 2000 years ago. The technology spread across the world and 

in 1086 AD, 5000 watermills were recorded in the UK alone [4]. With the industrial 

revolution, Faraday’s contribution towards electric generators in the 1830s and a fast 

developing electrical industry, mostly coal driven power plants became extensively 
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popular. Thereafter, Benoît Fourneyron invented the first hydro turbine and paved the 

way towards big scale hydropower schemes and a global application. Nowadays, 

electricity is produced in several ways using different resources which very much 

depends on what is locally available and preferred. 

Today, the majority of hydropower comes from large-scale hydropower plants which 

usually consist of a dam, a penstock and a power house containing the turbine and 

generator. The capacity of the plant depends on the elevation difference between 

dam and power house and the amount of water discharged. Huge structures such as 

the Three Gorges Dam built into the Yangtze River in China with its electrical capacity 

of 22.5 GW, the equivalent of 26 average nuclear plants [13], can provide power to 

millions of people. However, the environmental impact is equally huge. In case of the 

Three Gorges Dam, 1.24 million people had to be relocated, 13 cities, 140 towns and 

1350 villages were flooded over a stretch of 600km with significant implications on 

flora and fauna [14]. 

Figure 3. Typical layout of a conventional hydropower plant [15]

As depicted in Figure 3, hydropower is generated by employing an elevation (or head) 

differential to make use of the gravitational potential energy which can be expressed 

as presented in Equation 1.1: 
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 aP * Q * g * h                                               (1.1) 

where Pa is the total amount of energy available in Watts, ρ the density of the object 

(a body of water in this case) in kg/m3, Q is the discharge in m3/s, g stands for the 

gravitational acceleration in m/s2 and h is the elevation differential in m. From 

Equation 1.1, it can be seen that besides the discharge, head is the critical variable 

in a hydropower context and the more difference in elevation is given the more energy 

is available. 

Moreover, hydropower can also be generated by harnessing kinetic energy from 

flowing water as in ocean currents, tidal streams or inland in rivers or other channels 

where water is flowing, similar to wind turbines which are harnessing the kinetic 

energy of wind. Generally, hydrokinetic-turbines can be differentiated by their 

rotational axis orientation with respect to the flow direction. Best researched and well 

established in wind industry are horizontal-axis turbines (HATs, also called axial 

turbines) in contrast to vertical-axis turbines (VATs) which are less researched and 

rarely commercially applied [16]. Systems which do not fit into these categories are 

flapping or oscillating energy converters with their non-rotational motion [17–19]. [20] 

gives an overview of those and further novel hydrokinetic conversion devices. Here, 

the focus is on the two main conversion schemes: HATs and VATs in particular. 

Figure 4. Hydrokinetic conversion devices and the employment of flow augmentation [21]

As shown in Figure 4, the majority of energy converters are VATs and HATs where 

the employment of a flow augmentations is more common with VATs (about 50%) as 

compared to HATs (about 30%). In the following, the two hydrokinetic turbine types 
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will be described in more depth after a description of the kinetic energy source in 

general. 

1.3.1 Kinetic energy 

In contrast to the potential energy where an elevation differential is needed, kinetic 

energy is the energy which an object (e.g,. a body of water) contains due to its motion. 

This can be described as shown in Equation 1.2: 

3
aP 0.5 * * A *U                                                  (1.2) 

where A is the cross-sectional area in m2. In a hydropower context, the amount of 

extractable energy is therefore a function of the rotor area A and the flow velocity U 

whereas the latter is cubed and becomes more significant the higher it gets [22]. 

Similar to other machinery and processes, hydrokinetic turbines cannot extract all 

available energy Pa due to losses (mostly heat) in the energy conversion or 

transportation. The rotor shaft for example is held in place and allowed to spin by 

bearings which, even if well lubricated, apply a certain amount of friction to the shaft 

and therefore slow it down. The friction or resistance, which is caused by a rotational 

speed differential between two bodies, is converted into heat and dissipates to the 

environment or, depending on the amount of heat generated, needs to be cooled 

down. Therefore, the amount of generated or useable energy is the sum of all the 

losses subtracted from the available energy. Per definition, the power coefficient CP

(or coefficient of performance) of a turbine is the amount of energy extracted (Pe) 

divided by the amount of energy available as shown in Equation 1.4: 

e
P 3

a

P *C
P 0.5 * * A *U

 
 


                                        (1.3) 

where Pe is the product of rotational speed ω in rad/s and torque τ in Nm measured 

at the rotor. In order to take additional losses such as the previously mentioned 

bearing friction into account, the term may be extended by applicable factors such as 

power take-off (ηPTO), generator (ηGenerator), power transformation (ηTransformation), power 

transportation (ηTransportation) and other losses (ηn) [23] which leads to an overall 

efficiency ηOverall as presented in Equation 1.4: 

Overall P PTO Generator Transformation Transportation nC * * * * *                      (1.4) 

Beside power generation related losses, the entire available kinetic energy Pa is not 

harvestable due to the so called Lanchester-Betz limit [24] observed by aeronautic 
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pioneers Lanchester and Betz in the early 20th century in a wind energy context. Their 

observation stated that just 16/27 of Pa are extractable with an ideal kinetic extraction 

machine [25]. No machine has yet been designed which exceeds the Lanchester-

Betz limit in an open flow environment. However, the application of VATs in channels 

(e.g., enclosed, constrained or blocked environments) may not be within the same 

boundaries as the Lanchester-Betz limit is defined in. Generally, there is a limitation 

in how much energy can be extracted due to the fact that the flow would stop flowing 

if all energy is taken out [26]. It will later be shown that a sophisticated flow 

augmentation and array design enables efficiencies much higher than 16/27 of Pa 

[26,27]. 

Reynolds number (Re) and Froude number (Fr) are dimensionless parameters to 

characterise a flow. I context of this study, both can be used to compare testing results 

from differently scaled but geometrically similar experiments. The Reynolds number 

indicates the ratio between inertial (Fi) and viscous force Fν as shown in Equation 1.5. 

2 2
i

2

F * U * L * U* LRe UF * * LL

 
  


                                  (1.5) 

where μ is the dynamic viscosity and L the characteristic length which is usually the 

depth of the channel. Further, Re close to the blade surface is of interest and becomes 

a function of rotational speed (ω) and blade chord length (CL) as shown in Equation 

1.6. 

C
* * CLRe  




(1.6) UFr
L * g

 (1.7) 

Figure 5. Channel-flow with changing Froude number from supercritical (left hand side (LHS)) to 
subcritical (right hand side (RHS)) and a hydraulic jump in the middle where Fr=1 [28]

The Froude number as shown in Equation 1.7, is a parameter which is used to 

characterise the flow as the ratio of inertial and gravitational forces. If Fr = 1, the flow 
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is classified as critical. Consequently the flow is classified as subcritical if Fr <1 and 

supercritical if Fr > 1 (see Figure 5).  

A subcritical flow (such as a flow from a calm section of a river) can be influenced by 

a hydrokinetic turbine, both up- and downstream the device (e.g., backwater). Re and 

Fr number, enable to translate observations and findings from small scale laboratory 

turbine experiments to the desired full-scale design if kept relatively constant. 

The two dominant hydrokinetic power extraction devices are HATs and VATs [29]. 

[30] summarises advantages and disadvantages of both technologies similarly to 

what is shown in Table 1 and is here added with conclusions from other sources [15, 

25–27, 31–33]:  

Table 1. Advantages and Disadvantages of HATs and VATs 

Advantage Disadvantage

Design Self-starting capability

Gearbox elimination possible 

Sealing of submerged
components

Ducting difficult to design H
A

TPitch-
control 

Optimised performance

Over-speed protection

Costs 

Operation Noise

Design Simple

Non submerged components

Uni-directional

Rectangular cross-section

Ducting (efficiency increase)

Self-starting issue due to low 
starting torque.

Lower efficiency VA
T

Pitch-
control 

Not required

Operation Torque ripple

In the following, both turbines will be described with a focus on their similarities, 

differences, advantages and drawbacks. For further reference, [21] gives an overview 

of available conversion systems with a focus on river and tidal applications.  
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1.3.2 Horizontal axis turbines (HATs) 

HATs are devices which can be used to extract energy from a flowing fluid. The most 

popular application of HATs are wind turbines whereas the physical concept is 

independent from the fluid it is operating in. Horizontal-axis wind turbines (HAWTs) 

have been operated commercially for decades and have been further developed as 

presented in Figure 6. Soon, HAWTs with capacities up to 12 MW, a total height of 

260m and a blade length more than 100m will be available [34]. 

Figure 6. Evolution in size of commercial wind turbines [35]

Due to the significant difference in fluid density, hydrokinetic HATs are much smaller 

than their wind turbine counterparts with a similar power output as exemplified in 

Figure 7. However, the development of HATs for application in water is progressing 

but is certainly not as advanced as in the wind energy sector. [36] gives a detailed 

overview of large marine current turbine 

technologies and their development status. Figure 8 

depicts some of the large scale hydrokinetic turbines 

which are currently under development and a CAD 

model with their main components. This type of 

turbine usually consists of a rotor, a nacelle and a 

foundation. The mooring can vary depending on the 

overall design and the site conditions. In the 

example shown, the foundation is a tripod which 

rests on the seabed. Alternatives are pile 

foundations, floating foundations or the attachment 

of the turbine to an existing structure. The rotor 

consists of several blades and a pitching 

mechanism which aligns the blade according to the flow velocity and the rotor’s 

rotational speed. The nacelle is the interface between foundation and rotor. It allows 

Figure 7. Size comparison 
between air and water driven 
HATs [187]
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rotational movement in order to align the rotor with the direction of flow and it hosts 

the power take-off (PTO) which usually contains gearbox, generator, sensors and 

controllers. 

Figure 8. Hydrokinetic horizontal axis turbine examples: a) Alstom component CAD-drawing [37],  
b) Alstom Oceade [38], c) Atlantis AR1000 [39], d) Andritz Hammerfest [40], e) Voith HyTide [41] and  
f) Atlantis SeaGen [42]

In 2013, Alstom’s Oceade with a capacity of 1.4 MW was successfully tested in 

Orkney Scotland [43]. However, GE bought Alstom’s power and grid businesses in 

2015 [44] and suspended the Oceade project in 2017 [45]. Atlantis (1.5 MW), Voith 

(1MW) and Andritz (1 MW) are developing similar turbines. Atlantis has further 

developed SeaGen, a HAT device which consists of two two-bladed 1 MW rotors. The 

rotors are attached to a horizontal beam which in turn is attached to a tubular tower 

which allows vertical movement of the cross-beam. SeaGen was the first grid-

connected megawatt-level marine current power extraction device in 2008 [46]. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d) 

(e) (f)
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Whether the flow of water or the flow of air is used as kinetic source does not impact 

on the physical principles of HATs which are described in the following.  

HATs are lift driven machines which are generating forces due to the Bernoulli Effect. 

In the 18th century, the Swiss scientist Daniel Bernoulli discovered and mathematically 

described the hydrodynamic phenomenon of two opposed, curved bodies which are 

pulled together when air streams in-between [47]. This was rather counterintuitive as 

one would expect the bodies to be pushed apart. Bernoulli postulated an equation 

which links the critical variables of incompressible, steady flowing fluids in the 

following form: 

1 1 2 2
1 2

Velocity ElevationPr essureEnergy EnergyEnergy

U p U pg* h g* h const.
2 2
     
 

(1.8) 

where p1, p2 is the absolute pressure and h1, h2 the elevation at a given point. 

Equation 1.8 shows that the sum of the three energy components (velocity, pressure 

and elevation) must be equal which implies that an increase in velocity (airflow 

between bodies) causes a decrease in pressure (bodies are pulled together) if the 

elevation is constant. This fundamental observation led to further innovations such as 

the Venturi tube, lift-turbine blades and airplane wings. The air approaching a wing of 

an airplane has to travel faster over its curved top surface since the travel path is 

longer than that of the bottom surface which generates a pressure differential lifting

the wing and hence the plane upwards (see Figure 9). 

Figure 9. a) Basic concept of the Bernoulli Effect illustrated on an airfoil-shaped body [48]; b) typical 
pressure distribution over an airfoil-shaped body [16]

In contrast to an airplane wing which is facing the approaching airflow in a relatively 

constant position in order to generate sufficient lift to carry the weight of the plane, a 

turbine blade of a HAT is supposed to rotate around its centre in order to drive a 

mechanism, or more specifically, a generator. Here, the airfoil-shaped rotor blades 

face the approaching fluid in such a way that the generated lift force points towards 

the desired direction of rotation and the rotor starts to spin [49]. Due to the rotational 

(a) (b)
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movement of the blades and the higher rotational speed towards the tip of the blade, 

the pitch angle γ of the blade has to change relative to the distance from its centre in 

order to archive an optimum lift force. Figure 10 depicts a typical cross-section of a 

HAT rotor blade. The approach flow U∞ combined with the rotational speed ω equates 

to the relative velocity W. A sophisticated blade design therefore has to change the 

curvature, chord length and pitch angle over its length (or rotor radius) r since ω is a 

function of r and increases the further away from the centre of rotation. 

Figure 10. a) Velocity vectors on a HAT [50]; b) change in blade curvature and pitch angle over blade 
length [51]

In order to increase the self-starting ability, optimise the efficiency with varying flow 

velocities and avoid over-speeding, a blade pitching mechanism is usually included 

at the interface between blade and rotor hub. In order to operate the turbine at its 

optimum rotational speed, the pitch angle γ (angle between chord line (red dotted line 

in Figure 10a) and rotor axis) is constantly adjusted by a controller which measures 

parameters such as flow speed, rotational speed and power extraction. However, 

some HAT designs (small scale in particular) have no pitching mechanism and have 

to compromise on the previously mentioned aspects [52]. 

Shown as orange and green arrows in Figure 10a, the forces acting on the turbine 

blade are lift (FL) and drag (FD) and can be expressed by Equation 1.9 and 1.10 as: 

2
L L I

1F * * v * C * A
2

                                          (1.9) 

2
D D I

1F * * v * C * A
2

                                        (1.10) 

(a) (b)
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where AI is the area of the cross-section at a certain radius, CL the lift coefficient and 

CD the drag coefficient. Both empirical coefficients are blade-curvature specific and 

vary depending on the angle of attack α. In order to calculate the overall forces and 

ultimately the overall torque τ, the forces must be integrated over the entire length of 

the blade. However, as the curvature changes constantly along the length and thus 

all depending variables, a computer aided summation of N elements is usually 

performed and can be expressed as shown in Equation 1.11: 

n N
2 hub

r,n n L n L n n
n 1

R r1 * * v * CL * (C sin C cos ) * r *
2 N






                  (1.11) 

where N is the number of equally long elements, CL the blade chord length, R the 

overall blade length and Φ the inflow angle which is the sum of pitch angle γ and 

angle of attack α.  

Further, a convenient way to express the rotational speed of the blade independently 

from the position along the blade is shown in Equation 1.12. 

r *
U


                                                     (1.12) 

The so called tip-speed ratio λ or TSR is a dimensionless parameter and an important 

measure in a kinetic turbine context which is used to compare differently scaled 

turbines and their efficiencies for both HAT and VAT. 

In the following section, the similarities and differences to vertical axis turbines are 

shown. 

1.3.3 Vertical axis turbines (VATs) 

Similar to HATs, VATs or cross-flow turbines are lift-driven devices (except Savonius, 

see Figure 11) and take advantage of the same hydrodynamic phenomenon 

described before. However, the rotor axis of VATs is perpendicular to the flow which 

causes significant differences to HATs, both in design and operation. 

The main advantages in comparison to HATs are: i) simple design; ii) non submerged 

components; iii) uni-directional; iv) rectangular cross-section and v) simple ducting 

(efficiency increase) [30].  

i) The design of VATs is simple [53] since the only moving part is the rotor 

itself. The blades are rigidly attached to the shaft, no pitch control is 

necessary. 
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ii) In case of an application in water, all water sensitive components such as 

generator and power control can be installed above the water surface. 

iii) The rotation does not depend on the flow direction, hence, no mechanism 

for flow alignment is necessary. 

iv) The cross-section of the rotor is rectangular which is beneficial in shallow 

waters since a bigger area is occupied compared to a circular cross-

section of a HAT rotor. 

v) Rectangular cross-section of the flow augmentation simplifies the design 

[21] in contrast to the conical shape of a HAT which imposes a structural 

weakness. 

The drawbacks of VATs are mainly due to the oscillating lift force generation. Since 

the blades of HATs in operation are aligned uniformly towards the approaching flow 

and can be designed to generate even lift forces along the blade, the following 

aspects are disadvantageous in comparison: i) self-starting behaviour; ii) lower 

efficiency; iii) torque ripple: 

i) Due to a very low starting torque, self-starting is a concern and may 

require a starting mechanism. 

ii) Lower efficiencies since the rotor peak performance is at lower tip speed 

ratios. 

iii) Torque ripple caused by the constant changing angle of attack. Even 

negative torque values are possible. 

Figure 11 depicts the main types of VATs. Squirrel cage Darrieus turbines (a) have 

straight airfoil-shaped blades which are caged between two endplates or discs 

whereas the H-Darrieus type (b) has arms or spokes holding the blades in place. The 

Darrieus rotor (c) in its initial form has curved blades with their tips attached to the 

shaft. The French engineer Georges Jean Marie Darrieus invented this turbine in the 

1920s and a patent was filed in 1931 [54]. Alexander Gorlov has advanced Darrieus’s

design by introducing helical blades and patented the so called Gorlov type turbine 

(d) for the application in water in 1995 [55]. In contrast to the previous VATs, the 

Savonius turbine (e) is a predominantly drag driven device and considered to be 

reliable but less effective [56]. It was invented by Sigurd Johannes Savonius and 

patented in 1925 [57]. 
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Figure 11. Types of VATs [21]

The VAT rotor consists mainly of three parts; i) rotor; ii) shaft; and iii) PTO. Similar to 

HATs, forces on the blade parallel (drag force) and perpendicular (lift force) to the 

flow are generated. When a fluid flows across the rotor these forces are transmitted 

to the shaft either via endplates or spokes and apply a turning moment. Since the 

shaft is free to rotate, the applied torque results in a rotational movement of the rotor 

if it is big enough to overcome stagnation. As soon as the rotor rotates, the angle of 

attack changes continuously and consequently the generated forces and torque.  

In contrast to HATs, only few VATs are commercially available. According to [16], 

Ocean Renewable Power Company (ORPC) is the only company capable to make a 

significant impact on the renewable energy market. ORPC designed their cross-flow 

turbine rotor similar to the Gorlov rotor but with its axis orientated horizontally. Their 

design is adjusted for the application in rivers (RivGen®) and marine currents 

(TidGen®) [58]. Figure 12 depicts the ORPC turbine alongside systems from New 

Energy and Instream Energy systems. New Energy’s EnviroGen is designed for the 

application in rivers and available from 5 to 50 kW. The company is currently 

developing the larger EnCurrent 125 VAT with an output capacity of up to 250 kW 

[59]. Instream Energy Systems developed and successfully implemented a 25 kW 
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VAT unit which is attached to a beam. The beam traverses the channel and several 

units can be attached next to each other [60].  

Figure 12. Hydrokinetic vertical axis turbine examples: a) ORPC’s TidGen [61] and b) RivGen [62],  
c) New Energy’s EnviroGen 05 [63] and d) EnCurrent 025 [64], e) Instream Energy Systems 25kW 
Hydrokinetic Turbine submerged [65] and f) partly submerged [60]

In the following, an analytical procedure will be described to estimate the forces 

generated by VATs (type a, b, d in Figure 11) and it will be shown that the analysis of 

the forces is more involved as with their HAT counterparts. This procedure was used 

(a)

(b)

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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to design the rotor components structurally. In operation, the blade changes its 

position on the circumference with radius R constantly. For simplicity, two dimensions 

are considered (va ≠ f(H)) and a uniform, steady flow throughout the system (va = 

constant) [66–68]. 

The notation is similar as before with the angle of attack α between the chord of the 

blade and the relative flow velocity vector W and the azimuth angle θ between the 

chord and the actual flow direction as depicted in Figure 13.  

Figure 13. a) Velocity vectors and b) forces on a VAT [66]

The relation between angular velocity of the blade (ω) and the flow velocity 

component can be expressed by their geometrical relation as presented in Equation 

1.12a and 1.12b respectively: 

c av R v cos                                        (1.12a) 

n av v sin                                           (1.12b) 

where vc is the chordal velocity component and vn the velocity component normal to 

vc. Hence, the relative flow velocity W can be expressed as shown in Equation 1.12c: 

2 2
c nW V V     (1.12c) 

(a) (b)
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The tangential force coefficient Ct and normal force coefficient Cn are introduced as 

shown in Equation 1.12d and 1.12e respectively: 

t l dC C sin C cos                                     (1.12d) 

n l dC C cos C sin                                     (1.12e) 

The generated forces, both, in tangential and normal direction can then be estimated 

as presented in Equation 1.13 and 1.14 respectively: 

2
t t

1F C * CL *H* W
2

                                    (1.13) 

2
n n

1F C * CL *H* W
2

                                   (1.14) 

where CL is the blade’s chord length and H the blade’s height. For the structural 

design of VATs it is important to consider both forces even if the force normal to the 

blade does not contribute to the power output. However, Fn is usually much higher in 

magnitude than Ft which needs to be appreciated for the structural component design. 

Further, lift and drag coefficients Cl and Cd are derived empirically or by numerical 

simulations [69]. In order to appreciate the changing position of the blade on its path 

along the circumference, the relation between angle of attack α and azimuth angle θ 

can be expressed as shown in Equation 1.14a: 

1 1 an

c a

v sinvtan tan
v R v cos

    
         

                       (1.14a) 

Substituting Equation 1.12 gives 

1 sintan
cos

         
                                (1.14b) 

where γ is the blades pitch angle. Considering the geometrical relations presented in 

1.14c and 1.14d, 

 1

2

xsin tan (x)
1 x

 


    (1.14c)         and          1

2

1cos tan (x)
1 x

 


(1.14d) 

Equation 1.13 becomes 1.15, 

   
2

t l d2 2

1 1F C C * CL * H* W
21 1

    
                     

             (1.15) 
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and Equation 1.14 becomes 1.16,

   
2

n l d2 2

1 1F C C * CL *H* W
21 1

    
                     

                (1.16) 

where φ (Equation 1.16a) is used to simplify the expression. 

sin
cos
       

                                          (1.16a) 

The average torque τ generated by one blade can be obtained by:  

2

a t0

1 FRd
2


  

 
                                                (1.17) 

This analytical procedure was used to estimate the forces acting on the blade and the 

structural components of the later presented laboratory turbine in order to design 

connections and select materials. Figure 14 depicts results for a typical straight VAT 

blade in terms of tangential and normal force versus azimuth angle derived by 

applying the previous procedure in comparison to results from [53].  

Figure 14. Analytically derived normal (a) and tangential (b) forces of a straight VAT blade; numerical 
derived normal (c) and tangential (d) forces of a straight VAT blade [53]

(a) (c)

(d)(b)
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Considering the tangential forces, it can be seen that the difference in change of force 

generation is worse the slower the turbine spins. At TSR=2.0 and TSR=2.5, the 

tangential force reaches negative values whereas at TSR=3.0 the tangential force 

remains positive. Figure 15 depicts the relation of angle of attack and azimuth angle 

as a function of rotational speed relative to the approach flow (TSR). It shows that the 

curve flattens the faster the turbine spins which consequently flattens the torque 

fluctuations [69] since a negative angle of attack can cause negative tangential forces. 

Further, a typical torque versus azimuth angle curve is shown for a four-bladed VAT 

indicating the characteristic torque ripple.  

Figure 15. a) Typical α vs θ relation for different TSRs; b) typical torque curve of a four bladed VAT 

The procedure remains an estimation tool for initial turbine component design. In 

reality, the hydrodynamics of a VAT are three-dimensional and the approach flow 

velocity not constant (neither in magnitude nor in direction) [70]. In order to appreciate 

the complexity of wakes and turbulences within the domain of the turbine, numerical 

models are employed to shed light on the interaction between rotor and fluid flow [71–

(a)

(b)
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74]. In Chapter IV, the investigation of the wake downstream of the turbine’s rotor is 

described and the three-dimensional nature of it appreciated. 

Besides the critical hydrodynamic behaviour of the device, the environment of 

deployment is of importance and will be described next. 

1.4 Fields of application for hydrokinetic turbines 
Generally, hydrokinetic energy can be harnessed anywhere water flows. However, 

critical parameters are flow velocity, topography, accessibility, environmental 

aspects, water quality and distance to the grid feeding point [75]. In the following, the 

fields of application are differentiated between marine and inland. 

1.4.1 Marine 

Marine hydrokinetic energy is the kinetic energy in oceanic currents which are driven 

by different parameters such as temperature and salinity gradients, wind, rotation of 

the earth, gravitational forces of moon and sun and are effected by landmasses and 

bathymetry [76]. While in deep sea regions the tidal range may be less than 1m, larger 

tidal ranges are observed close to landmasses such as in the Bay of Fundy, Canada 

or around the British coastline with mean ranges of more than 10m [77] [78].  

The Bristol Channel (or Severn Estuary, black circle in Figure 16b) was identified as 

one of the biggest single sources for marine hydrokinetic energy in the UK with an 

estimated extractable amount of approximately 17 TWh/y (or ~4.7% of UK electricity 

consumption in 2020) [79,80] which is due to the unique combination of a very high 

tidal range and beneficial bathymetry where a huge amount of seawater is moved 

back and forth through the narrow estuary and therefore causes very high flow 

velocities. Several marine power schemes are discussed including a barrage 

spanning from Cardiff to Weston-Super-Mare [81]. 

According to [82], it is estimated that around 7% of the world’s electricity demand 

could be covered by ocean energy based devices by 2050. However, the VAT 

researched in this study is designed for an application onshore and the focus is 

therefore on potential inland sources. 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 16. a) Global distribution of mean tidal range [83]; b) UK distribution of mean spring tide range 
[84]

(a)

(b)
(c)
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1.4.2 Inland 

The US Federal Energy Regulatory Commission stated in 2007: “Estimates suggest 

that new hydrokinetic technologies, if fully developed, could double the amount of 

hydropower production in the United States, bringing it from just under 10 percent to 

close to 20 percent of the national electric energy supply. Given the potential benefits 

of this new, clean power source, the Commission has taken steps to lower regulatory 

barriers to its development.” [85]. 

Nonetheless, an estimation of the global potential of hydrokinetic energy from rivers 

or engineered waterways appears to be difficult since it is usually not included in 

resource assessments due to the predominant application of potential energy in a 

hydropower context [86]. In a United Nations report from 2000, the global annual 

amount of runoff water from precipitation on land which is neither evaporated nor 

absorbed by vegetation is estimated to be 47 000 km3 [87]. Besides being vague, this 

number does not include any process-driven water flows such as water treatment 

plant effluents, irrigation channels or cooling water discharges (engineered or man-

made canals in general). Further, it is unknown how often this amount of water and 

its hydrokinetic energy can be used. For example with regards to the river Thames 

which is 346 km long has an average discharge of 65.8 m3/s and an elevation 

difference from spring to sea level of 110m [88], there is no straightforward procedure 

to estimate how the local flow conditions are and how many hydrokinetic energy 

extraction devices could be implemented profitably [89]. By reviewing literature on 

flow data for two large rivers, a water supply canal and laboratory flumes, Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory developed a reference model for assessing the viability of 

hydrokinetic technologies in rivers and engineered canals [90]. It was concluded that 

the maximum flow speed (umax) experienced by a device installed near the surface 

can be estimated as 7/6 U0. The flow velocity closer to the bed is more difficult to 

predict due to bigger variations in turbulences. Therefore, a sophisticated assessment 

tool needs individual flow and bathymetry data which also appreciates the general 

variation of water depth and flow over the life-span of the device [91]. 

Generally, there is no difference in terms of power extraction whether the hydrokinetic 

extraction device (HED) is deployed in a river or an engineered canal as long as the 

geometry and flow characteristics suit the device. However, there can be a significant 

difference in operational and environmental impact. In the following, rivers and 

engineered canals will be compared as potential energy sources and field of 

application of a HED.   
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Based on [92–95] and the previously listed literature, the following criteria were 

identified as critical for HED implementation. An attempt was made to point at the 

impact on rivers and engineered canals (see Table 2) and to identify the main 

advantages of the application of HEDs in engineered canals. 

Table 2. HED impact summary on rivers and engineered canals with key advantages highlighted  

River Engineered canal
Availability Widely available and often 

close to residential areas 

with energy demand.

Widely available and often 

close to residential areas 

with energy demand.

Flow data Well monitored, often over 

a very long period of time.

Well monitored, often over 

a very long period of time.

Aquatic life Yes. No.

Flooding Yes. No, but overspill.

Sediment transport Yes. Potentially.

Debris Yes. Potentially.

Bathymetry/Bed Varies significantly (if not 

canalised) in all 

dimensions.

Generally regular in cross 

section with engineered 

embankment and bed.

Climate Depends on location, could 

freeze in winter or be dry in 

summer.

Depends on location, could 

be closed off seasonally.

Reliability Depends on location, 

generally very reliable 

discharge.

Depends on location, 

generally very reliable 

discharge.

Accessibility Depends on location, 

varies.

Depends on location, 

generally good.

Water quality High quality, potentially 

drinking water.

Varies from drinking water 

to waste water.

Permitting 
procedure

Depends on location, 

rather difficult.

Depends on location, 

rather simple.

Operational impact Water traffic or water 

sports could be disturbed.

Operational processes 

could be disturbed.

Cultural/Social
impact

Yes. No.
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A vast aquatic life and an integral role in the hydrological cycle and the surrounding 

ecosystem makes rivers important components of the environment and the 

implementation of HEDs may have a significant impact [96]. For that reason, 

environmental agencies have permitting procedures in place which evaluate the 

proposed HED scheme in detail. Natural Resources Wales for example splits their 

assessment in terms of rights of access, flow standards, designated sites, 

conservation and heritage, fish passing, geomorphology and photo-survey, approvals 

and licences, weir pools, water framework directive, cumulative and in combination 

effects, competing schemes, fish screening, monitoring and weirs [97]. The 

applications process is complex and costly, both in terms of time and investment for 

data gathering but can be justified by the intended avoidance of negative impact on 

the river. 

Whether or not a HED has an impact on a river is beyond the scope of this study. 

Engineered or man-made channels are designed to fulfil a certain purpose such as 

discharging waste water effluent to a river or diverting fresh water from between 

reservoirs. They are usually not a habitat for aquatic life and are not used for 

transportation or any other reasons besides its design purpose. However, 

implementing HEDs in engineered canals without any risks for the environment, and 

therefore, without any permitting procedures, is a non-invasive way to gather data 

and gain experience in order to simplify the permitting process for rivers on a later 

stage. Engineered canals are of regular cross-section with a regular slope which 

makes the HED (array) design straight forward. They are accessible since the 

operator has to maintain the canal regularly. 

Fundamentally, the HED presented later in this work can be operated in any 

environment, however, the engineered channels have been chosen due to the much 

simpler implementation at this early stage of development. 
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II. Objectives 
The aim of this research is to observe the performance of a hydrokinetic VAT at 

laboratory scale (1:10) and improve it by iteratively adjusting certain components 

according to experimental findings in order to up-scale the best performing design to 

field (1:3) and application scale (1:1) and confirm its performance at various scales. 

Therefore, the following aspects will be tested and researched in depth: 

- Optimise rotor shape and twin rotor assembly 

o Increase performance 

o Eliminate self-starting issue & flatten torque fluctuations 

- Investigate housing structure and flow augmentation 

o Ameliorate synergy of merging housing, foundation and augmentation 

o Increase rotor performance 

- Examine blockage and solidity 

o Increase performance 

o Increase rotational speed 

A VAT is an assembly of several parts. Rotor components such as blades and spokes 

with non-regular surfaces are difficult and costly to machine. Beside the energy 

harnessing rotor and the supporting structure, a mechanical power take-off device is 

needed to translate the rotors’ motion to an electrical generator. Further, the electrical 

components need to be determined. Therefore, the following aspects will be 

researched: 

- Acquire knowledge of component manufacturing 

o Milled plastic & aluminium 

o Laser-sintered plastic 

o Carbon-fiber composite 

- Investigate the power take-off 

o Individual vs combined power take-off (twin application) 

o Belt drive 

- Understand the generation of electricity 

o Identifying design aspects by differentiating between laboratory, 

demonstrator and full scale application 

o Power control 

The objective list does not reflect the order of content. The thesis chapters are listed 

in a design and progress order. 
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III. Turbine concept and laboratory performance study 
3.1 Introduction 
Growing energy demand and climate change are the main drivers for the fast 

evolution of novel energy conversion systems. While energy production during the 

second half of the past century was focused on large-scale fossil or nuclear power 

plants, the 21th century could be the era of eco-sensitivity, sustainability and 

decentralisation of power generation. In other words, many small “green” units could 

replace few large environmentally questionable plants with the benefit of low capital 

costs and zero carbon emission [22]. 

This study focuses on the development of a twin VAT for harvesting energy from 

flowing water in man-made channels. The idea is to provide a channel operator (e.g., 

water utilities) with a device that generates electricity without impacting their main 

operations and without modification of existing structures or processes. The 

hydrokinetic turbine is designed as a “ready-to-use” unit to be placed in a channel 

without further construction works as depicted in Figure 17. 

Figure 17. Conceptual CAD drawing of the twin turbine assembly in a channel 

This chapter summarises the design concept of the hydrokinetic turbine, its 

components and the data of extensive laboratory tests. The turbine design will be laid 

out in the next section followed by a description of the test facilities and how the 

laboratory tests were undertaken. The main outcomes are consolidated, linked 

together and their specific impact on the design is explained. Solidworks® was used 

as CAD software for most drawings and MS Excel® for data analysis and plotting of 

results. 
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3.2 Turbine concept 
The aim of the turbine is to convert the movement of flowing water in a channel into 

mechanical torque and consequently, into electricity in the most efficient and 

sustainable way. The initial concept was derived from collaborations prior to this 

project [98]. Each component of the turbine system has been designed to integrate 

as a unit and can be split into three subsystems:  

o Housing (1-4)  

o Rotors (5-6)  

o PTO (7-9)  

Figure 18 depicts a conceptual CAD drawing of the twin turbine with its individual 

components. Further drawings are attached to Appendix A. 

Figure 18. Conceptual CAD drawing of the twin turbine and its components  
                (1. bottom plate; 2&3. column; 4. bridge; 5&6. rotor; 7. belt drive; 8. gear box; 9. generator) 

3.2.1 Housing 
The cementitious-material based structure comprises four individual parts: a bottom 

plate (1); two columns (2&3); a bridge (4) and serves several purposes:  

o As the structural member to hold the turbine components in place 

safely. 

o As a gravity base (stays in place due to its mass) which makes 

additional foundation unnecessary. 

o As flow augmentation.  
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In operation, the bridge is not submerged and hosts belt drive system, gear box and 

electrical generator. The bridge is walkable which simplifies operation and 

maintenance of the turbine. The components of the housing structure are presented 

in Figure 19. Note that the columns are hydrodynamically optimised (airfoil shaped 

cross-section) in order to be less obstructive and funnel the flow of water towards the 

rotors. The bottom slab hosts the two columns as well as the bottom bearings of the 

two rotors. The bridge is attached to the top of the two columns and features two 

holes for the rotor shafts. The surface of the bridge allows space and support for the 

installation of the periphery. 

Figure 19. Housing subsystem of turbine concept (1. bottom plate; 2&3. column; 4. bridge) 

3.2.2 Rotors 
The structure hosts a co-rotating vertical axis twin rotor system which is placed 

between bridge and bottom plate as depicted in Figure 20. The rotors are held in 

place by four bearings (18). Each rotor consists of a stainless-steel shaft (17), three 

hubs (10), six spokes (12-16) and three blades (11). As soon as water flows across 

the rotors at a certain minimum speed, the airfoil-shaped blades generate enough lift 

to start rotating. Both rotors rotate in opposite directions towards the flow at centre 

position in order to benefit from the highest velocities in the middle of the channel. 

3.2.3 Power take-off 
The rotational movement of the rotor is transferred via the two rotor shafts (17&19) to 

a belt drive which consists of two 90⁰ twisted timing belts (22&23), two large pulleys 
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(20&21), two small pulleys (24&25) and a horizontally oriented main shaft (26). The 

belt drive enables transferring the torque from the two rotor shafts onto a main drive 

train shaft and allows a speed or torque adjustment to appreciate gearbox or 

generator specification by choosing the desired gear ratio (e.g., number of teeth of 

small and large pulley). Attached to the main drive train shaft is a gearbox and 

subsequently an electrical generator [98].  

Figure 20. Subsystems of turbine concept: a) Rotor (10. hub; 11. blade; 12-16 spoke; 17. shaft; 18, 
bearing); b) PTO (excluding gearbox and generator; 17&19. rotor shaft; 20&21. rotor pulley; 22&23. 
belt; 24&25. main shaft pulley; 26. main shaft) 

The previously described full scale concept encompasses components such as 

gearbox, generator and other electrical components which are not further specified 

since the focus is on the rotor and its hydrodynamic performance. However, in 

Chapter V and VI some of these peripheral aspects are further described and 

researched.  

Figure 21. Plan view of two counter rotating VAT rotors in a channel with a typical flow velocity 
distribution (blue arrows, big arrow = fast velocity; small arrow = slow velocity) 

The combination of the previously mentioned VAT-advantages stimulated towards a 

system of two counter rotating rotors in an augmented environment with a non-

(a) (b)
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submerged PTO and a gravity based-structure. The hypothesis is that two counter-

rotating rotors will benefit from the high flow velocities in the centre of a stream as the 

rotor generates the highest torque in this particular area [69] if positioned as shown 

in Figure 21 and experiences less resistance closer to the side-walls were the flow 

velocities are low (in Chapter IV the velocity distribution in a channel with and without 

a turbine is explained in more detail). From a hydrodynamic point of view, the 

structure serves the purpose of reducing the channel width in order to increase the 

flow velocity and adjust the blockage ratio.  

3.3 Laboratory performance study 
The rotors and parts of the housing were built in a 10th scale model and tested at the 

Hydro Laboratories at Cardiff University. In total, more than 200 individual tests were 

conducted (for a full list please see Appendix A) with the aim to study and optimise 

the rotor, the housing structure and, eventually, the twin-rotor assembly. The design 

was iteratively adjusted and the performance improved with the ultimate goal to up-

scale the twin turbine assembly. In various studies, it was shown that VAT parameters 

cannot be designed in isolation and a transition from wind VAT research outcomes is 

not straightforward [71, 99, 100]. Symmetric NACA aerofoils achieved, for example, 

high performance in wind experiments whereas chambered or asymmetrical aerofoils 

have outperformed their symmetrical counterparts in the application in water [101]. 

Therefore, the laboratory experiments were planned to systematically investigate the 

impact of design changes. Parameters listed in Table 3 were researched.  

Table 3. Turbine design aspects tested 

Design aspect

Rotor
Blade (air-foil) shape Pitch angle

Number of blades Blade twist
Spoke-blade fastening Blade surface finish

Shaft diameter Spokes vs discs
Flywheel Solidity

Submergence
Structure

Blockage Rotor position
Twin assembly

Single vs twin rotor Distance between rotors
Inwards vs outwards rotation Synchronisation or rotors

Rotor offset
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3.3.1 Test facilities 
The testing took place at Cardiff University's Hydro Laboratories in a 17m long and 

1.2m wide flume. The water flow is driven by an impeller which sits in a 0.6m diameter 

recirculation pipe underneath the flume's glass body which allows flow speeds of up 

to 2 m/s at the given water depth. For most experiments, the water level is set to 0.5m 

(submergence and wake measurements were also taken at different water depths). 

The discharge is manipulated by changing the electrical power applied to the pump 

(as a percentage value). Velocity profiles were conducted in previous studies 

[102,103] and the average spatial velocity was used for further reference. The 

turbine's bottom bearing is placed on a 25mm thick plastic sheet which is attached to 

the bed of the flume. The top bearing is attached to a bridge which sits above the 

water surface and can be slit in and perpendicular to the flow direction. The channel 

side walls are made out of glass which allows visual observations during testing as 

depicted in Figure 22. 

Figure 22. a) Picture of laboratory flume at Cardiff University and b) main dimensions 

For some experiments, different structures, similar to the columns of the turbine’s 

structure were employed. The channel-width-to-water-depth ratio was then reduced 

to 8:5 (as opposed to a 12:5 channel-width-to-water-depth ratio without the structure) 

(b)

(a)
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which provided further vertical blockage. The turbine rotors were mounted to the 

bottom of the flume via lubricated stainless steel bearings which were screwed onto 

a PVC board that was glued to the flume bed. The PVC board had various threaded 

holes which allowed for different rotor positions within the flume. 

The top of the rotor was held by a pillow block bearing which was attached to a 

movable bridge across the top of the flume allowing a rotor displacement in any 

direction. Further, the bridge accommodated the main shaft, generator and 

measurement equipment. When the twin rotors were tested, the rotational movement 

of the individual rotor was transferred to the main shaft by timing belts. On top of each 

rotor shaft, a pulley with forty teeth was attached. Two pulleys with twenty teeth each 

were attached to the end of the main shaft which resulted in a gear ratio of two to one. 

Two belts were mounted with a 90⁰ twist between rotor- and main shaft pulleys (see 

Figure 23). The mechanical power take-off including belt drive is further described in 

Chapter VI.  

Figure 23. CAD drawings and photographs of PTO used for twin rotor testing: a) Single rotor testing 
with torque transducer and generator; b) resistor bank, computer, LabJack U6 and DC power source; 
c) single rotor testing with torque transducer and disc brake; d) CAD drawing of twin rotor PTO; e) twin 
rotor PTO with belt-drive, shaft, bearings, torque transducer and generator 

In the experiments, rotational speed and torque applied to the turbine is recorded with 

a combined encoder and torque sensor (Futek TH605, see specifications sheet in 

Appendix H). For data acquisition, a LabJack U6 was used which converted the 

analogue sensor output into digital signals which were then compiled by a self-written 

(a) (b) (c)

(e)(d)
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code within a DAQ software (DAQexpress). Measures are taken for one minute at a 

frequency of 100Hz from free-wheeling (first test, no torque applied to the turbine) 

until stall (last test, just before rotor stops spinning under load) and several steps in 

between. The test equipment has measurement tolerances < 0.5%. Misalignment, 

manufacturing inaccuracies, surface and bearing friction, ambient temperature and 

other aspects add an element of uncertainty towards the results [101–103]. 

However, the resistance torque to the rotor was applied in two ways. Either 

mechanically, with a braking mechanism (e.g., disc brake) or electrically, with a 

generator in combination with an adjustable resistor bank. In the latter case, voltage 

and current were recorded by using two standard multi-meters. The tested design 

parameters are described in the following and the results are presented in form of so 

called performance or CP–λ–curves alongside a CAD drawing or picture of the item 

concerned. The performance curve shows the coefficient of performance (Cp, ratio of 

power input to output) on the y-axis and TSR on the x-axis. Data variation is not shown 

but discussed in Appendices I. In addition to the data points, a dotted trend line is 

included in the graphs. The individual outcome is stated at the end of each item. 

In general, the tests were conducted at several flow speeds ranging from 0.59 m/s up 

to 1.6 m/s. The velocity was set by manipulating the electrical power applied to the 

flume’s impeller. Table 4 shows the velocities used depending on pump power, 

channel width and water depth. In some experiments (test 001-049 and 076-097), a 

structure was used in order to reduce the width of the flume and increase the velocity. 

In that case, the water level dropped slightly when the discharge was increased. 

Please see Appendix B for more details. 

Table 4. Flow speeds used in the experiments with channel width at turbine position (1200mm = bare 
unblocked flume; 800mm = flume blocked with structure) 

Pump power Water depth Channel width Discharge [Q] Velocity [v]

% mm mm m3/s m/s
20 500 1200 0.351 0.59
25 500 1200 0.431 0.72
30 500 1200 0.510 0.85
35 500 1200 0.588 0.98
40 500 1200 0.653 1.09
45 500 1200 0.689 1.15
20 475 800 0.351 0.92
25 465 800 0.431 1.16
30 450 800 0.510 1.42

The flow velocities were measured in previous studies with an uncertainty of up to 

1.6% [102,103].   
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3.3.2 Rotor testing and results 
As far as the individual rotor design and testing was concerned, the focus was on: 

o Quantifying the rotor efficiency in comparison to design variations with 

a target efficiency of CP > 30% (see also Appendices I). 

o Justifying benefits of very low solidity such as an increased TSR, less 

torque ripple and better self-starting behaviour. 

o Optimising the blade-shaft connection (e.g., spokes).  

Overall, the rotor was built in a 1:10 scale from the original design for testing in the 

laboratory flume and results from other studies [101, 104] were considered. The blade 

height was set to 300mm, the rotor diameter varied between 200, 360, 400 and 

600mm (see Figure 24). 

Figure 24. Photograph of some rotors tested, a) 600mm, b) 400mm, c) 360mm, d) 200mm diameter 

However, the comparison to other wind or hydrokinetic VAT and HAT research 

studies is difficult since so many parameters impact on the overall performance. 

Some studies show promising results from symmetrical NACA airfoils [105, 106] 

whereas others observed better performance with chambered blades [107, 108]. 

Ultimately, the lift-to-drag ratio defines the performance of a blade. In operation, the 

blade is constantly changing its position relative to the approach flow and the blade 

with the highest average lift-to-drag ratio is performing the best [109]. It should further 

be mentioned that structural and machining aspects influence the shape of the blade 

and may restrict a design to a certain minimum thickness [110]. 

In the following, the parameter testing results (see Table 3) are listed and described. 

A direct result comparison with other studies is avoided for the individual parameter 

testing due to the previously mentioned complexity of the matter. For some tests, one 

rotor was employed where the torque transducer as well as the disc-brake/generator 

was attached directly to the rotor shaft (see Figure 23a and c).  
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3.3.2.1 Blade (air-foil) shape 
The shape of the blade has a major impact on performance, self-starting behaviour 

and mechanical strength. It is a complex parameter which is strongly influenced by 

other parameters such as flow speed, pitch angle, rotor solidity and surface 

roughness. Therefore, a holistic perspective is needed to improve the overall turbine 

rotor design. For example, the same NACA4421 blade which achieved a CP of 60% 

would perform much worse with a different pitch angle or a much higher or lower 

solidity (i.e., rotor diameter). The order of how the test results and design features are 

presented is therefore not chronological but ordered by subject. For all different 

blades, the optimum pitch angle was observed in the first place (see next subject). 

Several different blade shapes were investigated during this study and are listed in 

Table 5 where the best performing individual test is shown. 

Table 5. Best performing blade shapes 

Blade shape Flow velocity [v] Rotor Ø [D] Chord length [CL] CP max

--- m/s mm mm %
NACA0018 1.16 400 100 49
Eppler 715 1.16 400 100 39
NACA4421 1.15 600 59 56
NACA4421 1.09 360 80 60

Exemplarily, Figure 25 depicts two blades used for the test series, NACA0018 and 

Eppler 715 with a chord length of 100mm and a rotor diameter (Ø) of 400mm. Here, 

the symmetrical NACA blade outperformed the Eppler blade by approximately 10 %. 

Figure 25. Blade shape comparison @ v≈0.9m/s (tests 001 and 048)

Chord-length (CL)
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Differentiation criterion is the curvature, not general dimensions (i.e., chord length or 

relative thickness). From table 4, it can be seen that a chambered NACA4421 airfoil 

performed best with up to 60%. The number coding defines the NACA (National 

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, later NASA) airfoil shape. For a four digit NACA 

as given here, the first number represents the maximum chamber divided by 100, the 

second number is the position of the maximum chamber along the chord line divided 

by 10 and the last two digits specify the thickness of the airfoil as percentage of the 

chord length (i.e., length of chord line, see Figure 26). [111] was used to generate the 

geometry of the airfoils. 

Figure 26. Blade cross-section with nomenclature [112]

3.3.2.2 Pitch angle 
The pitch angle (angle between the centre line of the blade and the tangent of the 

rotor circumference, see Figure 27) is closely linked to the shape of the blade and 

any blade has an optimum pitch angle. In contrast to HATs, the position of the VAT 

blade is constantly changing during rotation relative to the flow and a translation from 

HAT to VAT design is not possible. Here, it was tested at what pitch angle the 

individual blade performed best. The results are listed in Table 6. 

Table 6. Best performing pitch angle of different blades 

Blade shape Flow velocity
[v]

Rotor Ø
[D]

Chord length
[CL]

Pitch angle
[γ]

--- m/s mm mm deg
NACA0018 0.92 400 100 5
Eppler 715 0.92 400 100 5
NACA4421 0.92 600 59 5.5
NACA4421 0.92 360 80 5.5
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Figure 27 depicts a plan view of a CAD drawing of a blade (green) on the rotor 

circumference with pitch angle, centre and tangent line indicated alongside a result 

graph of the Eppler 715 blade for different pitch angles. 

Figure 27. Blade on the rotor circumference including nomenclature and pitch angle comparison @ 
v≈0.9m/s (tests 003, 004 and 005) with Eppler 715 

It can be seen that the blade performs the best at 5° pitch angle. A variation of +/- 

2.5° leads to a drop in performance of approximately 50%. Similar results were found 

elsewhere [104,113–115]. 

3.3.2.3 Number of blades 
The amount of blades used for a rotor of a VAT has several major implications. The 

more blades 

- the more expensive the rotor, 

- the more torque/power is generated, 

- the better the self-starting behaviour, 

- the less vibrations [116], 

- the lower the TSR [68]. 

Here, the effect of the number of blades on the overall performance of the rotor was 

evaluated. Rotor solidity, which is the ratio of total blade chord length and rotor 

circumference (Equation 3.1), plays an important role in this context as well and will 

be covered separately. Table 7 gives an overview of the number of blades 

comparison for NACA and Eppler blades, all with a chord length of 100mm and at a 

flow velocity of 1.16 m/s. 
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Table 7. List of results from number of blades comparison 

Blade shape No of blades Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
--- --- % % ---

Eppler 715 2 16 35 2.3
Eppler 715 3 24 39 1.9
Eppler 715 4 32 36 1.6
NACA0018 2 16 44 2.1
NACA0018 3 24 49 1.8

From Table 7 and Figure 28, it can be seen that the rotational speed of the rotor is 

decreasing the more blades are employed and that performance with three blades is 

best. 

Figure 28. Pink: rotor with three blades, green: rotor with four blades, and number of blades 
comparison @ v≈0.9m/s with Eppler 715 (tests 042, 044, 046)

3.3.2.4 Blade twist 
A major drawback of VATs is their poor self-starting behaviour and its torque ripple 

due to the constant change in angle of attack. Several studies [69,100,117] suggested 

that it is beneficial to twist the blade along an imaginary cylinder, coinciding with the 

rotor radius. It was further observed that a twisted blade lacks in efficiency when 

compared to a straight blade, mainly due to increased drag losses of the bigger blade 

surface area and the reduced magnitude of the generated forces. Figure 29 depicts 

a CAD representation of a straight (green) and a 20° twisted blade (pink) and their 

achieved efficiency in a comparison of two different velocities (0.92m/s and 1.16m/s).  
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Figure 29. Green: straight blade, pink: twisted blade and comparison of straight and twisted Eppler 715 
(tests 044, 045, 048, 049) 

In contrast to the previously mentioned studies, there was no significant difference in 

terms of performance and rotational speed. The CP for both blades peaked at a TSR 

of about 1.9 at approximately 35% and 39% respectively. Further, both rotors self-

started under all conditions and the deviation from average torque was < 0.5 Nm for 

both blades which gave no indication of a significant improvement in terms of torque 

ripple. In Appendices I, the variation of torque relative to TSR is further discussed. 

3.3.2.5 Spoke-blade fastening 
Blades, spokes and shaft need to be attached to each other. Bolts are used to connect 

the individual components. Using the same set-up of blades, spokes and shaft, two 

different kind of bolts were used in order to observe the impact of friction between bolt 

head and water on the performance of the entire turbine. Figure 30 depicts the 

countersunk and socket bolts used for the comparison and shows how significant the 

impact of protrude bolt heads is on the performance.  

Table 8. List of results for salient fastening comparison using three NACA4421 blades with a chord 
length of 59mm and a rotor diameter of 600mm 

Bolt type Flow velocity [v] Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
--- m/s % % ---

Socket 0.85 9 25 3.1
Socket 0.98 9 29 3.0
Socket 1.09 9 31 3

Countersunk 0.85 9 41 3.4
Countersunk 0.98 9 44 3.2
Countersunk 1.09 9 45 3.3
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Figure 30. White blade with countersunk bolts (a), black blade with socket bolts (b) and comparison 
results of countersunk and socket bolts (both used on black spoke) @ v≈0.98 m/s (tests 066, 069) 

Table 8 shows the testing results for different flow velocities. It can be seen that the 

increased drag of the bolt heads is causing a performance drop of approximately 14% 

alongside a reduction in rotational speed of approximately 10%. 

Further, it was observed that the rotor always self-started with the countersunk bolts 

but never with the M5 socket bolts which stuck out 5mm. Two bolts are needed for 

each point of contact which sums up to 12 bolts for the tested three-bladed rotor. It is 

assumed that the severe performance drop is enhanced by the low solidity of the rotor 

and the relatively high rotational speed. However, a smooth and non-salient fastening 

is crucial in designing the rotor component connections, particularly between spokes 

and blades where the rotational speed and hence the impact of drag is the highest. 

3.3.2.6 Blade surface finish 
In operation, the turbine rotor is constantly moving through the water and it is 

assumed that drag due to friction is reduced the smoother the surface of the rotor 

components is [99]. Since the blades are the fastest moving members of the system, 

the impact of surface roughness must be the highest here. 

For this experiment, two different blades were used on the same three bladed rotor 

(Ø 600mm): Blade A is made of carbon fibre composite material with a rough and 

untreated surface; blade B is milling machined from a solid plastic sheet (glass filled 

nylon 66) and features a smooth and sanded surface (see Figure 31). Both 

NACA4421 blades are straight and have a chord length of 59mm. Details about 

materials and manufacturing can be found in Appendix G. Table 9 lists the results of 

the tests at different flow velocities.  

(a) (b)
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Table 9. List of results for surface roughness comparison using three NACA4421 blades with a chord 
length of 59mm and a rotor diameter of 600mm. Blade A was made out of composite material, Blade B 
milling machined out of Nylon. 

Blade Flow velocity [v] Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
--- m/s % % ---
A 0.85 9 25 3.1
A 0.98 9 29 3.1
A 1.09 9 31 3.0
B 0.85 9 50 3.2
B 0.98 9 52 3.1
B 1.09 9 56 3.2

Figure 31 depicts sections of the two blades tested and the irregularities on the 

surface of the composite blade A can be seen which has a dramatic impact on 

performance with a difference of more than 20% compared to the smooth milled and 

sanded blade B.  

Figure 31. Composite blade (a) with rough surface, milling machined blade (b) with smooth surface 
and results of roughness comparison @ v≈0.98 m/s (tests 052, 066) 

There is a certain amount of uncertainty whether or not geometrical integrity is given 

for the composite blade. It was planned to compare the initial design CAD file to the 

actual geometry of the two manufactured blades but a lack of resources prevented 

this step (see Chapter IX and Appendix G for further notes on manufacturing). 

3.3.2.7 Shaft diameter 
The axis is a necessary structural member of the rotor which does not contribute 

towards energy harnessing but transfers the torque to the PTO and holds the rotor in 

place via spokes. However, the axis also causes vortices which interfere negatively 

with the blades downstream [118]. Since the shaft cannot be eliminated without 

compromising on the overall rotor design (e.g., reinforce spokes and blades), it was 

(a) (b)
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studied whether the shaft diameter has an impact on the performance of the rotor. 

Figure 32 depicts the different shaft diameters tested and the impact on the rotor 

performance. Up to a shaft diameter of 1/4 turbine diameters D, no significant drop in 

performance was observed. Shaft diameters of 140mm and more caused a reduction 

in efficiency. 

Figure 32. Different shaft diameters tested and results comparison @ v≈0.92 m/s (tests 007, 009, 
011,013, 015), trend-line for 180mm shaft shown only. 

The tests were conducted at two different velocities as shown in Table 10 using a 

three bladed rotor with a diameter of 400mm featuring the Eppler 715 blade with a 

chord length of 120mm. 

Table 10. List of results for shaft diameter comparison using three Eppler 715 blades with a chord 
length of 120mm and a rotor diameter of 400mm 

Shaft Ø Flow velocity [v] Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
mm m/s % % ---
20 0.92 29 38 1.5
20 1.16 29 42 1.6
60 0.92 29 39 1.6
60 1.16 29 42 1.6

100 0.92 29 38 1.6
100 1.16 29 42 1.7
140 0.92 29 36 1.6
140 1.16 29 40 1.7
180 0.92 29 34 1.7
180 1.16 29 37 1.7

Similar tests were conducted with smaller blades (Eppler 715, Chord length 80mm) 

and, hence, with a lower solidity. The results are listed in Table 11.   
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Table 11. List of results for shaft diameter comparison using three Eppler 715 blades with a chord 
length of 80mm and a rotor diameter of 400mm 

Shaft Ø Flow velocity [v] Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
mm m/s % % ---
20 0.92 19 27 2.1
20 1.16 19 31 2.2
60 0.92 19 27 2.1
60 1.16 19 31 2.1

100 0.92 19 24 2.1
100 1.16 19 27 2.2
140 0.92 19 22 2.1
140 1.16 19 26 2.3
180 0.92 19 17 2.0
180 1.16 19 20 2.0

Ignoring the fact that the smaller 80mm blades perform worse (CP 17 - 31%, see Table 

11) than their 120mm counterparts (CP 34 - 42%) while spinning faster, increasing the 

shaft diameter has a similar impact. Up to a shaft diameter of 100mm (1/4 rotor 

diameter), the performance is not significantly affected which implies that the shaft 

design is purely driven by structural and economical aspects. 

3.3.2.8 Spokes vs discs 
In contrast to HATs, where the blades’ root coincides with the centre of rotation, the 

blade of a VAT is at a certain distance to the centre of rotation (e.g., the distance 

equals the rotor radius). Therefore, a structural member is necessary to overcome 

the distance from rotor shaft to blade and further, to transfer the generated forces to 

the shaft (torque). For simplicity, acrylic discs were used for the first experiments 

since it allowed one to test many different blade configurations easily and cost-

effectively. The two discs, however, are hydrodynamically disadvantageous due to 

the large surface area. They were replaced by six spokes as depicted in Figure 33 

and were attached to the blade-ends. 

The spokes’ cross-section has a symmetrical airfoil shape (NACA0024, CL 60mm at 

the root and is constantly changing towards NACA0012, Cl 100mm at the tip) in order 

to provide minimum drag without compromising on structural integrity [119,120]. At 

the tip, the spoke features a recess for attaching the blade and is further overlapping 

slightly in order to prevent tip vortices disrupt the flow over the blade near the ends, 

thereby maintaining maximum lift and minimum drag near the blades’ tips [121]. More 

detailed design drawings of the laboratory rotors are provided in the Appendix B. 
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Figure 33. CAD drawings (top, side and perspective view) of spoke used for laboratory rotor 

Figure 34. Blades attached to shaft via discs (a) and spokes (b). Result comparison @ v≈0.9 m/s (tests 
048, 071) 

Figure 34 depicts the two rotors tested alongside the performance comparison where 

a significant increase in rotational speed and performance can be seen if the discs 

are replaced by spokes. At peak performance, the rotor with disc spun at a λ = 1.8 

with CP = 35% whereas the rotor with spokes achieved λ = 2.8 and CP = 47%. 

Nonetheless, a significant improvement in performance was expected since the discs 

were chosen as a device which can be easily adopted for parameter testing and not 

for optimised performance. The spokes as shown in Figure 33 were finalised after the 

parameter tests were analysed. It was further planned to analyse the forces acting on 

the spokes, confirm the structural and geometrical integrity and potentially optimise 

(b)

(a)
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the geometry which was abandoned due to a lack of resources. See Appendix G for 

further manufacturing and structural analysis details as well as Chapter IX. 

3.3.2.9 Flywheel 
Due to the nature of VATs, forces acting on the blade during a revolution are highly 

fluctuating. Therefore, the entire system experiences a change of stress and strain 

from one moment to another (i.e., vibrations). It was therefore studied how an 

increase of inertia (increased weight of the rotating system) would impact on both 

vibrations and performance. Ideally, the weight of the blades would be increased [122] 

by using aluminium or stainless steel instead of plastic for example. This would imply 

to redesign all structural components due to the higher weight and forces. Instead, 

two different weights, similar to weight lifting discs (6 and 12 kg) were used as flywheel 

(see Figure 35).  

Figure 35. Top-view of rotor with flywheel in green. Flywheel comparison @ v≈1.0m/s with NACA4421 
(test 053, 056, 059)  

Neither an impact on performance nor on vibrations (visual observation during testing) 

was observed. Instead, the self-starting ability of the rotor became worse at lower flow 

speeds due to the increased inertia.  

3.3.2.10 Solidity 
The solidity (σ) of a VAT describes the ratio between the sum of blade chord lengths 

(CL) and rotor circumference as shown in Equation 3.1. 
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Hence, the bigger the total blade chord length for a given rotor diameter, the bigger 

the solidity. Solidity is a key feature of the rotor with several implications. High solidity 
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rotors (σ > 25%) benefit from high torque output and improved self-starting behaviour 

whereas low solidity rotors (σ < 15%) persuade by low costs/weight and high TSR 

which again impacts on generator costs and vibration reduction [68] [106]. 

Several studies suggest that blade shape, number of blades, blockage and solidity 

are strongly interlinked and it is concluded that a holistic design approach should be 

considered [123–125]. For example, in the previously described result section for 

number of blade testing, the same blades were used with a constant rotor diameter. 

Therefore, the solidity increased with an increased number of blades. Alternatively, 

the rotor diameter could be adjusted in order to keep σ constant. Consequently, the 

blockage ratio β would change and needed adjustment. β is defined as the ratio 

between cross-sectional area of rotor (AR) and waterbody (AF) (see Equation 3.2). 

The higher the blockage ratio of a rotor, the less water can bypass the rotor and vice 

versa. Blockage is one of the tested parameters and is described in more detail later. 

It can be seen that one aspect is interlinked to another and a clear differentiation is 

difficult.  

Here, the impact on performance, TSR and self-starting behaviour was observed by 

testing three different Eppler 715 blades with chord lengths of 80, 100 and 120mm 

which computes to rotor solidities of 19, 24 and 29% respectively at a rotor diameter 

of 400mm. Figure 36 depicts the rotor with two different blades alongside the results. 

Figure 36. Rotor with low solidity (green) and high solidity (pink). Solidity comparison @ v≈0.9m/s with 
Eppler 715 (test 005, 007, 048) 

It can be seen that the performance improves with higher the solidity, which is in 

agreement with the prediction. Further, the rotor was self-starting for all tests. 

However, the desired design of this study features a low solidity rotor and existing 

literature suggests that a very low solidity rotor (σ ≤ 10%) can perform well, mainly 
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due to the much higher rotational speed [126]. Figure 37 depicts another solidity test 

with a very low solidity rotor using a NACA4421 blade with a chord length of 59mm, 

both, on a 600 and 400mm rotor (e.g., σ = 9 and 14% respectively). 

Figure 37. Solidity comparison of very low and low solidity rotor (test 052 - 054, 061 - 063)  

The straight comparison between different rotor configurations is difficult. Here, two 

different rotor radii were used in contrast to different blade chord length in the test 

results shown before. However, it is shown that the 600mm rotor with NACA4421 

blades and σ = 9 achieved a power coefficient of 50% and above. The rotational 

speed at peak performance was much higher than in any other configurations (λ > 3). 

Self-starting ability, however, was not given. 

3.3.3 Structure testing and results 
The concept of the twin turbine presented at the beginning of this chapter features a 

cementitious housing which acts as the structural member, a gravity base and a flow 

augmentation. The first two structural aspects are not further discussed since their 

design is straightforward and mainly driven by turbine/channel size and flow regime. 

Here, it was tested at what blockage ratio and what longitudinal position within the 

housing the rotor performed best. 

3.3.3.1 Blockage 
Flowing water is considered to be blocked if the flow is constrained in one or more 

dimensions. For example, flowing water in the sea or wide, deep river can be seen 

as unblocked, flowing water in a narrow channel or flume (as used in these 

experiments) as blocked. The blockage ratio (β), ratio between rotor and channel 
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cross-section (Equation 3.2), is a measure to quantify the amount of blockage and 

represents another important parameter in hydrokinetic turbine design. The reason 

for blocking or constraining the flow is to reduce its cross-section and therefore 

increase its velocity at a given discharge (Equation 1.2). Here, the velocity is cubed 

and has a significant impact on the power available. 

In this experiment, the optimum blockage ratio was observed by constraining the 

flume width with a streamlined structure (see Figure 38) and changing the rotor 

diameter. Initially, without structure, β = 18% if the water level is at 0.5m and a rotor 

with Ø = 360mm is employed. Since the distance between flume-bed and rotor, the 

height of the rotor and the water table has not changed, the blockage ratio from now 

onwards will be expressed as ratio between rotor diameter (DR) and channel width 

(WC) and denoted as β’ (Equation 3.3). Therefore, β = 18% becomes β’ = 30%. 

Figure 38. Unconstrained (a) and constrained (b) flume with rotor at its centre. Blockage comparison 
@ v≈0.9m/s with NACA4421, chord length 59mm, Ø600mm rotor (test 053, 076)  

Several rotors with and without constriction (green structure as depicted in Figure 38) 

were tested and the maximum power extraction with a single rotor employed was 

found to be CP = 69% with β’ = 50% (test 074, see Appendix A for all test results). 

However, a significant increase in backwater was observed, proportional to the 

increase in blockage and discharge. At β’ = 75%, th e efficiency dropped drastically 

as shown in Figure 38. Table 12 shows all blockage test results with the NACA4421 

blade. 

It shall be noted that in a wind or ocean current context usually a blockage correction 

is applied where the performance enhancement due to blockage is subtracted. Here, 

the enhancement is desired and an integral part of the design and is therefore not 

subtracted. Further, the Lanchester-Betz limit sets the upper limit for kinetic energy 

(a) (b)

β’=50%                      β’=75%
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extraction devices in an unconstrained flow. However, in a constrained flow, the 

Lanchester-Betz limit (CPmax < 60%) does not apply [127] since the flow is unable to 

bypass the channel’s cross-section and efficiencies of up to 90% are predicted 

elsewhere [128]. 

Table 12. List of results for blockage comparison using three NACA4421 blades with a chord length of 
59mm 

Blockage [β’] Flow velocity [v] Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
% m/s % % ---
25 0.92 19 27 1.3
25 1.16 19 31 1.5
25 1.42 19 27 1.5
33 0.85 14 21 2.2
33 0.98 14 20 2.2
33 1.09 14 33 2.3
33 1.15 14 29 2.2
50 0.85 9 50 3.2
50 0.98 9 52 3.1
50 1.09 9 56 3.2
75 0.92 9 41 3.0
75 1.16 9 45 3.1

3.3.3.2 Rotor position 
If a stream is constrained by a structure such as a turbine housing, the velocity of the 

flow changes while passing through it. It was assumed that the longitudinal position 

of the turbine may have an impact on the performance (see Figure 39).  

Figure 39. Rotor in a constrained channel at centre position of the structure (a) and further downstream 
(b). Comparison of longitudinal displacement @ v≈0.9m/s with NACA0018 (test 001, 025) 

(a) (b)
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It was observed, that the rotor performed best at centre position of the structure. Table 

13 shows the peak values for CP and TSR for two different velocities. A deficit of up 

to 9% was found if the rotor is shifted downstream. 

Table 13. List of results for rotor position comparison using three NACA0018 blades with a chord 
length of 100mm and a rotor diameter of 400mm at centre of constriction and 230mm downstream 
(d.s.) 

Position Flow velocity [v] Solidity [σ] CP max TSR [λ]
--- m/s % % ---

Centre 0.92 24 44 1.8
Centre 1.16 24 49 1.7

230mm d.s. 0.92 24 36 1.5
230mm d.s. 1.16 24 40 1.5

Due to time constrains, just two positions were tested. For a more sophisticated result, 

further positions should be tested, also upstream (see Chapter IX for further 

conclusions and recommendations). 

3.3.4 Twin-rotor testing and results 
The main aim of this study was to investigate the interaction of two rotors in a twin 

assembly and to justify the prediction of a beneficial overall performance. Two similar 

rotors were installed and the overall performance data captured in the same fashion 

as previously described. In addition, a PTO was employed consisting of two timing 

belts and four pulleys in order to combine the rotor's motion to one shaft (see Figure 

23). 

The PTO also contained a generator or a mechanical brake at the very end, shoulder 

bearings to support the shaft and a device to measure torque and rotational speed. 

The PTO was firmly attached to the bridge and the rotational speed and generated 

torque measured at the common shaft as explained earlier. 

3.3.4.1 Single vs twin rotor 
The hypothesis of the twin rotor application is that two identical rotors sitting next to 

each other improve the overall performance of two individual rotors by increasing the 

flow velocity at the centre of the channel. Figure 40 depicts a comparison between 

single and twin assembly.  

It might appear obvious that two rotors perform better than one but further 

considerations should be made.  

- The twin turbine extracted at peak performance approximately 50 Watts at 

v = 0.85 m/s whereas one rotor extracted 14 Watts. The product of two 
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single rotors is consequently 28 Watts and significantly lower than the power 

extraction of twin system (shown in Figure 40c,d) 

- The coefficient of performance from the single rotor (CPsingle = 42%) is 

significantly lower than the equivalent of the twin (CPtwin = 77%). 

- The twin system has higher friction losses due to the PTO (mainly belt-drive 

and bearings) which are estimated to sum up to a 5% efficiency deficit (see 

synchronisation of rotors).  

Figure 40. Single vs twin comparison showing results for two velocities: a) CP - λ curve; b) τ - λ curve; 
c-d) Pe - λ curve including the sum of two single rotors (test 128, 129, 156, 157) 

Even if the previously mentioned blockage correction (CPcorrected = CP * (1-β)2 ) is 

applied, the twin system (CPtwin corr = 32%) outperforms the single rotor (CPsingle corr = 

28%), particularly for lower flow velocities. It was further observed that the twin rotor 

has the better self-starting ability which is due to the higher velocities at the centre of 

the rotors. Table 14 shows all results from the single vs twin comparison.  

(a) (b)

(c) (d) 
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Table 14. List of results for single vs twin rotor comparison using three NACA4421, CL80mm and a 
rotor diameter of 360mm 

Flow velocity
[v]

Blockage
[β’]

Power extracted 
[Pe]

CP max TSR
[λ]

m/s % W % ---

Si
ng

le

0.72 30 7 32 2.2
0.85 30 14 42 2.1
0.98 30 26 50 2.1 
1.09 30 42 60 1.9
1.15 30 43 52 2.1

Tw
in

0.72 60 30 75 2.4
0.85 60 51 77 2.4
0.98 60 76 75 2.2
1.09 60 96 69 2.4
1.15 60 116 70 2.6

3.3.4.2 Distance between rotors 
If the hypothesis of a beneficial effect on turbine efficiency by an increased velocity in 

the centre of the two rotors is correct, then there must be an optimum spacing 

between them. First and foremost, it is assumed that due to a symmetrical rotor 

design and channel cross-section, the rotors should be installed symmetrically. 

Hence, the distance from the centre of the channel to the centre of the rotor axis is 

the same for both rotors and they both sit on the same longitudinal plane as shown 

in Figure 41. The distance between both rotor axis is presented as a function of the 

rotor diameter D and four different values were tested: 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.75 D.  

Figure 41. Twin rotor with different spacing. Spacing comparison @ v≈0.9m/s with NACA4421, chord 
length 80mm, Ø360mm rotor (test 110, 112, 116, 119) 
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It was observed that the rotors performed best at a spacing of 1.5 – 1.6 D with a peak 

efficiency of CP = 79%. If the distance was further increased or reduced, the efficiency 

dropped by 5 and 9% respectively. At higher flow speeds, a spacing of 1.5 D led to 

better performance as compared to 1.6 D (see Appendix A for result table, Test 108-

122). All further twin-turbine tests were conducted by placing the rotors 1.5 D apart. 

3.3.4.3 Inwards vs outwards rotation 
From the turbine concept, the rotors spin inwards as shown in Figure 42 A. This 

design feature was justified by comparing performance data to data from the same 

rotors but spinning in the opposite direction as shown in B. 

Figure 42. Twin rotor rotating inwards (A) and outwards (B). Inwards vs outwards comparison @ 
v≈0.9m/s with NACA4421, chord length 80mm, Ø360mm rotor (test 171, 172) 

The difference was not as significant as expected which may be due to small scale of 

the laboratory set up or the overall symmetry of the system since at 1.5 D, the distance 

between centre of the flume and rotor axis as well as sidewall of the flume and rotor 

axis are similar. 

3.3.4.4 Synchronisation of rotors 
Due to the PTO, the twin rotors are naturally synchronised, i.e., spin at the same 

speed at any time. Both rotor shafts are connected to the main (generator) shaft via 

timing belts which synchronise the rotational motion due to the gearing of the belts’ 

and pulleys’ teeth (similar to a chain drive). Here, it was tested if the synchronisation 

has an impact on performance. 
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Figure 43. Twin rotor rotating synchronised (A) and not synchronised (B). Synchronisation comparison 
@ v≈0.9m/s with NACA4421, chord length 80mm, Ø360mm rotor (test 141-149, 157) 

Figure 43 depicts both scenarios, not synchronised (A, individual PTO for each rotor) 

and synchronised (C, combined, belt-drive PTO) with the same overall set-up. It can 

be seen that the not synchronised rotors spin slightly faster and perform 

approximately 5% better which is mainly due to the belt-drive friction losses. From 

visual observation, no difference was observed.  

3.3.4.5 Rotor offset 
Torque ripple and self-starting difficulties are major concerns of VATs. Both issues 

are linked to the fact that the blade is changing its position relative to the flow. It was 

investigated whether a 60° offset of one of the rotors has a beneficial impact (see 

Figure 44).  

Figure 44. Twin rotor rotating with a 60° offset. Offset comparison @ v≈0.9m/s with NACA4421, chord 
length 59mm, Ø200mm rotor (test 078, 080), trend-line for no offset shown only. 

A B
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Performance-wise, no significant difference was observed whether or not the rotors 

are offset. As mentioned earlier, the lift and drag forces of each blade change 

constantly while the rotor spins which causes regular variations of torque in form of 

vibrations. If the rotors are offset, it is assumed that the torque ripple of both rotors 

will not occur at the same time and it was suggested that an offset of the rotors may 

reduce the torque ripple. However, with the rotors tested, the vibrations became much 

worse if offset by 60° which was visually observed during the experiment (the related 

data is attached to Appendices I). Moreover, the self-starting ability did not change 

compared to the rotor without offset. 

3.3.4.6 Submergence 
Whether or not the rotor is submerged has a great effect on the turbine’s performance. 

Obviously, if the rotor is fully submerged then the entire blade surface area is in 

contact with the water and, therefore, more energy can be extracted in comparison to 

a rotor that is not fully submerged. In addition, the blade hydrodynamics are disturbed 

if the blades are not fully submerged by air-entrainment which reduces the density of 

the fluid that is in contact with the blade, and hence, results in a reduction of lift forces 

generated in this area. Further, the upper spokes could slice through the water 

surface during their rotational movement which results in significant splashing and an 

additional drag torque on the rotor shaft, which ultimately reduces the turbine’s

efficiency. 

It was tested how an increased or decreased water depth would impact on the 

performance if a constant flow velocity is maintained. Five scenarios were tested (see 

Figure 45): 

- Water table well above the rotor,     WT = 0.65m 

- Water table at usual level,      WT = 0.50m 

- Water table at level with top of rotor, WT = 0.45m 

- Water table below top of rotor,     WT = 0.40m 

- Water table well below top of rotor,   WT = 0.35m 
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Figure 45. Rotor submergence tests at a water depth of: a) 0.65m; b) 0.50m; c) 0.45m; d) 0.40m; e) 
0.35m; and submergence comparison @ v≈0.85m/s using NACA4421 blades, Ø=360mm (test 172, 
174, 176, 178, 179) 

The rotors perform best at a water depth of 0.5m, when they are covered by 

approximately 100mm of water (usual testing set-up). When the water table was 

increased by 150mm, performance dropped by 6% which is mainly due to the reduced 

blockage ratio β since more water can flow undisturbed above the turbine. When the 

water table was reduced by 50mm, the performance dropped dramatically by 50%. 

The spokes sliced through the water surface which caused a high level of noise, 

splashing water and air entrainment. A further reduction in water depth made the 

performance even worse. 

3.4 Summary 
The twin turbine design (10th scale) was extensively tested in the laboratory and is 

ready for upscale testing in a real channel environment. The latest laboratory tests 

(a) (c)

(d)

(b)

(e)
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concluded to turbine efficiencies of more than 75% and conclusions and 

recommendations are summarized as follows:

Figure 46. a) Combined laboratory PTO including generator, torque transducer and belt-drive; b) CAD 
drawing of the best performing rotor tested; c) individual laboratory PTOs including two torque 
transducer and disc brakes (not shown)

Rotor: The hydrodynamic behaviour of the rotor and its components is well 

understood and, as far as performance is concerned, the rotor operates very well 

above a CP of 50% which is more than anticipated (CP > 30%). The current design, 

however, needs confirmation by upscaling and field tests (see Chapter VI, VII and 

VIII). Several different rotor designs were tested in the laboratory with the focus on 

quantifying the rotor efficiency of different design variations. Very low solidity such as 

an increased TSR, less torque ripple and better self-starting behaviour were found to 

be beneficial. Furthermore, the blade-shaft connection (i.e., spokes) was optimised. 

The latest design features a three bladed rotor with NACA4421 airfoil-shaped blades, 

a chord length of 80mm, a pitch angle of 6° and a twist of 20° in combination with 

hydrodynamically optimised NACA0012/24 airfoil shaped spokes. It performed best 

and self-started in many cases (see Figure 46). Due to the small scale, the laboratory 

rotor solidity was chosen to be 21% (i.e., 80 mm chord length) but will be reduced for 

upscaling and field-testing in order to achieve a higher rotational speed and a reduced 

torque ripple. 

Structure: Similar to the rotor, the hydrodynamics of the structure is well understood 

and the design can be applied for testing in real conditions. Besides improving the 

overall performance of the turbine, the key feature of the structure focusses on the 

assembly of the entire system in an efficient and safe way. The ideal channel-width-

to-rotor-diameter ratio β’ was found to be approximately 60%. The position of the rotor 

should be at the centre of the constriction.

Twin turbine assembly: The twin turbine operates with high efficiencies in the 

laboratory. The hypothesis that the twin turbine setup can provide additional efficiency 

(a) (b) (c)
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in comparison to a single rotor was confirmed. The ideal distance between the rotors 

was found to be 1.5D with both rotors rotating inwards. Neither the synchronisation

nor an offset of the two rotors had a positive effect on performance. However, 

submergence was found to be a critical parameter with a dramatic drop in 

performance if the water table is level with the upper spoke or below. If the water table 

is much higher than anticipated, the performance drop is less significant (~6%).

Power take-off: In several laboratory experiments, the belt-drive has shown its 

potential for solving mechanical difficulties such as changing direction and orientation 

of an applied torque while ensuring a safe and continuous operation (see Figure 46). 

Alternatively, two individual PTOs could be used which improved the overall 

performance by ~5% due to less frictional losses. Further, a manually controlled low-

speed three-phase AC generator was successfully employed. However, a functional 

power control and system for grid-feeding is needed (see Chapter V). 

In conclusion, the twin turbine showed very promising performance and was found to 

be ready for field testing (see Chapter VI). In terms of further research, structural 

analysis, condition monitoring, durability and fatigue as well as operation and 

maintenance were identified as crucial issues that should be addressed (see Chapter 

IX). 

In the following chapter, the hydrodynamic impact of the latest turbine design on the 

downstream channel flow (e.g., wake) is investigated via detailed velocity 

measurements using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter. The measurements were 

analysed and the wake recovery characterised in order to understand the flow regime 

downstream the rotor and, ultimately, be able to design an array of turbines in a 

channel (e.g., spacing between VATs) without compromising on available power due 

to turbulent/disadvantageous flow conditions. 
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IV. Turbulences and wake study 
This chapter is published in a similar form as a journal paper to the Journal of 

Renewable Energy with the title “Three-dimensionality of the wake recovery behind a 

vertical axis turbine”, co-authored with Dr. Pablo Ouro, Ms. Qianyu Luo and Prof. 

Thorsten Stoesser [129]. Some aspects of this chapter were already covered in 

previous chapters but it was decided to keep it close to its submitted form with the 

intention to present it as a self-contained chapter. 

4.1 Introduction 
The flow regime experienced by VATs depends on the operating Reynolds number 

attained by the rotating blades, which will determine the relevance of dynamic stall of 

the blades or the mixing of the turbine rotor’s wake with the ambient flow. [130] tested 

a high-solidity VAT in a towing tank for different operational Reynolds numbers and 

found that drag forces and power coefficients approximate a constant value 

asymptotically, i.e., independent of the Reynolds number, for ReD = UD/ν > 1*106 or 

ReC > 2*105 where ReD represents the Reynolds number based on the rotor’s 

diameter and ReC based on the blade’s chord length (see Equation 1.6). The acting 

forces on the blades are a consequence of the flow separation on their suction side 

which is fully turbulent once the former flow condition threshold is achieved. Using 

2D-Partical Image Velocimetry (PIV), [131] observed how flow separation on the 

blades varies depending on its rotational speed. Similarly, [70] used high-fidelity 

numerical simulations to evidence the different nature of dynamic stall vortices whose 

effect becomes more prominent at low TSRs. 

The performance of different turbine designs is also influenced by the generation of 

dynamic stall vortices and their convection within the rotor’s swept perimeter which 

eventually interact back with the blades during the downstream half of the rotation. 

[132] identified from water tank experiments how such a blade-vortex interaction is 

characterised by leading- and trailing-edge vortices whose shedding pattern varies 

with the rotor’s rotational speed. [133] observed a varying wake recovery pattern at 

different tip speed ratios as a consequence of the vortex dynamics happening within 

the swept rotor area. With similar scope, [70] visualised in their large-eddy simulations 

that at low rotational speeds the blades undergo deep dynamic stall causing a drop 

in performance, whilst at high rotational speed, above peak performance, the blades 

lack of lift-generation capabilities to be sufficiently efficient. Therefore, an adequate 

balance in the interaction of the generated dynamic stall vortices with the moving 

blades is a key aspect in the development of efficient vertical axis turbines.
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Another study investigated the three-dimensional nature of the wake behind vertical 

axis turbines [134] by using PIV to measure different planes throughout the turbine’s 

wake. Their phase-averaged results indicated the mechanism responsible for the 

generation of tip vortices as a result of the flow moving over the blade’s tip and the 

low-pressure area on the blade suction side. These large-scale flow structures kept 

coherent until a distance of two turbine rotor diameters (2D) downstream. Further, a 

vertical expansion was observed due to the action of tip vortices moving towards the 

outside of the rotor’s swept area. Thereafter, these rotor-induced energetic structures 

merge with the low-momentum wake which then starts to develop a vertical 

contraction. 

Further, [135] discussed the significance of vertical momentum advection in the near-

wake recovery which is reinforced by [136]'s field measurements of different vertical 

axis wind turbine array arrangements. In this study, it was further observed that rotor-

induced turbulence aids in recovering wake momentum with wake velocity values 

close to the free-stream velocity at 6D downstream, which suggests a closer cluster 

capability of VATs compared to HATs. Moreover, [134] identified a circulation-induced 

phenomenon known as Magnus effect in the near-to-far wake transition which was 

also observed in the LES of [137] being this more noticeable at higher tip speed ratios. 

In another study, Large-scale coherent motion of VATs’ wakes were analysed for 

different turbine rotors equipped with two to five blades by using spectral analysis and 

proper orthogonal decomposition. Three regions in a wake were observed: (i) near-

wake, dominated by periodic blade vortex shedding; (ii) transitional region, where the 

shear-layer formed in between the rotor’s low-velocity wake and ambient flow became 

unstable; and (iii) far-wake, dominated by bluff body-like wake oscillations. The wake 

characteristics appeared to vary depending on the dynamic solidity, a parameter that 

correlates with the rotor’s geometric solidity to the tip speed ratio. Low dynamic 

solidity values indicated a strong ability of the free-stream flow to penetrate through 

the rotor while high values of this parameter caused a larger obstruction of the turbine 

rotor to the flow and thus enhancing bypass flows. Consequently, the larger amount 

of fluid flowing through the rotor the faster its wake recovers and vice versa [138]. 

Apart from dynamic stall as a key characteristic in the wake of vertical axis turbines, 

other key features in the wake of VATs were found by [134] who identified a skewed 

nature of the wake based on the time-averaged velocity distribution far downstream 

the device. [139] employed a stereo-PIV technique and observed two pairs of 

asymmetrical-counter-rotating vortices at the horizontal edges of the wake as a result 
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of a variation in cross-flow momentum. Analogously, [140] observed that the strength 

of this pair of vortices is directly related to the turbine rotor’s rotational speed.

This chapter provides a detailed insight into the three-dimensional dynamics of the 

wake developed behind a three-bladed vertical axis turbine rotor. Results include first, 

second and third-order flow statistics throughout the wake based on velocity 

measurements captured by using an Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) and 

obtained from 0.75D to 14D downstream of the turbine’s rotor in addition to

quantification of dynamic stall vortices decay in the near-wake, and velocity deficit 

recovery in the streamwise direction. 

4.2 Experimental setup 

4.2.1 Laboratory configuration 
The experiments were conducted in the same recirculating hydraulic flume at Cardiff 

University as presented in Chapter III. The flow rate was controlled by an axial flow 

impeller set to a constant value of Q = 0.75m3/s providing a flow depth of H = 0.65m. 

A honeycomb flow straightener was installed at the inlet of the flume in order to 

smooth the approaching flow.  

Velocity measurements of the flow in the flume without turbine (hereinafter free-

stream flow conditions) were obtained at the proposed turbine position prior to its 

deployment. An ADV (Nortek Vectrino, see Appendix H for details) was used to 

measure velocities in x, y and z directions at 336 points over the selected cross-

section. The measurements had an accuracy of ±0.5% and were taken at a frequency 

of 200Hz over a sampling period (tn) of 120s. Results were post-processed and 

filtered by removing those samples whose correlation coefficient values were inferior 

to 70% [141], and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of > 15 dB was considered. The time-

averaged velocity Ui = (U,V,W) is calculated from the measured velocity field ui = 

(u,v,w) as, 


 

n
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                                            (4.1) 

Reynolds decomposition was applied to calculate the root-mean-square (rms) of the 

velocity fluctuation ui’ = (u’,v’,w’) resulting from subtracting to the mean velocity Ui the 

instantaneous velocity values ui, i.e., ui’ = Ui − ui. The turbulence intensities σui = 

(σu,σv,σw) are the root-mean-square (rms) of the velocity fluctuation ui’, and read, 

   0.5
ui i i(uu )                                                    (4.2) 
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The turbulent kinetic energy (k) was calculated from the normal Reynolds stresses 

as, 

       k 0.5 * (u u v v w w )                                     (4.3) 

Note that from hereinafter ui’ refers to its time-average value, and all flow variables 

are normalised with the free-stream velocity U0 and the rotor diameter D. 

4.2.2 Free-stream flow conditions 
The approaching flow is depicted in Figure 47 which presents vertical profiles of the 

mean streamwise velocity (U/U0) and turbulence intensities (σui/U0) in the centreline 

of the flume (y/D = 0.0) and contours of the streamwise velocity in a cross-section of 

the flume without turbine. The mean cross-sectional U-velocity was found to be 

0.97m/s which is considered to be the free-stream or bulk velocity U0. The bulk 

Reynolds (ReH = U0H/ν) and Froude (Fr = U0/(gH)0.5) numbers under these flow 

conditions were ReH = 6.3*105 and Fr = 0.38, respectively. Note that due to ADV 

measurement limitations close to the channel bed, side-walls and water surface, flow 

velocities were measured between −0.60 < z/D < 0.65 in the vertical direction and 

−1.55 < y/D < 1.55 in the spanwise direction. 

Figure 47. Data of the free-stream flow: (a) vertical profiles of mean streamwise velocity (solid line and 
filled symbols) and root-mean-square of velocity fluctuations (dashed lines and blank symbols); and (b) 
cross-section with contours of normalised time-averaged streamwise velocity 

According to Figure 47a, the mean streamwise velocity fluctuation (σu/U0) was 

approximately equal to 15% at the centre of the channel whilst transversal (σv/U0) and 

vertical (σw/U0) turbulence intensities were 12.3% and 9.2%, respectively. The 

resulting anisotropic ratio σu : σv : σw is 1.0 : 0.8 : 0.6 being slightly higher than those 

found in other channel flows, e.g., 1.0 : 0.71 : 0.55 [142], which is most likely caused 
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by the high Reynolds number of the flow, the relatively narrow section of the channel 

and the flow asymmetry induced by the flume’s impeller. Turbulence intensity values 

along the whole cross-section (not shown here) were fairly consistent with those 

found for the centreline shown in Figure 47a. 

4.2.3 Description of the VAT 
The best performing laboratory VAT rotor (e.g., a three bladed rotor with NACA4421 

airfoil shaped blades, a pitch angle of 6° and a twist of 20° in combination with 

hydrodynamically optimised, NACA0012/24 airfoil shaped spokes) was placed in the 

previously described flume at 10 m downstream of the inlet. Blades and arms were 

made of laser-sintered PA 2200 material. Hub, shaft and submerged bearings were 

made of stainless steel. The rotor diameter (D) was 0.36 m with a height (Ht) of 0.30 

m which gave a rotor aspect ratio (D/Ht) equal to 0.85. The blades featured a chord 

length (c) of 0.08 m which resulted in a rotor solidity of σ = 21%. The Reynolds number 

based on the diameter, ReD, was approximately 3.5*105 and that based on the chord 

length was Rec = 7.8*104. The rotor swept cross-sectional area extended between 

−0.5D < y < 0.5D and −0.4D < z < 0.45D occupying 14 % of the channel’s cross-

section. 

Figure 48. (a) Turbine rotor, generator and torque transducer assembled in the hydraulic flume at 
Cardiff University. (b) CP – λ curve @ v≈1.09m/s using NACA4421 blades, Ø=360mm (test 130) with 
the point of maximum efficiency indicated by a red dot 

The rotor was attached to a 0.02 m diameter shaft which drove a permanent magnet 

generator that converts the shaft’s rotational motion into electrical energy as depicted 

in Figure 48. Adjustable resistors were used to apply a resistance to the electrical 
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circuit and dissipate energy in order to operate the rotor at the desired rotational 

speed. A combined encoder and torque sensor (Futek TRS605) was placed between 

the generator and rotor in order to measure rotational speed and torque. The rotor 

was held in place by a bearing adhered to the flume’s bed and another bearing that 

was attached to a bridge which rested on the side-walls of the flume well above the 

water surface as shown in Figure 48a. 

The performance of the turbine was calculated in the same fashion as described in 

the previous chapter and is presented in Figure 48b. The highest efficiency was 

attained at λ = 1.9 with a peak Cp value of 0.56. During the wake measurements, the 

turbine always operated at such peak efficiency conditions, i.e., the rotational speed 

of the device was kept constant by monitoring and controlling the torque applied to 

the rotor. 

4.3 Wake measurements results 
The wake behind the operating turbine was measured at several cross-sections 

located downstream of the device at distances of 0.75D, 1.0D, 1.5D, 2.0D, 2.5D, 

3.0D, 4.0D, 5.0D, 7.0D, 10.0D until 14.0D. Figure 49 shows the position of the chosen 

planes along the flume. Each cross-section consists of 11 vertical profiles with 10 

points per profile, i.e., 110 locations, yielding a total of 1,100 measurements. Based 

on the data, two planes of interest are reconstructed: a horizontal plane at z/D = 0, 

i.e., at the rotors mid-height; and a longitudinal plane at y/D = 0. 

Figure 49. Location of the cross-sections behind the vertical axis turbine rotor along the hydraulic flume 
and including velocity measurement points in the cross-section (top left insert) 

4.3.1 Horizontal plane at mid-height of the turbine rotor 
Figure 50 presents an overview of the downstream evolution of the wake behind the 

turbine with the distribution of mean streamwise velocity (U/U0), u-velocity fluctuation 

(σu/U0), turbulent kinetic energy (k/U0
2) and primary Reynolds shear stress (-u’v’/U0

2) 
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along a horizontal plane at mid-height of the rotor. The wake exhibits a notable 

asymmetry in the horizontal plane with a low-momentum region immediately 

downstream of the rotor featuring velocities below 0.25U0 which are generally found 

on the y/D < 0.0 side. Considering the rotor spins counter-clockwise, this side 

corresponds to the half of the rotor’s swept circumference in which the blades travel 

in the same direction as the flow, i.e., the downstroke half of one revolution [70]. 

During the blade’s downstroke motion the flow separates at the blade’s inner side and 

dynamic stall vortices are shed and consequently convected downstream 

[70,132,143]. These flow structures are responsible for the isolation of the low-

momentum wake area from the unperturbed high-velocity flow. 

Figure 50. Horizontal plane at z/D = 0 with distribution of mean (a) streamwise velocity, (b) streamwise 
velocity fluctuation, (c) turbulent kinetic energy, and (d) Reynolds shear stress –u’v’. Solid line 
indicates U = 0.25U0

In the vicinity of the rotor, contours of high σu and k (Figure 50b and c) are found 

along the iso-lines of U/U0 = 0.50 and 0.75 from behind the turbine’s rotor until x/D = 

4 − 5 when the turbulence levels in the wake start to decay. The energetic dynamic 

stall vortices shed from the rotor’s blades move downstream following a path that 

overlaps those iso-lines [70,138] and therefore they contribute significantly to such 
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highly-turbulent areas in the outskirts of the turbine’s wake. This phenomenon 

generates a shear layer between the ambient flow and the low velocity area as 

reflected in the large values of –u’v’ shown in Figure 50d. 

Flow streamlines drawn in Figure 50d indicate that in the centreline of the wake the 

approaching flow diverts due to its interaction with the rotor and starts to converge 

again at x/D = 2, which eventually triggers turbulent fluctuations and enhances wake 

deficit recovery. However, the latter bypass flow at y/D > 0.5 is stronger than on the 

other side of the wake, i.e., at y/D < 0.5, as on either side the relative velocity between 

the ambient flow and the counter-rotating blades is different. Note that at x/D = 0.0, 

y/D = 0.5 the blades are moving into the flow experiencing the maximum relative 

velocity, whereas at x/D = 0.0, y/D = −0.5 the blades move with the flow, i.e., attaining 

the minimum relative velocity. The rotor’s rotation is responsible for the wake 

asymmetry in the horizontal plane. 

Figure 51 presents horizontal profiles of streamwise mean velocity (a) and velocity 

fluctuation (b), Reynolds shear stress –u’v’ (c) and streamwise velocity gradient (d) 

at mid rotor height and at selected locations downstream of the turbine rotor. These 

plots allow to quantify the asymmetry of the flow and its turbulence features. Minimum 

values of U are found predominantly over the y/D < 0 side and the asymmetry is more 

visible closer to the turbine rotor. Note that the bypass flow, i.e., at |y/D| > 0.5, features 

streamwise velocities of approximately U/U0 = 1.5 as a consequence of the turbine 

rotor’s flow blockage.

Figure 51. Horizontal profiles at rotor mid-height of (a) streamwise velocity, (b) streamwise velocity 
fluctuations, (c) shear stress –u’v’, and (d) horizontal gradient of mean velocity ∂U/∂y

In accordance with the distribution of U in Figure 50a, the velocity asymmetry reduces 

after x/D = 7 − 10 with minima of U above 0.8U0. 
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The profiles of σu in Figure 50b exhibit two distinct distributions. In the near wake (at 

x/D = 1.5) a distinct low-turbulence region is identified immediately downstream of the 

rotor, it coincides with low-momentum and is the result of the blades blocking the flow. 

The two peaks in the x/D = 1.5 σu profile signify the dynamic stall and/or trailing 

vortices, respectively, which are being flushed out of the inner turbine area. In the 

mid-wake, two distinct peaks located at y/D = 0.0 and -0.5 coinciding with regions of 

significant turbulence as seen in Figure 50 which are the signatures of 

aforementioned vortices being advected downstream. The peaks diminish further 

away from the turbine rotor suggesting that the vortices weaken as the wake is being 

filled with ambient fluid. Between x/D = 2 and 5, previously elevated levels of 

streamwise turbulence in the bypass flow reduce to those found in free-stream 

conditions. From x/D = 7 onwards, the profiles of σu smooth-out across the channel 

width until a uniform value of σu/U0 = 0.12 is attained at x/D = 14. 

The location of the largest momentum exchange between the turbine wake and the 

free-stream flow is identified by maxima and minima in the –u’v’ profiles presented in 

Figure 51c. Positive peaks of the transversal shear stress are found at approximately 

y/D = 0 while negative peaks are found at y/D = −0.5 at most locations except for x/D 

= 2. Momentum exchange is a result of the streamwise velocity gradients, ∂U/∂y, and 

Figure 51d presents spanwise profiles of ∂U/∂y. As can be seen their distribution is 

similar to –u’v’, except in the near-wake which is dominated by flow overtopping and 

undergoing the turbine rotor and hence at the location of the peak of the velocity 

gradient at x/D = 1.5 there is relatively low spanwise shear. 

4.3.2 Vertical longitudinal plane 
The longitudinal plane along the vertical direction through the centre of the channel 

is presented in Figure 52 showing contours of U/U0, σu/U0, k/U0
2 and –u’w’/U0

2. The 

low-momentum area extends over the entire projected rotor swept area, i.e., −0.4 < 

z/D < 0.45 and vanishes after x/D ≈ 1.8. A certain asymmetry of the wake is observed 

in the vertical direction, evident from the iso-line of U/U0 = 0.25 which is skewed 

towards the bottom half of the channel and extending until x/D ≈ 2. This is caused by 

the downwash of fluid due to the flow overtopping the rotor depicted from the flow 

streamlines in Figure 52b, which aids in recovering wake momentum mainly above 

z/D = 0. An upwards motion arises from the gap between the rotor’s bottom tips and 

the channel bed which enhances the wake recovery for z/D < 0 but this is less intense 

than the overtopping flow. The difference in wake recovery rate above and beneath 

the turbine rotor is similar to the behaviour of the wake behind vertical axis wind 

turbines operating in a boundary layer flow [139]. 
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In the transitional-wake region, i.e., 2 < x/D < 5, the interaction between the fast-

moving water above the rotor and the low-momentum wake area triggers high levels 

of turbulence as depicted in Figure 52b and c. Contours of the Reynolds shear 

stresses –u’w’/U0
2 are plotted in Figure 52d showing an axisymmetric distribution with 

respect to z/D = 0. It can further be seen that this shear stress converges to a fairly 

uniform distribution over the water depth once the far-wake region is reached, i.e., 

x/D > 5. 

Figure 52. Vertical plane at y/D = 0 with distribution of (a) streamwise velocity, (b) streamwise velocity 
fluctuation, (c) turbulent kinetic energy and (d) Reynolds shear stress –u’w’. Solid line indicates U = 
0.25U0

Figure 53 presents profiles of U, σu, −u’w’ and ∂U/∂z at different cross-sections 

downstream of the rotor. The vertical profiles of U exhibit a clear non-uniformity in the 

wake recovery behind the turbine, especially in the locations closest to the turbine at 

x/D > 3. The different velocity magnitude between the flow overtopping the rotor and 

that coming from the bottom part of the channel induce an uneven vertical distribution 

of the streamwise velocity in the profiles along the mid-wake. Analogously to the 

horizontal profiles in Figure 51, the streamwise momentum is almost recovered at x/D 

= 10 as its distribution matches that at x/D = 14 being both very close to the free-

stream profile from Figure 47a. 

The profile at x/D = 1.5 intersects the low-momentum region and the vertical profile 

of σu exhibits values in the range of 0.12 - 0.15, i.e., close to the free-stream 

turbulence intensity and hence suggests that the low-momentum area features very 

low turbulence intensities as well. Downstream of the near wake the mixing between 

the rotor’s wake and the ambient flow increases and the streamwise turbulence 
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intensity reaches a peak of approximately 0.35 at x/D = 2 and 3 in between −0.45 < 

z/D < 0.4. Note that near the free-surface at 1.5 and 2D downstream the turbine rotor, 

σu is triggered as a result of the turbulent downwash, i.e., flow coming from the top of 

the rotor. After x/D = there is a progressive decay of σu that features the highest values 

in the region −0.2 < z/D < 0.4. In the far-wake region, σu exhibits a similar value to 

those found in free-stream flow conditions. 

Figure 53. Vertical profiles at flume centre of (a) streamwise velocity, (b) streamwise velocity 
fluctuations (c) Reynolds shear stress –u’w’, and (d) vertical gradient of streamwise velocity, ∂U/∂z

The mid-wake exhibits a notably irregular distribution of –u’w’ along the water depth 

as a result of the complex interaction between the rotor’s wake with the ambient flow 

whilst in the far-wake the distribution of this shear stress is found to be more uniform 

with negligible values beyond x/D = 10. In Figure 53d the vertical gradient of mean 

streamwise velocity is plotted and its distribution is similar to –u’w’. 

The Boussinesq approximation for isotropic turbulent flow states that Reynolds shear 

stresses are proportional to the velocity gradients, i.e., –u’v’ = (νt) ∂U/∂y and –u’w’ = 

(νt) ∂U/∂z where νt denotes the eddy viscosity. In the present flow such an 

approximation would not be valid in the near- and mid-wake regions as the profiles of 

shear stress and velocity gradients do not show peaks at the same location 

suggesting that the eddy viscosity varies significantly over the depth. 

4.3.3 Cross-sectional planes 
The three-dimensional nature of the turbine wake is further investigated in Figure 54 

showing the distribution of streamwise velocity, streamwise velocity fluctuation and 

shear stresses in four cross-sectional planes (i.e., at x/D =1, 2, 3 and 5) normal to the 

flow direction. 
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Figure 54. Distribution of normalised streamwise velocity (U/U0), turbulence intensity (σu/U0) and 
Reynolds shear stresses (−u’v’ and –u’w’) along four cross-sections downstream of the turbine at x/D = 
1, 2, 3 and 5. Solid line indicates U = 0.25U0

At the section closest to the turbine (x/D = 1), the region of U < 0.25U0 (solid lines) is 

predominantly found for y/D < 0. Velocity vectors illustrate that in all considered 

sections the ambient flow entrains into the wake region more pronouncedly for y/D > 

0 with large negative vertical velocities as a result of the downwash. At x/D = 1, the 

regions of high turbulence levels coincide with the projected rotor’s swept perimeter 

which is in agreement with the path described by the dynamic stall vortices shown in 

Figure 50. The largest values of shear stresses are found along y/D = −0.6 and 0.4 

for –u’v’ and z/D = −0.35 and 0.55 for –u’w’. The peaks of –u’w’ almost coincide with 

the projected location of the blades’ tips as they are slightly shifted upwards. 

At 2D downstream of the turbine, the low-momentum region expands over a larger 

vertical area and the velocity minima surpass values above 0.25U0. Velocity vectors 

evidence the inwards interaction of the bypass flow into the low-velocity area 

generating a C-shaped distribution of the wake. The largest values of σu are observed 

between the free-surface and top of the rotor as a result of the overtopping flow, and 

also at y/D ≈ −0.5 and 0.0 where the change from low to high streamwise velocities 
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is relatively fast, as depicted in Figure 51d. The highest –u’v’ and –u’w’ values are 

located within the rotor swept area as a result of the larger entrainment of high-

momentum flow from the ambient flow into the low-momentum wake. At x/D = 3 and 

4 (the latter not shown here), a similar distribution of U, σu and –u’v’ to that at x/D = 2 

is found as all of these belong to the transitional-wake region in which the wake 

maintains a similar pattern. Further downstream at x/D > 5, the dynamics of the wake 

changes as the momentum is recovered and the C-shaped low-velocity region is no 

longer observed. The magnitudes of the Reynolds stresses are also reduced whilst 

their overall distribution remains similar to that found in the cross-sections at x/D = 2 

and 3. 

4.3.4 Power spectra 
The transition from near-wake to transitional-wake is marked by the role of the 

dynamic stall vortices in the momentum recovery. The presence of these large-scale 

turbulent structures are identified via Power Spectral Density (PSD) of u-velocity time-

series and presented in Figure 55. In the calculation of the PSDs, each signal was 

decomposed into 10 overlapping segments spanning 60s each and a Hann window 

was applied in order to obtain each of their transformations. The resulting spectra are 

the average of these segments.  

Figure 55. Power spectral density, PSD, of u-velocity obtained at three vertical locations at four 
locations downstream of the turbine 

A total of 12 PSDs are computed from points vertically aligned with the top, centre 

and bottom of the wake at different locations within the near-wake as indicated in 

Figure 55a. At distances of x/D = 0.75 and 1.0 the spectra show a clear energetic 

peak at a frequency of 3fb, with fb standing for the blade passing frequency, revealing 

the presence of dynamic stall vortices shed by the rotor’s blades. At x/D = 1.5, the 

energy peaks become more diffused as a result of the energetic vortices losing 

coherence during their convection downstream whilst interacting with the turbulent 
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ambient flow. In the onset of the mid-wake region at x/D = 2.0, no significant energy 

peaks at a frequency of 3fb are discerned indicating that dynamic stall vortices are no 

longer coherent at this stage of the wake, which allows a larger entrainment of the 

bypass flow into the low-velocity area of the wake. 

4.3.5 Streamwise momentum recovery 
The contributors to the replenishment of the momentum deficit behind the turbine as 

a result of its interaction with the main flow are accounted via the Reynolds-averaged 

Navier-Stokes (RANS) Equation 4.4 in the x-direction, which reads, 
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In the present analysis, the flow is deemed stationary in its time-averaged 

characteristic, the streamwise derivative of the Reynolds stress u’u’ (term III) is 

discarded due to the relatively large spacing between cross-sections, the pressure 

term VI is omitted as this variable was not measured using ADV, and the last term VII 

(representing the viscous diffusion) is also omitted due to the high turbulent nature of 

the flow and thus viscous effects are deemed negligible [135]. 

In Equation 4.4, the momentum transport terms I, II, IV and V denote y-advection, z-

advection, y-turbulent transport and z-turbulent transport, respectively, and these are 

integrated over every measured cross-section and normalised by D/U0 as presented 

in Figure 56. In most of the cross-sections, y- and z- advection representing 

secondary flow action and are the dominant terms in replenishing momentum into the 

wake whilst the turbulent transport terms IV and V attain values between one to two 

orders of magnitudes lower for most locations. 

Comparing the relative contribution between the advection terms at x/D =1, vertical 

advection has a greater value over the transversal advection suggesting that, in the 

near wake, overtopping and underflow of the turbine rotor are mainly responsible for 

filling the turbine wake. This is in line with the findings of [135]. At x/D = 2, the lateral 

flow entrainment (i.e., y-advection) reaches a peak and is approximately three times 

greater than the z-advection term. In the region between x/D = 3 − 5, the momentum

deficit recovers which is evidenced by a decrease in the magnitudes of spanwise 

advection reaching similar values to vertical advection. In the far-wake, the values of 

the advection terms diminish whilst the turbulent transport terms seem to increase at 

x/D = 7 and x/D = 10.  
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Figure 56. Cross-sectional average values of the streamwise momentum equation contributors along 
the locations measured 

These results indicate that, close to the rotor, vertical advection is the key ingredient 

to recover momentum in the wake, while in the transition from near to mid-wake, 

spanwise advection dominates. Along the mid-wake and over the far-wake, both 

advection terms have a similar net contribution which results from the large mixing of 

the rotor-induced wake with the ambient flow. 

4.3.6 Skewness of the turbine rotor’s wake
Skewness, or third-order-moment, indicates the asymmetry of the probability density 

function of velocities. [144,145] outlined the importance of flow skewness together 

with mean velocity and turbulence intensity to determine the available power that can 

be harnessed by wind turbines. Therefore, it is of particular interest to quantify the 

skewness in the wake downstream of the vertical axis turbine as it can provide further 

insights into high-order wake effects towards designing arrays of turbines. The 

skewness of the i−component of velocity fluctuations Skui is defined as: 
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Figure 57 presents contours of the streamwise (Sku) and spanwise (Skv) skewness 

together with iso-lines of the streamwise velocity at four different locations in the 

transitional- and far-wake region, i.e., x/D = 3, 4, 7 and 10. At x/D = 3, areas of large 

positive Sku correlate with low streamwise velocities and vice versa, whilst areas of 
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approximately zero skewness are found where the spanwise shear stress, −u’v’ is at 

its maximum. Velocity arrows in Figure 54c indicate the inward motion of the free-

stream flow into the low-momentum region at y/D > 0 resulting in negative values of 

Skv. The distribution of the skewness of u- and v-velocities at x/D = 4 is similar to 

those observed at x/D = 3 although Skv features larger values at the latter location 

due to a more pronounced interaction between the rotor’s wake and the free-stream 

flow. The pattern of Sku and Skv at x/D = 7 and 10 is comparable, albeit with smaller 

values to those found at x/D = 3 or x/D = 4, showing that rotor-induced effects in the 

flow field remain present until 10D downstream of the device. Skewness contours at 

14D (not presented) show a similar distribution to those found in free-stream 

conditions. 

Figure 57. Contours of (a-d) Sku and (e-h) Skv at different cross-sections behind the turbine 

The velocity fluctuations at x/D = 3 are further analysed at three selected locations 

P1, P2 and P3 (indicated in Figure 57a and e) which belong to regions with distinct 

velocity skewness. Probability Density Functions (PDFs) of u’ and v’ at these locations 

are shown in Figure 58a to c. The PDFs at P1 indicate a reversed skewed distribution 

of u’ compared to v’ being the median of u’ positive while that of v’ negative, albeit 

both of similar magnitude. The PDF of u’ features a longer tail along the negative 

values until u’/σu < −4 whilst, in the positive region of Sku, it reaches almost zero 

values for u’/σu > 2. Such a distribution indicates that, on the negative side, there are 

fewer turbulent events but these have a larger turbulence intensity than events 

triggering positive u’ which happen more frequently and with lower intensity. At the 

centre of the wake, i.e., at P2, both PDFs exhibit an almost Gaussian distribution. On 

the other side of the wake, at P3, the PDFs of u’ and v’ are biased to the positive side 
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with a similar positive median which is again in good agreement with the contours of 

skewness (Figure 57a and e) as these are both of negative and similar magnitude at 

this point. 

Figure 58. Probability density functions (top row) and quadrant analysis (bottom row) of velocity 
fluctuations at P1, P2 and P3 

These observations on the asymmetric distribution of velocity fluctuations are 

complemented with Figure 58d to f which plot normalised values of velocity 

fluctuations in streamwise and spanwise directions. The quadrant analysis at the 

three reference points show that the majority of the velocity fluctuation values reside 

within the quadrants I, i.e., u’ > 0, v’ > 0, and III, i.e., u’ < 0, v’ < 0. In the centre of the 

wake (P2) the symmetry in both PDFs agree with the quadrant analysis the centre of 

mass of which is located at the origin of coordinates. The predominant distribution of 

velocity fluctuations over quadrants I and III suggests a predominance of outward and 

inward interactions and reflects the anisotropic nature of turbulence in the VAT’s 

wake. 

4.3.7 Wake characteristics and recovery 
The recovery of the flow along the channel centreline is presented in Figure 59, 

including three components of time-averaged velocity (Ui) and velocity fluctuation 

(σui), the velocity deficit in the streamwise direction (∆U = (U − U0)) and the three 

Reynolds shear stresses –u’v’, −u’w’ and –v’w’.  
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Figure 59. Distribution along the wake centreline of (a) normalised time-averaged velocity components, 
(b) turbulence intensities, (c) measured velocity deficit and exponential fit, and (d) Reynolds shear 
stresses. n−w, m−w and f−w denote near-, mid- and far-wake, respectively 

Figure 59 depicts that the lowest streamwise velocities are found in the near-wake 

(n-w) with the minimum velocity Umin which approximately equals 0.2U0 (which 

equates to a velocity deficit of ∆U/U0 = 0.8) located in the transition from near- to mid-

wake (m-w) at about 2D downstream of the rotor’s axis. Based on measurements of 

the wake behind multiple VATs, [138] proposed that the location of the near-wake to 

mid-wake transition (xt,) can be approximated by 

  t Dx D 4.78 4.93                                        (4.6) 

where σD is the dynamic solidity, a parameter that links the design solidity of the 

turbine rotor with its actual TSR λ, and is calculated as, 

  
D
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2
                                             (4.7) 

For the current study, σD equals 0.60 and, applying Equation 4.6, the value of xt is 

equal to 1.82D which matches with the present observations. Considering that the 

Reynolds number of this flow is almost one order of magnitude above that of [138]‘s 

experiments, Equation 4.6 is considered a fair estimation tool for the transition from 

near- to mid-wake for VATs over a range of Reynolds numbers. 

Similarly, second order statistics reach their minima in the near-wake region as shown 

in Figure 59b and d. In the onset of the mid-wake, the entrainment of external 

turbulent flow into the wake increases momentum and triggers turbulence. Thus, 

velocity fluctuations attain their maxima. In other words, a fast transition from a quasi-

steady region close to the rotor (n-w) to a stage of fast-rate momentum recovery and 
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high-turbulence levels (m-w) was observed. Transversal and vertical velocities 

feature their largest values in the mid-wake reaching a maximum of V ≈ −0.25U0 and 

W ≈ 0.10U0. 

A more subtle transition of flow quantities is observed from mid- to far-wake. Here, 

the streamwise velocity features a value of U = 0.8U0 and achieves a magnitude close 

to the free-stream velocity at x/D = 10. Vertical and transversal velocities as well as 

Reynolds stresses exhibit a progressive decay along the far-wake, reaching their 

minima at x/D = 14 and at x/D = 10 for the shear stresses. 

In spite of the complexity of the wake recovery pattern, the normalised streamwise 

velocity deficit (∆U/U0) along the wake centreline is in agreement with the following 

distribution: 
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According to [138] who proposed such exponential decay of the velocity deficit for 

VATs, a and b are 1.168 and 0.684, respectively. Hence, Equation 4.8 allows to 

estimate the wake deficit recovery by measuring Umin which was found in the near-

wake. The velocity deficit attains its maximum value before the transition point xt (see 

Figure 59c). Beyond this location a good match between the measured velocity deficit 

and the exponential fit was observed. 

4.4 Summary 
The wake generated behind a VAT rotor operating at its peak efficiency has been 

characterised based on experiments carried out in Cardiff University’s hydraulics 

laboratory. The three-dimensional nature of the wake was captured by using an ADV, 

analysed and characterised. The wake can be divided into three distinct regions:  

(i) a near-wake region featuring a low-momentum area just downstream of the 

turbine rotor in which dynamic stall vortices play a key role and limit the 

entrainment of ambient flow into the low-velocity region;  

(ii)  a transitional-wake (or mid-wake) region, extending 2 to 5 rotor diameters (D) 

downstream of the turbine rotor that is characterised by a fast rate of 

momentum recovery, high intensity of turbulence and, in addition, a C-shaped 

distribution of the low velocities due to the inward motion of the ambient flow 

entraining into the wake generating an asymmetric distribution of the velocity 

field;  
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(iii) and a far-wake region that begins at approximately 5D downstream of the 

rotor with an almost full recovery of the momentum deficit as streamwise 

velocities reach values above 0.8 times the bulk velocity, whilst high-order 

effects, such as elevated levels of flow skewness in comparison to those in 

free-stream conditions, persist until a distance of 14D downstream of the 

turbine location. 

The contours of flow skewness and the probability distribution function at selected 

locations evidenced the effect of the rotating rotor in producing an asymmetric wake 

in terms of flow velocities and turbulence. The quadrant analysis of the streamwise 

and spanwise velocity fluctuations suggested strong inward and outward interactions, 

again the result of flow asymmetry. The integration of the streamwise Reynolds-

averaged momentum Equation quantified that transversal and vertical advection 

terms are main contributors to momentum replenishment. In the near-wake, vertical 

advection is the most relevant due to significant flow overtopping and undergoing the 

rotor while spanwise advection is the main contributor to momentum replenishment 

in the transitional wake. Despite the complex mechanisms involved in the wake 

recovery, the velocity deficit recovery can be approximated with reasonable accuracy 

with an empirical exponential distribution. 

In conclusion, the study of the wake of the latest VAT design showed that the flow 

disturbance caused by the rotational motion of the rotor can be traced until 14D 

downstream which implies that an array of VATs should be designed accordingly. The 

flow in near- and mid-wake was found to be highly turbulent and may not be suitable 

for placing the next VAT due to fluctuations of momentum which would increase the 

stresses in the turbine components and ultimately reduce its lifetime as well as its 

performance. The far-wake region appears more suitable for operating the VAT. 

However, this aspect was not part of this study and should be researched in more 

depth. Furthermore, the wake of the twin rotors should be investigated in order to 

learn whether it recovers in a similar fashion (see Chapter IX). 

The turbine is designed to generate electricity and after investigating the 

hydrodynamic behaviour of the VAT and confirming its capability of harnessing 

mechanical energy from the flow of water this energy somehow needs to be converted 

into electrical power. In the following chapter, the typical electrical components of a 

VAT are presented and put into context of this study. 
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V. Electrical components 
This chapter summarises the research undertaken on electrical components of the 

VAT. Several PTO tests with three different generators (LE300, LE450 and DVE200, 

specifications see Appendix H) were undertaken, achieving generator efficiencies of 

up to 70, 75 and 85% respectively and a DC battery charging device was designed 

and manufactured. Further, in a collaboration with the electrical engineering 

department of the School of Engineering at Cardiff University, a MPPT controller was 

designed, built, tested and a journal paper published by the Journal of IET Renewable 

Power Generation with the title “Maximum Power Extraction from a Hydrokinetic

Energy Conversion System”, co-authored with Dr Marios Michas, Dr Carlos Ernesto 

Ugalde-Loo, Dr Wenlong Ming and Prof Nick Jenkins [146].

The aim of this chapter is to highlight the importance of an appropriate electrical 

design and to describe the important design parameters of a stand-alone power take-

off system. Firstly, a decision making process introduces the technical challenges 

followed by a description of the state of the art of the tested turbine at laboratory stage 

and gives an outlook on further project steps such as field testing and application 

stage as depicted in Figure 60. 

Figure 60. CAD drawing of 10kW full scale VAT concept 

Although well understood and established since many decades, the generation, 

control, storage and distribution of electricity is a complex topic. Several textbooks 

and guidelines were used to tailor possible solutions and benefit from studies and 

experience gained elsewhere. [23] gives insight into the implementation of 

hydropower in developing countries with very limited financial and equipment 

sources. [25,147–150] were used as further reference about specifications such as 
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voltage and frequency, different generator types, power control and power electronics 

as well as safety and durability. 

5.1 Decision making process for electrical components 
The flow chart in Figure 61 shows a possible decision making process adopted for 

designing the electrical components for the VAT described in Chapter IV. 

Figure 61. Decision making process for designing the electrical components of a VAT 

5.1.1 Turbine 
As a first step, a suitable turbine for a given hydrodynamic situation must be selected. 

In this case, a low head environment in the form of man-made channels is considered 

and a freestream VAT as described in Chapter III was selected. 

Turbine       
•Which rotational speed and torque can be expected?
•Is a drivetrain and/or gearbox considered?

Power 
Control

•How strict are the power supply requierements?
•How fluctuating are the flow conditions?
•Is power control necessary/cost-effective? 

DC vs. AC

•Direct current (DC)
•Is battery storage planned/needed?

•Alternating current (AC)
•1 Phase vs 3 Phase

Voltage  & 
Frequency

•How sensitive are the electrical loads?
•How much control is provided by power control devices?

Generator

•Synchronos or induction generator?
•How is the generator controlled?

Remarks

•Safety
•Durability
•Assumptions
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Due to the given circumstances in man-made channels such as fresh water supply 

channels or waste water treatment plant effluents, discharges may vary and flow 

velocities are relatively low since these flows are usually gravitationally driven and 

depend on demand. It is further assumed that existing structures and processes 

should remain unaffected. The described twin-rotor turbine system is designed to 

harness the kinetic energy in the flow without any significant changes to the channel 

and its operation by translating the kinetic energy of the fluid into mechanical torque 

at the rotor shaft. It includes a PTO system that converts the mechanical torque into 

power. The generated power can either be used or stored on site or fed into the grid. 

However, all factors and features listed have an impact on the electrical design of the 

PTO system which will be described in the following subsections.  

5.1.2 Power control 
All turbines, regardless of type, shape or size, are designed by considering certain 

parameters such as flow-velocity, discharge, electrical demand, etc. In order to 

ensure an efficient turbine operation, a power control may be required. This may be 

necessary if the loads (mechanical or electrical demand) change or if the flow 

conditions vary. 

Figure 62. Exemplary hydropower plant with power control [151]

As depicted in Figure 62, a power control device changes the behaviour of the turbine 

and/or the flow (such as a pitch control mechanism of the blades or a discharge 

control of the inflow) with respect to the mechanical or electrical demand and peak 

performance of the turbine. These devices are costly and cause additional 

maintenance. 

Discharge control, such 
as a sliding gate which 
allows control of the 
discharge flowing 
through the turbine.

Turbine control, such as 
adjustable pitch angle of 
runner’s blades.
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(Hydro) power control is not considered for the given design since the investment 

costs are not seen to be proportional to possible performance benefits. Therefore, 

fluctuating (electrical) power output has to be controlled with little drawbacks in terms 

of performance but significant cost savings on investment and operation. 

5.1.3 Direct Current vs Alternating Current 
Electricity or the flow of electrical charge can be differentiated between AC 

(alternating current) which changes direction periodically and DC (direct current) 

which flows constantly in one direction. Due to advantages in generation and 

transmission, AC is worldwide the predominant approach. Therefore, electrical AC 

appliances are globally available and cost-effective. Off-grid and small-scale 

solutions, however, are potentially in favour of a DC system because cost-effective 

energy storage is based on batteries which operate only on DC and matching 

electrical appliances are available (such as automotive electronical components). 

5.1.3.1 DC (Battery charging) 
In technical terms, there is no particular reason which would make either DC or AC 

preferable. The decision is predominantly economically driven and depends on 

several aspects. DC is preferable if no grid integration is planned (e.g., at field testing 

stage) and batteries are charged. The electrical grid operates in AC and an inversion 

from DC to AC is costly, both, in terms of investment and energy losses. 

In conclusion, a DC power generation scheme is preferable for research and 

demonstrator purposes due to its simplicity, autarky and the fact that electricity is not 

mainly produced for sale (see Figure 63). If knowledge gain about AC generators on 

demonstrator stage is crucial, the electricity could still be produced by using an AC 

generator and converted into DC by using a rectifier. Converting from AC to DC is 

much simpler and cheaper as the other way around. 

Figure 63. Simplified demonstrator (DC) power generation process 

Generation
•DC generator

Storage
•Batteries

Demand
•Monitoring
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5.1.3.2 AC (1 Phase vs 3 Phase) 
Due to advantages in production, transmission and distribution, AC electricity 

networks are most common in any part of the world. It is therefore sensible to 

generate AC power in the first place if a grid connection is anticipated (see Figure 

64). 

Figure 64. Simplified commercial (AC) power generation process 

1 Phase AC generators have a single coil, a power and a neutral line, similar to DC 

generators whereas 3 Phase AC generators have three coils, three power lines and 

a common neutral line (see following Generator section for further details). The main 

difference is that the voltage is distributed evenly between the three lines (or phases) 

which reduces the load on the individual phase and, consequentially, reduces the 

wires diameter. For example, in a 5kW 1Phase generator, all components need to 

sustain 5kW whereas, in a 5kW 3Phase generator, the individual coils and wires need 

to sustain approximately a third of 5kW. Costs might be again the decision criterion 

since both techniques are commonly used. [23] suggests that for smaller units up to 

10 kW, a 1 Phase generator is likely to be more cost effective than a 3 Phase 

generator. However, an AC power generation should be considered if grid connection 

is planned. Standalone systems are in favour of DC schemes. Nonetheless, power 

generated in AC can be easily converted into DC by using a rectifier. 

5.1.4 Voltage and frequency 
The electrical power output of a turbine is usually quantified in Watts. Further 

important design parameters of the PTO are voltage (i.e., Volts, difference in electrical 

potential) and frequency (or utility frequency in Hertz (Hz), oscillations of current flow 

direction per second, see Figure 65) which depend on the electrical circuit the 

generator is connected to.  

For DC generators and circuits, frequency is not a criterion since the current travels 

in only one direction. For AC systems, the electrical load has a specific frequency, for 

example 60Hz in the US, which means the current oscillates 60 times per second. 

Loads which are supplied with a frequency other than specified may be disturbed in 

Generation
•AC generator

Storage
•No

Demand
•Grid connected
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operation or even damaged such as overheating. It is therefore important to ensure 

that the generator runs synchrony with the system’s frequency.

The generator’s frequency is driven by the amount of poles and the rotational speed. 

A two pole generator, for example, has one cycle (oscillation or changes in directions) 

per revolution. In order to produce power with 60Hz, a rotational speed of 60 

revolutions per second (rps) or 3600 revolutions per minute (rpm) is needed. For a 

four pole generator with two cycles per revolution, it would be 1800 rpm, six poles 

and three cycles rotates at 1200 rpm, eight poles and four cycles rotates at 900 rpm 

and so forth. Additional poles have an impact on weight and price of the generator 

which often is the reason for implementing a gearbox in the PTO if the turbine cannot 

provide a rotational speed according to the generator specifications. 

Figure 65. Schematic of AC voltage with 0.5Hz and its oscillating behaviour over time 

Another important design parameter is the electrical voltage which is mainly driven 

by rotational speed, torque and generator size (i.e., size/amount of windings, 

temperature, etc.). Loads which are supplied with a voltage other than specified may 

be disturbed or damaged such as overheating. The synchronisation of the potentially 

fluctuating generator output and the specific load can be controlled in several ways. 

Automatic voltage regulators, electronic load and induction generator controllers are 

just some of them. 

5.1.5 Generator 
The conversion of mechanical power into electricity is accomplished by an electrical 

generator. Careful generator design/choice is therefore as critical as the design of the 

other components of a hydro turbine. Even though generators are well understood 

and easily available with different specifications, the right product must be chosen in 

order to match both the customer needs and the turbine characteristics. 
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Important design parameters are: 

- Flow characteristics (power input) 

- Stand alone or grid connected (power output) 

- Costs and durability 

Several different types of generators are available. For the purpose of this chapter, 

the most common types, AC synchronous and asynchronous (induction) generators, 

were chosen in order to highlight the main differences and explain the functionality 

exemplarily. 

5.1.5.1 Synchronous generators (permanent magnet generators) 
Synchronous generators (SG) are either excited by current carrying windings (not 

considered here) or permanently excited by magnets (see Figure 66) which make an 

electrical excitation redundant and the generator design and operation simple. Due 

to high costs of magnetic materials and the correlation between magnet size and 

generator power, SG are not cost effective at a bigger scale. 

SGs provide AC current either as 1Phase if equipped with one set of magnets and 

coils (circuits) or as 3Phases with three circuits. In the context of micro-hydropower, 

the 3Phase SG are commonly used. Here, three coils are assembled in a so called 

star-arrangement as shown in Figures 66 and 67.  

Figure 66. a) Schematic of 3-phase synchronous generator [152]; b) photograph of 3-phase 
synchronous generator LE 450 with fixed windings 

The coils (or windings) have a common neutral and individual power lines or phases. 

If the windings are fixed in positon as depicted in Figure 66, just the magnets, which 

are connected to the turbine shaft, have to rotate. This makes brushes or slip rings 

redundant and the generator’s design fairly simple. As the windings in the star-

arrangement have an offset of 120 degrees, so does the voltage output of the 

3Phases (see Figure 67). 

(a) (b)
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Figure 67. a) Schematic of generator windings and wiring; b) Sinusoidal voltage output versus time of a 
3-Phase generator [153]

5.1.5.2 Asynchronous generators (induction motors) 
Induction motors are the most common type of electrical machinery and can be used 

as generators without any modification, they are easily available and cost-effective. 

Induction or asynchronous generators (AG) stand out due to their reliability and 

straightforward grid integration. 

In contrast to SGs, an AG needs a power supply in order to excite a magnetic field. 

This criterion is given in case of grid integration but more difficult in an autarkic 

system. Assuming the AG is connected to a power supply, the rotor shaft will rotate. 

The movement is caused by a rotating magnetic field of the stator at synchronous 

speed which drags the ferromagnetic rotor at a slightly lower speed (see Figure 68). 

The difference between synchronous and rotor speed is called slip. If the rotor shaft’s 

rotational speed is larger than the synchronous speed of the stator’s magnetic field, 

electricity is produced and fed into the grid. 

Figure 68. Exploded view of an asynchronous generator [153]

Noteworthy, if self-starting of the hydro turbine is of concern, an induction generator 

can be used to overcome the initial torque and kick-start the rotors. A permanent 

magnet SG on laboratory and field testing scale is to be preferred due to simple 

operation, design and autarkic operation. Induction generators can be considered in 

the long run due to their advantages in grid connectivity, reliability, cost-effectiveness 

(a) (b)
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and the possibility to use it as a starter-motor if needed. In any case, power electronics 

are crucial and a conversion or adaptation from the produced power to the load 

specifications is necessary. 

5.1.6 Remarks 
Further, important aspects in relation to generators concern their safety and durability. 

Both are not directly linked to the technical specifications but need to be considered 

in the design process and the life cycle analysis. 

5.1.6.1 Safety 
Electricity, even with small voltages, is dangerous and can be harmful if exposed to 

living creatures. A safe and state-of-the-art design is therefore crucial and must be 

addressed by an expert in the field. Some important aspects are: 

- Insulation and water protection 

- Thermal control 

- Impact of turbine over-speed 

5.1.6.2 Durability 
The aim of the twin turbine is a continuous production of electricity for many years. 

This has an impact on the generator design since some machinery is not designed 

for permanent use, wear and tear as well as overheating may become an issue. 

Further, the power take-off is thought to be underneath a weather cover which may 

heat up and needs cooling. 

5.1.6.3 Assumptions 
This chapter summarises the key aspects of power generation with a choice of 

suitable products and solutions chosen to the best of my knowledge. Several 

assumptions were made in order to predict efficiency and cost-effectiveness. For any 

potential site, an individual electrical design must be developed which includes power 

control components such as voltage regulators and (decoupled) source converters. 

In the following, the electrical components for laboratory, field testing and application 

are suggested. 

5.2 State of the art 
The main aim of this study is to test and analyse the hydrodynamic behaviour of the 

rotors. However, an electrical circuit for laboratory purposes was needed in order to 

apply a realistic load to the rotors and to gain knowledge about the electrical 

components in general. Further, electrical designs for field testing and application 

stage are suggested. 
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5.2.1 Laboratory testing (small scale) 
Three 3Phase AC permanent magnet generators were used. These were a low rpm, 

off-the-shelf generator (DVE200) and two custom made high rpm generators (LE 300 

& LE 450) with 300 and 450 Watts, respectively. 

Figure 69. a) Photograph of low rpm off-the-shelf laboratory generator (DVE200); b) photograph of 
high rpm custom-made laboratory generator (LE300); c) photograph of PTO where the generator was 
attached to 

The generators’ rotors were attached to the main shaft which was driven by the two 

rotors via belts. The main shaft was supported by three pillow block bearings, the 

generators’ stators were held by aluminium profiles which were attached to the 

supporting structure. Additionally, a torque transducer/encoder was attached to 

monitor the mechanical input (i.e., ω and τ, see Figure 69). 

Most of the times, the DVE200 generator was used since both LE generators 

performed less efficiently due to the given rotational speed of the driving shaft which 

matched the specifications of the DVE200 (about 250 rpm). The LE generators 

perform better at rotational speeds > 1000 rpm. Generator performance tests were 

conducted separately and are presented in the generator testing section of this 

chapter. 

However, the generators’ three phases were connected to a rectifier which converted 

AC into DC. The DC circuit consisted of wires from and to the rectifier and a bank of 

adjustable resistors (potentiometer, 0-60 Ω). Current (Amperes) and voltage (Volts) 

was recorded with two multimeters simultaneously and different resistances (≈0, 2.5, 

5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60 Ω) were applied at a certain flow-speed. The mechanical 

input was further compared to the electrical output which allowed a statement about 

generator efficiency and system compatibility as depicted in Figure 70. 

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 70. Comparison between electrical and mechanical efficiency (test 125) 

At peak performance, a drop in efficiency of 12% was observed between mechanical 

generator input and measured electrical output. It shall be noted that the resistors and 

the rectifier warmed up during testing which increased the losses. Nonetheless, [23] 

suggests generator losses between 3 and 7% are to be expected. 

5.2.2 Field testing (demonstrator scale) 
The tenth scale laboratory rotor presented in Chapter III was up-scaled to third scale 

and tested in a water treatment plant (see Chapter VI). Here, an electrical circuit was 

designed with the focus on battery charging and power supply for monitoring 

purposes such as charging a laptop and operational purposes such as a cooling fan 

(see Figure 71). Generator performance is not of significant importance, neither on 

laboratory nor on field testing stage. The tests aim at understanding the mechanics 

and learning about the implementation and liaison of the individual components of the 

turbine.  

For that purpose, a power diversion assembly (PDA) was designed and built at Cardiff 

University which consists of housing, rectifier (1), load control (2), dump load (3), 

cooling fan (4), batteries (5) and wires in order to have a portable, off-grid device to 

connect to the turbine’s generator (6) (see Figure 71). Further details about the PDA 

components are presented in Appendix D. 
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Figure 71.a) Schematic of power diversion assembly (PDA); b) photograph of PDA; c) PDA 
components 
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The PDA features a TriStar 45A diversion controller which is commonly used in an 

off-grid photovoltaics context such as solar panels attached to a caravan. The 

controller diverts the generated power either to the battery or a dump load in case the 

battery is fully charged. However, the device is not able to control the turbine in any 

way. In order to operate the turbine at peak performance a power control system is 

needed which will be covered later in the Power control section of this chapter.  

The PDA is designed to be operated at 12 (one battery) and 24 Volts (two batteries 

connected in series) and further consists of: 

- 500 Watt dump load to dissipate power in case the battery is fully charged 

- Rectifier for converting AC from the generator into DC for the battery circuit 

- Battery voltage meters 

- Connection cables to generator and batteries 

- Volt and Ampere meters for dump load and battery circuit 

- Fuses and a main on/off switch 

- Cooling fan which is controlled by a thermostat attached to the dump-load 

- 12 Volt power supply 

- RS-232 Con TriStar interface to connect the diversion controller to a computer 

and gather real-time data or change settings 

The PDA was successfully tested in the laboratory using one battery (12V) and two 

batteries in series (24V). The device was connected to the DVE200 generator and 

the battery circuit. The batteries were connected to the generator until they were fully 

charged. The PDA then switched automatically to the dump-load. At a temperature of 

>35°C, controlled by the thermostat which is attached to the dump load, the fan was 

automatically switched on and ventilated the housing until the temperature decreased 

to <25°C. The battery charging level could be read from the meters as well as the 

voltage and current values diverted either to the battery or the dump load. The 12 Volt 

power supply was used to supply an inverter and a laptop was charged exemplarily. 

The RS-232 Con TriStar interface was connected to a computer and real-time data 

(i.e., diversion mode, time, voltage and current) were read. From this test, it was 

concluded that the device fulfils its purpose and is ready for the application in the field. 
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5.2.3 Application (full scale) 
The 10kW concept of the twin turbine as presented in Chapter III is the ultimate 

development goal. The electrical design depends on many factors and needs to be 

targeted to a specific site. Nonetheless, a general layout will be attempted at this 

section. 

Figure 72. CAD drawing of 10kW full scale VAT concept 

The entire system can be divided into the following subsystems as depicted in Figure 

72. In this Figure, the VAT is placed into in a channel (1), e.g., a fresh-water supply 

for a reservoir. The twin-turbine-structure (2) consists of a concrete frame featuring 

two VATs. Both components need to be designed according to the channel geometry 

and discharges. On top of the structure, underneath a weather cover (7), a power 

take-off assembly is installed which is composed of a gearbox (3), generator (4), 

monitoring (5) and control devices (6). The gearbox (red box) is attached to the rotor 

shafts and accelerates with a rotational speed by a desired ratio in order to 

accommodate generator specifications. The generator (purple box) is placed in line 

with the gearbox and converts the rotational movement into power. The purpose of 

the monitoring and control device (green and blue boxes) is to ensure an efficient and 

safe power production, grid connection and real-time tracking of performance data. A 

powerline (8) is connected form the generator to the grid (9) and feeds the generated 

electricity to the utilities. In terms of electrical design, the control device is of highest 

importance. Its purpose is to maintain the turbine’s operation at peak performance at 

all times independent of flow variations (so called maximum power point tracking 

(MPPT), see Power control section).   
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5.3 Generator testing 
For laboratory and field-testing, three different PMGs (LE300, LE450 and DVE200) 

were used and tested prior to that in order to quantify the losses and to identify the 

optimal rotational speed for best generator performance. The results from the initial 

generator tests are presented on the following pages. Figure 73 depicts the test rig 

and its components. 

Figure 73. Generator test rig and components 

The generator was attached to a milling machine with a variable speed control. 

Torque transducer and encoder were used to measure the rotational speed and 

torque. The mechanical input power was calculated by multiplying these two 

averaged values which were based on raw data that were captured for one minute at 

a frequency of 100Hz (similar to data capture procedure from turbine testing). The 

generator temperature was further monitored in order to avoid overheating. The 
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temperature was kept below 45°C at all times. Electrically, the generator was 

connected to a rectifier which converted the 3Phase AC to DC. The DC circuit 

consisted of the rectifier, a voltage, current and resistance meter and an adjustable 

resistor (see Figure 74). Each test was run at a certain resistance (5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 

30, 40, 50 Ω) and at a certain speed (100 – 1500 rpm in 100 rpm steps, for LE300 

and LE450 and 60, 75, 100, 125, 150 -450 in 50 rpm steps for DVE200) for one 

minute. The readings from current and voltage meter were recorded, averaged and 

the electrical output power was calculated by multiplying current and voltage.  

Figure 74. a) Milling machine with LE300 generator and thermometer; b) adjustable resistor with 
current and voltage meter 

The generator efficiency (η) was then calculated by dividing the electrical output 

power by the mechanical input power. In comparison, the LE300 generator appeared 

to perform the worst with efficiencies around 70% at relatively low loads (50 – 30 Ω) 

and rotational speeds beyond 800 rpm. Analogously, the LE450 generator reached 

similar efficiencies but over a wider load range (50 – 15 Ω). The DVE200 generator 

performed better with efficiencies of up to 85%, even at low rotational speeds. The 

results are presented on the following pages in form of efficiency vs. rotational speed 

graphs with a curve for each individual resistance (see Figure 75-77). It is concluded 

that both LE generators are not suitable for the hydrokinetic turbine since the turbines’

rotational speed is far below the speed range (< 400 rpm) where the generators 

become efficient.  

(a) (b)
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5.3.1 Result LE 300 

Figure 75. Efficiency of LE300 with different resistances (electrical output vs. mechanical input) 

5.3.2 Result LE 450 

Figure 76. Efficiency of LE450 with different resistances, efficiency (electrical output vs. mechanical 
input)  
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5.3.3 Result DVE 200 

Figure 77. Efficiency of DVE200 with different resistances, efficiency (electrical output vs. mechanical 
input) 

5.4 Power control 
In a collaboration with the electrical engineering department of the School of 

Engineering at Cardiff University, a MPPT (maximum power point tracking) controller 

was designed, built, tested and a journal paper submitted (see list of publications). 

An electrical subsystem was designed for the power take-off and the MPPT of the 

laboratory prototype of the hydrokinetic VAT. The electrical subsystem consists of a 

rectifier, a DC-DC converter and two 12 V batteries connected in series, as shown in 

Figure 78. The rectifier is used to rectify the generator voltage. The voltage V at point 

B is fixed by the batteries. The DC-DC converter is used so that for a fixed voltage V, 

the rectifier voltage Vr is varied. There is a linear relationship between the voltage Vr

and the amplitude of the AC voltage at the generator terminals. Therefore, with the 

variation of Vr, the voltage at the generator terminals changes linearly. As the terminal 

voltage of the generator becomes higher the mechanical resistance of the generator 
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decreases linearly and the rotor accelerates. When the terminal voltage of the 

generator becomes lower, the rotor decelerates. 

Figure 78. a) Schematic and b) photograph of laboratory MPPT; c) full scale MPPT schematic concept 

The DC-DC converter is controlled in order to extract the maximum power from the 

hydrokinetic energy conversion system. The rectifier voltage Vr and current Ir is 

measured and changes in Vr are applied accordingly. For a specific perturbation of 

Vr, such as an increase in electrical power, a step change in Vr of the same direction 

takes place and vice versa if the electrical power decreases. 

For the full-scale system, a three-phase inverter is used instead of the batteries for 

connecting the VAT system to the grid, as shown in Figure 78. The inverter is 

controlled in order to keep the voltage V fixed, so that the same control strategy as 

with the experimental system is followed. 

5.5 Summary 
In a first step, a decision making process was derived by considering relevant 

literature in order to identify the most important aspects of an electrical design. 

Turbine and generator specifications, power control, current, voltage and frequency 

were identified, described and put into context of the hydrokinetic VAT described in 

Chapter III. 

The VAT undergoes three testing stages: laboratory testing (scale 1:10); field testing 

(scale 1:3) and application testing (scale 1:1). For each stage, an electrical design is 

presented: 

- For laboratory testing, three different PMGs were used to apply a resistance 

to the rotors instead a mechanical mechanism (e.g., disc brake) in order to 

assess the turbine’s performance. The circuit consists of a 3Phase AC PMG 

(LE300, LE450 or DVE200), an AC-DC rectifier and an adjustable resistor. 

(a)

(c)

(b)
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- For field testing, an electrical circuit was designed with the focus on battery 

charging and power supply for monitoring and operation. Therefore, a PDA 

was designed and built in order to have a portable battery charger to connect 

to the turbine’s generator. The circuit consists of a 3Phase AC PMG, an AC-

DC rectifier, the PDA and two 12 V batteries. 

- For the application of the VAT, a site-specific electrical design is needed. 

Nonetheless, the main components of the design are identified as generator 

and gearbox, grid connection, monitoring and control devices in addition to 

site-specific information such as turbine specifications and flow rates. 

Further, the PMG’s were tested in order to quantify the losses and identify the 

rotational speed for best generator performance. The DVE200 was found to perform 

best (ηmax = 85%) at rotational speeds that can be implemented in the laboratory and 

in field testing of the turbine (100>rpm>450). The other generators (LE300 and 

LE450) need much higher rotational speeds (rpm > 400) to perform reasonably well. 

It shall be noted that in a full scale application, a gearbox is included for that reason. 

Cost-effective generators generally need higher rotational speeds than the VAT can 

provide. 

Moreover, a MPPT controller was successfully designed, built and tested. The 

controller is an integral part of the full scale electrical design which operates the 

turbine automatically at peak performance according to changes in rotational speed 

(i.e., flow speed) and adjusts the produced electricity to the load (i.e., battery voltage). 

In conclusion, the study of the electrical components of the VAT showed that a 

sophisticated electrical design is needed in order to minimise conversion losses from 

mechanical to electrical power and benefit from synergy effects such as implementing 

an induction generator which could also act as a starter motor. For the full-scale 

application of the VAT, an automated power control device (such as a MPPT 

controller) is suggested in order to operate the VAT at peak performance at all times 

(see Chapter IX). However, for laboratory testing, a manual power control strategy 

was applied and a similar approach suggested for field testing which is presented in 

the following chapter. 
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VI. Field testing in a water treatment plant 
6.1 Introduction 
The hydrokinetic VAT underwent intensive laboratory testing in Cardiff University's 

Hydro Laboratories. In Chapter III, the principal design of the turbine, the laboratory 

setup and flow conditions are described and the test results are provided. From these 

tests it was concluded that the laboratory scale turbine is capable of achieving 

coefficients of power of approximately 70%. The next development step is to up-scale 

the turbine from 1:10 scale to 1:3 scale and confirm its performance and workability 

in a relevant environment. 

After finalising the turbine design, the city of Atlanta (Georgia, USA) provided the 

opportunity to deploy the twin-rotor VAT system into an ultraviolet (UV) radiation 

channel which is the last stage of water treatment at RM Clayton water treatment 

plant. The deployed turbine consists of two low solidity, three bladed, counter rotating 

rotors, a belt drive to combine the rotational motion and torque to one shaft and a 

PTO system. In order to achieve maximum performance, a flow diversion structure 

was installed in the channel in order to reduce its cross sectional area and increase 

the flow velocity. In the following, the steps from design to deployment and testing are 

outlined and the test results in form of power curves are reported.  

6.2 Site conditions, deployment concept and test-plan  
Figure 79 sketches the UV channel into which the turbine was installed, including the 

clearance of the UV lamp (yellow circle), the flow diverter (orange) and the turbine 

consisting of a submerged twin rotor system and a PTO that is located above the 

channel. The channel is approximately 1.9m wide and 4m deep, and the inflowing 

water is controlled via a rectangular weir and a gate (see Appendix E for further 

details). The water flows at a depth of approximately 2m through the UV radiation 

device upstream of the turbine rotors. The flow diverter’s function is to force the water 

to flow through a smaller cross-sectional area thereby increasing its velocity so that 

reasonable amounts of hydrokinetic energy is available for extraction. The water then 

drives the two counter-rotating rotors and, consequently, the main drive shaft which 

is positioned on a PTO bridge above the channel. Downstream of the rotors, the water 

discharges over a weir into a channel which eventually releases the treated water into 

the Chattahoochee River.  
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Figure 79. CAD side view of the UV channel at RM Clayton including various turbine components

Table 15 provides an overview of the anticipated turbine testing plan for the first four 

days after deployment. First of all, the turbine was to be tested for its capability of 

producing mechanical power by using a mechanical disk brake to apply torque and a 

torque transducer and an encoder to measure mechanical torque (τ) and rotational 

speed () from which mechanical power (PM) can be calculated using PM = τ.  

Table 15 Installation, testing and commissioning schedule undertaken in May 2017 at RM Clayton 

After that, two different generators (high rpm LE450 and low rpm DVE200) were to 

be used in conjunction with a resistor bank which allows to apply an electrical load 

and voltage (V) and current (A) are measured via multimeters. Electrical power (PE) 

in Watts can be obtained via PE = VA. Finally, the turbine was to be equipped with an 
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off-grid power take off system, consisting of the high-rpm generator, PDA and a 12V 

battery. The generated electricity is used to power an electronic display board. 

In the following sections, the design of each component of the turbine is described in 

more detail, followed by a description of the test procedure, the report and discussion 

of the results. 

6.3 Turbine design 
Figure 80 presents a 3D view of the turbine from downstream (LHS) and a cross-

section of the system with detailed measurements in mm (RHS). The ~1.1m tall 

constriction is attached to the bottom and side walls of the channel. The turbine 

housing/structure is designed to overcome the distance between channel top and 

water surface. The rotors are approximately 0.1m away from constriction and water 

table, the width occupies approximately 60% of the channel width. The three-bladed 

rotors are designed based on the findings from the laboratory tests. 

Figure 80. CAD cross-sectional view on twin VAT design for RM Clayton as seen from downstream

6.3.1 Flow diverter 
The main aim of the flow diverter is to reduce the cross sectional area of the channel 

with the aim to increase the flow velocity in the remaining cross-section. With a given 

discharge (Q), which varies throughout the day, the spatially-averaged flow velocity 
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(v) in the channel is only a function of the cross-sectional area (A) and is obtained 

from v = Q / A. Therefore, the flow velocity in the channel increases linearly with the 

reduction of the cross sectional area. Here, the area of the constriction (~2m2) is 

slightly more than half of the area of the wetted channel cross sectional area (3.6m2) 

and therefore, reasonable flow velocities are expected in an otherwise relatively low 

velocity channel. 

The constriction, which is depicted in Figure 81, is shaped to minimize hydrodynamic 

losses in the form of dead zones or recirculation zones and to smoothly accelerate 

the water before approaching the rotors by maintaining its slope just below 30°. The 

upstream extent of the constriction is limited by the UV lights clearance radius. The 

bottom shaft bearings are attached to the constriction. 

Figure 81. CAD side view of constriction design for RM Clayton including rotor and middle bridge 

6.3.2 Middle bridge 
The water depth in the UV channel is approximately 1.8m, however, the entire depth 

of the UV channel is approximately 4m. The PTO is located on a bridge above the 

UV channel, hence very long rotor shafts are required. In order to avoid extensive 

bending of the rotors’ shafts, a middle bridge is introduced with two additional 

bearings attached to it as depicted in Figure 82. The bridge is installed close to the 

water surface to minimise bending of the shaft close to the rotors.
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Figure 82. CAD front view of middle bridge with bearings and attachment to the concrete channel 

6.3.3 Upper Bridge 
The upper bridge is depicted in Figure 83 and serves multiple purposes including 

supporting the top bearings of the rotor shafts, accommodating the PTO and covering 

the UV channel. It is manufactured of mild steel with a coating which is applied to 

prevent corrosion and is attached via bolts to the concrete channel. 

Figure 83. a) CAD top view of upper bridge (green) including PTO and rotors; b) Construction drawing 
of upper bridge (as manufactured by Abuck Ltd., Atlanta, measures in inch) 

6.3.4 Rotors 
Figure 84 shows one of the two twin-rotors in various views, in the form of CAD 

construction drawings on the left hand side and as a 3D drawing on the right hand 

side. The rotor is comprised of three main components: three blades; six spokes; and 

two hubs. The parameters of the rotor design and rotor testing results from the 

laboratory were covered in Chapter III, the general dimensions of the rotors utilised 

here are driven by the geometry of the channel and the constriction dimensions. 

The three individual components are described on the following pages. 

(b)(a)
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Figure 84. CAD design drawings and photograph of one of the two rotors with components and major 
dimensions 

6.3.5 Hubs 
Figure 85 details the hubs consisting of a shaft sleeve and washer. The spokes are 

sandwiched between the sleeve and the washer and are held by six stainless M6 

button head socket bolts and nuts. The sleeve has four M5 tapered holes which are 

used for set-screws to rigidly connect the hub to the shaft so that the torque is 

transferred. Sleeves and washers are machined and are made out of stainless steel, 

grade 303.  

Figure 85. a) CAD top view of the rotor’s hub including components; b) CAD bottom view with spokes 
in red and partially transparent

6.3.6 Spokes 
Figure 86 presents detailed design drawings, including the main dimensions and a 

3D visualisation of one of the spokes. The airfoil-shaped spokes are structural 

members connecting the blade to the shaft and transferring the forces generated by 

the blades to the shaft. The shape is optimised in order to provide minimum drag 

without compromising on structural integrity. Further, the tip of the spoke overlaps 

(b)(a)
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slightly with the blade in order to prevent tip vortices to disrupt the flow over the blade 

near the ends, thereby maintaining maximum lift and minimum drag near the blades’ 

tips. The spokes were machined by Nylacast Ltd., Leicester, UK and are made of 

glass-reinforced nylon.

Figure 86. CAD drawings of one spoke with major dimensions

The spoke’s root has a circular segment so that it assembles with the two other 

spokes to form a ring around the shaft and all three spokes are sandwiched between 

the two washers of the hub as shown in Figure 85. From the ring segment, the spoke 

is air foil shaped using a symmetric NACA0024 profile which increases in width until 

the tip of the spoke where a NACA0010 profile is used while the spoke thickness 

stays approximately constant. Near the tip, the spokes feature a rotor blade-shaped 

recess into which the blade is seated. 

6.3.7 Blades 
Figure 87 presents design drawings (left) including the main dimensions and a 3D 

visualisation of one of the blades. The helical airfoil shaped composite blades (20° 

twist, NACA4421, chord length 90mm) were manufactured at Cardiff University and 

consist of a sintered core (selective laser sintering, SLS, EOS PA2200), two stainless 

steel inserts (grade 303) and a multi-layer carbon fiber shell (Cytec MTM 28).
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Figure 87.a) CAD drawings of one blade with major dimensions; b) 3D exploded view of the three 
blade components i.e., shell, core and inserts

Figure 88. a) CAD design drawings of blade mould with major dimensions; b) 3D visualisation of the 
blade (orange) inside the mould (transparent)  

The composite design was chosen to replace aluminium or stainless steel in order to 

reduce manufacturing costs without compromising on strength and durability of the 

blades. The core of the blade provides the shape, fills and stiffens the composite shell 

and accommodates the stainless steel inserts. The selective laser sintering (SLS) 

material is suitable as a filling material for the carbon fiber shell but, based on previous 

(b)(a)

(b)

(a)
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laboratory experience, it was concluded that it is not strong enough to be threaded 

and to accommodate bolts. Therefore, the inserts were made of grade 303 stainless 

steel. Each insert has two threaded holes which accommodate the bolts in order to 

attach the blade to the spoke. The inserts are slotted into the openings of the SLS 

core and are bonded to core and shell using carbon fiber high-performance epoxy 

resin during the autoclave curing process. The blade shell consists of four layers of 

carbon fiber plies which are evenly applied to the SLS core; with a 90° fiber offset in 

order to improve torsional resistance. The raw composite was then placed in a SLS 

mould, which is depicted in Figure 88, vacuum bagged, heat and pressure treated 

and cured in an autoclave [154]. To the best of my knowledge, the combination of 

SLS core and mould with pre-impregnated composite fibers (prepregs) is unique and 

was established together with the mechanical engineering department at Cardiff 

University. The procedure and components are further described in the 

manufacturing summary in the Appendix G. 

6.3.8 Shaft and Belt drive 
Figure 89 depicts a part of the drive train of the PTO. The rotational movement of the 

rotors is transferred via the two rotor shafts (17&19) to a belt drive which consists of 

two 90⁰ twisted timing belts (22&23), two large pulleys with 44 teeth (20&21), two 

small pulleys with 28 teeth (24&25) and a horizontally orientated main shaft (26). The 

belt drive enables the transfer of torque and rotational speed from the two rotor shafts 

onto the. PTO shaft. 

Figure 89. Exploded view of the drive train design

As rotor shafts, a 1” stainless steel pipe (ANSI B 36.19 Schedule XXS) was chosen 

in order to provide sufficient resistance against bending and buckling without the 
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heavy weight of a solid shaft. The main drive shaft is made of a 20mm solid stainless 

steel rod (grade 3031). The two timing belts (Contitech Synchrobelt HTD, 140 teeth, 

1120mm length, 20mm width) transfer the rotors’ counter-rotating motion onto the 

main shaft. The two timing belts are looped over each of the 44 teeth rotor pulleys 

and 28 teeth PTO pulleys in order to transmit the power between rotor and PTO. The 

assembly has a gear ratio of 11:7 and therefore reduces the torque and increases the 

speed of the main shaft. 

6.3.9 Power take-off 
The entire PTO is shown in Figure 90 in the form of dimensioned CAD drawings and 

a 3D visualisation. It is designed with the purpose of providing a flexible, structurally 

solid and cost-effective solution for both the initial mechanical testing phase and the 

long-term operation/power generation phase. 

Figure 90. CAD design drawing of the PTO with major dimensions 

The housing consists of 20mm thick aluminium plates which are bolted together. 

Attached to the front section are three pillow block bearings (RS Pro UCP204 cast 

iron pillow block bearing) which hold the main shaft. The outermost bearing is 

mounted adjacent to the two main shaft pulleys, the other two bearings host the 

torque transducer. Four M14 bolts are used to mount the PTO to the upper bridge of 

the turbine structure. The generator housing of the PTO is designed in order to 

accommodate the two different types of generators and a mechanical braking system 

for mechanical testing. The different generators, or alternatively the mechanical disc 

brake, are attached to a specific end plate which can be interchanged. Generator, 

disc brake and torque transducer are described in the following.
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6.4 Turbine installation 
The turbine is installed in one of the UV canals at RM Clayton, a waste water 

treatment plant (WWT) in Atlanta, Georgia, USA. The turbine is placed in the effluent 

channel of the final stage of the water treatment process (disinfection by ultraviolet 

light radiation, UV) Figure 91 depicts a typical plant design and an aerial view on RM 

Clayton). The installation took place on May 15th 2017 and was carried out by an 

engineering contractor (Abuck Ltd.). The site and the installation process is 

documented via photographs and described on the following pages. 

Figure 91. a) Schematic of a typical waste water treatment process with turbine position highlighted
[155]; b) aerial picture of RM Clayton water treatment plant [156] 

The 1:3 scale hydrokinetic twin VAT is placed in the second of five disinfection 

channels which host the final treatment stage (UV radiation) before the water is 

discharged into the Chattahoochee River (see Figure 90). The water enters the 

channels by spilling over weirs and the discharge in each channel depends on how 

many channels are in operation (usually two to three), time of the day and the 

weather. It is assumed that the total amount of water is distributed evenly amongst 

each channel in operation.  

(b)

(a)
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Figure 92. a) UV disinfection channels at RM Clayton. There are five UV canals in total of which three 
are in operation. Channel two is allocated for the turbine; b) non-immersed UV lamp housing of 
channel two (~2m above water level); c) downstream of UV lamp housing in channel two where the 
turbine is installed; d) UV channel effluent weir; e) installation of constriction

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

(e)
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The width of the channel and the water depth are approximately 1.8m. The water 

surface is relatively constant and lies approximately 2m below the top of the canal 

due to the presence of the effluent weir downstream (see Figure 92 and drawings in 

the Appendix E). Therefore, the flow velocity varies proportional to the discharge. 

The constriction or flow diverter is installed in order to increase the flow velocity. It is 

made of L-profiles bolted to the channel side walls and stainless steel sheets (see 

Figure 81 for construction drawing and Figure 92 as well as 93 for photographs taken 

during the installation). Two flanged stainless steel bearings are bolted onto the flat 

section of the constriction and their task is to support the lower end of each of the 

rotors’ shafts axially and radially. Above the constriction, close to the water surface, 

the middle bridge is installed hosting two flanged cast iron bearings which provide 

radial support of the shafts and refrain the rotor shafts from vibrating, bending and 

buckling.  

Figure 93. a) Installed constriction, rotors and middle bridge from downstream perspective; b) top 
bridge including belt drive and PTO with disc brake; c) Bottom left, close-up of disc brake

(a)

(b) (c)
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Further, a steel bridge is mounted across the top of the channel opening 

accommodating the upper flanged cast iron bearings and the PTO. The steel bridge 

also acts as cover of the channel. 

Two 44 teeth timing belt pulleys are sleeved over the rotor shafts which are held in 

place via grub screws. Two 20mm wide, 1120mm long timing belts connect the large 

shaft pulleys with two 28 teeth timing belt pulleys which are sleeved over the main 

drive shaft and held in place via grub screws. Using the different sized pulleys leads 

to an increase in rotational speed and a decrease in the transferred torque at the 

common shaft with a ratio of 11:7. 

The PTO’s main drive shaft hosts a torque transducer (Futek TRS605) which allows 

quantification of τ and ω. Attached to the main shaft, three different devices are 

employed for testing: 

a) Disc brake, a mechanical braking mechanism similar to a bicycle brake 

b) Low RPM generator (DVE200) 

c) High RPM generator (LE450) 

6.5 Procedure and Results 
In order to quantify the efficiency of the turbine the flow velocity is needed. The 

measured mechanical power PM and electrical power PE is compared to the amount 

of kinetic power (Pa) available to the turbine by employing Equation 1.2. The 

measurements of torque and rotational speed are collected at a frequency of 100Hz 

over a period of one minute by a Lab-Jack U6 and further analysed by a self-written 

code using DAQFactory®Express and MS-Excel. For the electrical tests, voltage and 

current are measured using a multimeter and recorded manually.  

The flow velocity v is measured by a propeller meter (Global Water FP211, see 

Appendix H for specifications). The measurements are compared to the cross-

sectional velocity as computed via the discharge data provided by the plant operator 

which are attached to the Appendix E. 

The performance of the turbine during testing is quantified via a turbine performance 

curve in which the power coefficient CP is plotted against the TSR consistent with the 

procedure adopted in previous chapters. The long-term and operational phase at RM 

Clayton aims at generating electricity for powering a display board and at gathering 

information about the VAT’s durability, wear and tear and potential impacts on the 

plant operation.  
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For this operational phase, a PTO and PDA was designed and built at Cardiff 

University as presented in Chapter III and V. The PDA consists of a rectifier, a battery 

charging control, a dump load, a cooling fan and is connected to a 12V battery. It 

functions as a portable, off-grid device to use and divert the power generated by the 

turbine’s generator. The generator charges the battery and supplies the power for 

monitoring purposes (e.g., by a laptop) and for operational purposes (e.g., the cooling 

fan of the PDA). 

The field testing is divided into three phases (see also Table 15): 

- Phase a  Mechanical testing 

- Phase b  Electrical testing (low rpm (laboratory) generator). 

- Phase c  Electrical testing (high rpm generator) & hand-over. 

6.5.1 Phase a 
Figure 93 depicts the PTO setup for Phase a. The rotation and torque of the two rotors 

is combined to a common shaft via belts. The common shaft is held in place by three 

pillow block bearings with a torque transducer between bearing two and three and a 

disc brake at the end of the shaft. 

The rotational speed and torque is recorded for one minute at a frequency of 100Hz 

and with a certain braking force applied. The first minute of the measurement period 

is conducted with free-wheeling of the rotors (i.e., no braking force applied) and the 

last minute measurement contains the immediate period before the turbine stalls (i.e., 

when the braking force is maximum and the turbine stops rotating). Three different 

measurement series are carried out and the results are summarized on the following 

pages. With the aim to calculate the efficiency of the turbine, the measured turbine 

power output is divided by the available kinetic energy from the flowing water. The 

results are shown in Figure 94 in form of turbine performance (CP – λ) graphs. In 

Appendices I, the variation of CP is further investigated and compared with variations 

observed during laboratory experiments. 

1 32

6 5

4
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Figure 94. Turbine performance curves with Cp on the y-axis and λ on the x-axis, for the measured flow 
velocities (v) for tests 160 - 162 

The measurement of flow velocity with the propeller meter is not very accurate due to 

it being a point measurement at a few instants in time. Therefore, the measurements 

are validated with discharge data from the plant operator and are found to be within 

five per cent of the propeller meter measurement. Figure 95 presents turbine 

performance curves for the three tests and includes CP – λ - curves that are obtained 

using the discharge data provided by the WWT plant operator. It can be seen that a 

minimal change in flow velocity can have a significant impact on the coefficient of 

performance (the smaller the velocity the higher CP) and on λ (the smaller the velocity 

the higher TSR) since both variables are functions of the flow velocity. 

Figure 95. Test results with Cp on the y-axis and λ on the x-axis. Measured (rhombus) and calculated 
(dot) flow velocities (v) 

It can further be seen that some measurement points do not follow the general trend 

of the curve. In the case of test 160, even a general trend is difficult to observe. The 

curve for test 161 has an almost ideal shape except for the last two points which are 
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somewhat lower than expected, however, they represent the area where the turbine 

is close to stalling. It is possible that the inertia of the rotors carry the turbine past the 

stall point. In the graph for test 162, the last two points are higher than expected. 

Here, it may be assumed that the discharge and, hence the velocity, has changed 

during testing which is not surprising given the fact that the discharge in the treatment 

plant always varies during the day. The time history of the discharge that is provided 

from the plant operator and a comparison of calculated velocities using the discharge 

provided by the plant and the cross-sectional area of the channel with the measured 

velocity are provided in the Appendix E. 

Figure 96. Results for Test 162 with Cp on the y-axis and λ on the x-axis considering various velocities 
(v) 

Figure 96 presents two additional turbine performance curves, 162a and 162b 

together with the graph for test 162 presented in Figure 95, but with the last two 

uncertain measurement points removed. These curves highlight the effect of (chosen) 

flow velocity on the coefficient of performance. The Cp peak varies between 62% for 

an assumed velocity of v = 0.95m/s and 87% for v = o.85m/s. The TSR at peak 

performance also varies between approximately λ = 2.7 and λ = 3.1. This turbine 

design is expected to perform slightly worse than in the laboratory where the flow 

conditions are ideal and where maximum turbine efficiencies of around 80% have 

been achieved. In addition to the non-uniform flow conditions (due to the turbulence 

downstream of the UV lights and the flow acceleration from the diverter), the tested 

turbine employs three bearings due to the very long shaft and this introduces 

additional friction. Hence, the maximum Cp of test 162 is more likely to be around 70% 

instead of 88% as suggested by graph 162a. The TSR of slightly less than 3 is 
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expected, again due to the friction from bearings and belts and hence the curve 162 

appears to best represent the turbine’s performance for Phase a. The mechanical 

power output is just under 200W which is close to the rated power of the generator to 

be employed in Phase b. 

6.5.2 Phase b 
For Phase b testing, the disc brake is exchanged with a low rpm PMG (DVE200) as 

depicted in Figure 96. This PMG has been used for electrical testing at Cardiff 

University before. The electrical power output in terms of voltage and current is 

measured using two multimeters simultaneously. At the same time, rotational speed 

and torque is measured and recorded analogously to Phase a. Instead of applying a 

disk brake, the generator load is controlled using a resistor bank (see right hand side 

of Figure 97) and the resistance is varied manually.  

Figure 97. a) PTO of Phase b testing featuring a low rpm generator instead of disc brake; b) adjustable 
resistors for controlling electrical load; c) schematic of the electrical circuit for Phase b and c testing 

Here, the three phases of the AC generator are attached via copper wires to an 

uncontrolled diode rectifier. The DC circuit consists of a resistor bank and two 

multimeters as depicted in Figure 97. The first reading is taken with an open circuit 

(resistor not attached, i.e., no load). Then, the resistance of the adjustable resistor is 

gradually increased until the turbine stalls. Over a period of one minute per resistor 

setting, the voltage and current average readings are recorded and, together with 

torque and rotational speed measurements from the torque transducer, the 

mechanical power as well as electrical power are computed.  

(a) (b)

(c)
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Figure 98 shows the turbine performance curves from Phase b testing. The presented 

mechanical efficiency was calculated by considering a measured flow velocity of 0.9 

m/s (blue, from the propeller meter) or a calculated velocity of 0.94 m/s (red, from the 

discharge data) and at a  water level of 0.95m. There is some variation in the readings 

again because the discharge is not constant over the test period. The graph of Figure 

98b represents a more realistic result of the performance using 1m/s flow velocity 

which was measured at the beginning of the test instead of the 0.9m/s measured near 

the end of the test. Measured data such as torque and rotational speed for mechanical 

power and voltage and current for electrical power are plotted versus TSR which is 

also presented in Figure 98. The difference between mechanical and electrical power 

output is much higher than previously observed in laboratory experiments where a 

peak efficiency of 85% was achieved. The difference from the gathered data to 

laboratory data is the higher torque and rotational speed from the bigger turbine. The 

generator is rated at 200W for 200rpm but the field testing turbine is producing ~230 

Watt at 200rpm. Hence, the efficiency of the generator may be lower than 85%. 

Further, the resistor suffered from overheating towards the end of testing (when the 

electrical load becomes higher) which can be seen in the sudden drop of performance 

at about 150 Watt. 

Figure 98. Performance curves with Cp on the y-axis and λ on the x-axis. a) Measured (rhombus) and 
calculated (dot) flow velocities (v) of test 163; b) same curve as before with a velocity of 1m/s; c) power 
output in Watts from mechanical as well as electrical PTO as a function of λ

6.5.3 Phase c and hand over 
The testing in Phase c uses exactly the same setup as in the previous phase except 

that a high-rpm PMG is employed instead of the low-rpm PMG. Figure 99 depicts the 

modified generator housing including the high-rpm PMG. This generator (LE 450) has 

a rated speed of >1200 rpm and is not designed for an efficient application with the 

(a) (b) (c)
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expected 150 – 250 rpm of the turbine at RM Clayton. Therefore, the efficiency is very 

low and the electro-magnetic resistance very limited which made it impossible to 

apply resistance big enough to stall the rotors. Nonetheless, measures were taken 

analogously to Phase b which are numerically presented in Table 16 instead of 

incomplete power curves. 

The generator had been purchased initially to test the VAT in combination with a 30:1 

gearbox which was not available during the tests at RM Clayton. It was planned to 

use the belt drive as reducer (i.e., to use belt-drive gear ratio to reduce rotational 

speed instead of increasing the rotation speed as previously). The main shaft would 

then have spun at approximately 80rpm when entering the gearbox. Consequently, 

with a geared rotational speed of ~2400rpm, the generator would have performed 

much better and provided more meaningful data. However, since the produced 

electrical power in the operational phase is only used to charge a battery which 

supplies power to LED lights of a display board, and hence very low power 

consumption was expected (approximately 6 Watt for 12 hours per day), the high-rpm 

generator was installed anyways and remained as a permanent installation at RM 

Clayton. It was further anticipated to learn more about the long term behaviour of all 

components such as bearings and belt-drive.  

Table 16. Measured values (averaged) of electrical and mechanical quantities of Phase c 

No. 163, measured flow velocity = 0.76m/s

Torque
[τ]

Omega
[ω]

Mechanical 
Power extracted

[PM] 

Voltage
[V]

Current
[A]

Electrical Power
extracted

[PE] 
Nm rad/s Watt Volt Ampere Watt

1 0.0 23.9 0.0 16.2 0.0

2 0.62 23.5 14.7 10.2 0.6 6.1

3 0.77 23.4 18.0 8.6 0.82 7.1

4 0.91 23.5 21.4 7 1.04 7.3

5 1.05 23.6 24.8 5.6 1.24 6.9

6 1.22 23.7 28.9 3.9 1.49 5.8

7 1.35 23.8 32.2 2.5 1.73 4.3
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Figure 99. a) PTO of Phase c with high-rpm generator installed; b) PDA connected to generator 

6.6 Summary 
The hydrokinetic twin VAT in 1:3 scale was successfully built, installed and tested at 

RM Clayton. Conclusions and recommendations for future deployments from design 

to operation of the turbine can be summarised as follows:  

Design: The turbine was designed based on successful laboratory tests carried out 

at Cardiff University. For the particular deployment site a flow diverter was designed 

to increase the flow velocity approaching the turbine in the otherwise very slowly 

flowing UV channel. The rotor design included a very long stainless steel thick-walled 

tube in order to save weight as compared to a solid shaft. However, the outer diameter 

varied slightly over the length and it was difficult to sleeve the bearings over the shaft. 

Hence a larger bearing diameter had to be used and the shaft did not fit well which 

led to unnecessary vibration and possibly performance losses. For future 

deployments, shaft and bearings should be chosen very carefully, ideally a solid shaft 

should be used.  

Manufacturing: Except for the spokes, the rotor and PTO were manufactured at 

Cardiff University due to the availability of high-quality machining equipment and 

carbon fiber fabrication tools. Abuck Ltd., Atlanta, manufactured most of the material 

for the two bridges, delivered it to the site and installed them. The spokes, casted out 

of glass-reinforced nylon, were manufactured at Nylacast Ltd., Leicester, and came 

out fairly rough due the relatively crude post-processing. Also, manufacturing and 

shipment of the spokes was delayed. The manufacturing procedure should be 

reviewed.  

Installation: The installation was successfully led by Abuck Ltd., Atlanta, with support 

from Emrgy Inc., Atlanta, and myself. The installation took longer than expected 

mainly due to missing or not matching components. The reasons for these delays 

vary but in general it was observed that a more careful design (see earlier notes on 

shafts) and preparation is necessary. In particular, it should be ensured that precision-

(a) (b)
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machined/manufactured components such as shaft and bearings match perfectly 

prior to installation/deployment.  

Testing: The test procedure was identical to the one used for the laboratory tests at 

Cardiff University. The routine was successfully applied in more than 150 laboratory 

tests. The only uncertain quantity was the flow velocity due the varying effluent 

discharge. Initially, after installation, three channels were in operation and the 

discharge/flow velocities were very low (test 160, v= 0.64m/s & 161, v=0.76m/s). After 

the plant manager closed one of the three channels, the velocity increased to 

approximately v=0.9 m/s. Due to the fact that the tests took place in a fully operating 

treatment plant, the discharge varied and was never really constant over a typical 

total testing time of approximately half an hour (for a time history of the discharge see 

Appendix E). Hence, the quantification of the rotor’s TSR and CP include some 

uncertainty. In order to minimise the uncertainty, the measured approach flow velocity 

was cross-checked with discharge data from the plant operator and found to vary 

within 5%. Mechanically, a maximum CP value of around 70% for an operation at TSR 

3 was achieved. Two generator types were also tested and the water-to-wire turbine 

efficiency dropped dramatically, mainly due to the losses in the permanent magnet 

generator and the electrical circuit. In the future, it will be important to employ a high-

efficiency generator and to match generator ratings and rotor outputs perfectly in 

terms of rotational speed and applied electrical load. For the latter, the electrical tests 

controlled the electrical load via a resistor bank manually. In the future, this aspect 

needs to be achieved automatically by a power controller.  

Operation: The turbine is currently in operation and has been equipped with a PTO 

and PDA which divert the generated power either to a battery or a dump load (see 

Figure 100). The long-term operation of the turbine is important to gather information 

about wear and tear of individual components and to test the durability of the VAT. 

Regular site visits have been scheduled to observe the proper functioning of the 

system.  
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Figure 100. Top bridge of VAT system including PTO and PDA/battery case 

In conclusion, the twin turbine showed very promising performance during field 

testing. Due to a reduced solidity (σfield ≈ 16.5%, σlaboratory ≈ 21%), the TSR increased 

without compromising on performance (λ ≈ 3, 60% < CP < 75%) considering the 

increased resistance from an additional set of bearings and the more turbulent flow. 

In contrast to the laboratory turbine, the up-scaled turbine self-started at all times 

which is seen as a justification for the overall twin turbine design. For full scale testing, 

a further reduction in solidity is anticipated as presented in the following chapter.   
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VII. Application in a fresh water canal 
7.1 Introduction 
The twin turbine system has been developed and refined through various stages, 

starting with a novel design that was tested as a 1:10 scaled model in the laboratory 

(Chapter III). The model turbine was successively refined and the system was up-

scaled to 1:3 scale and in May 2017 deployed at RM Clayton Water Treatment Plant 

in Atlanta (Chapter VI). The twin turbine system was installed in a UV treatment 

channel where it underwent further successful testing and during which the turbine’s 

laboratory performance was confirmed. The next step in the development stage of 

the turbine system was the deployment of a full scale turbine. For this stage, the South 

Boulder Canal (SBC) near Denver, US was chosen as deployment site. SBC is 

operated by Denver Water and diverts water from Gross Reservoir into Ralston 

Reservoir. The canal is divided into three sections (A, B and C) and, ultimately, ten 

turbines were installed. In June 2017, the first turbine was deployed and tested in 

section A, which is the last section of the SBC before the water enters the Ralston 

Reservoir via a dragon’s teeth spillway structure (see Figure 101). The section is 

approximately 30m long and 5m wide, has a rectangular cross-sectional shape and 

the turbine was placed at the very end of section A. In the following, the turbine 

design, the testing procedure and the data analysis are documented.  

Figure 101. Aerial images of section A of the South Boulder Canal at Ralston, Colorado, US [157,158]
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7.2 Turbine design and testing environment 
The turbine assembly (see Figure 102) was designed and built by different parties 

funded by Emrgy Inc., Atlanta. The proposed hydrokinetic twin turbine design is based 

on the observations from Chapter III - V and was executed and supplemented by 

Enginuity Works Corporation, Atlanta. The installation of the turbines was performed 

by Vivid Engineering Group, Denver and Denver Water, Denver, the operator of 

Ralston Reservoir and SBC. 

Figure 102. Hydrokinetic twin VAT in full scale, installed in South Bolder Canal near Denver 

The turbine consists of a concrete/steel structure, two rotors (machined aluminium 

spokes and blades, stainless steel shaft), a chain-drive-train, a speed increaser 

gearbox and an asynchronous generator as depicted in Figure 103. The rotors have 

a height of 0.8 meters and a diameter of 1.36 meters. The twin-rotors are counter-

rotating, i.e., the right rotor rotates clockwise and the left rotor rotates anticlockwise. 

Instead of a belt drive, each rotor shaft hosts a sprocket and the torque generated by 

the rotors is transmitted via a chain which drives the gearbox and eventually the 

generator. The gearbox has a ratio of 30:1 and increases the rotational speed and 

reduces the torque accordingly. The generator has a rated power output of 10 kW. 

The focus of the tests reported here is on the mechanical power generated by the 

turbine and hence the gearbox and generator were replaced by a mechanical PTO 

before deployment.  
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Figure 103. Hydrokinetic twin turbine and its main components installed at Ralston Reservoir. a) As in 
operation including gearbox, generator and chain cover; b) as tested including mechanical PTO  

(a)

(b)
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7.3 Procedure and results 
As described in previous chapters, the turbine’s performance was tested by 

comparing the mechanical power at the main PTO shaft with the hydrokinetic energy 

available in the flowing water. The gearbox/generator assembly was replaced with a 

mechanical PTO that consists of a hydraulic disc brake and a torque transducer as 

depicted on the left of Figure 104. A torque transducer similar to but with a higher 

capacity as that used previously in laboratory and field testing (see Appendix H for 

details) was placed immediately before the disc brake so that the measured torque 

and rotational speed included all losses of the rotor (mainly in the bearings) and the 

chain-drive. 

Figure 104. a) Mechanical PTO featuring hydraulic disc brake and torque transducer; b) VAT rotor prior 
to installation 

The flowrate Q in the SBC was provided by Denver Water and confirmed by 

measurements taken by the United States Bureau of Reclamation. The flow velocity 

was calculated by dividing the discharge Q by the submerged cross-sectional area A 

of the turbine housing at the position of the rotors. The estimation of A requires water 

level measurements just upstream and downstream of the housing and the average 

of the two readings is taken as the water depth. 

The rotational speed and torque were recorded for one minute at a frequency of 

200Hz with a certain braking force applied. The first one minute measurement period 

was conducted at free-wheeling of the rotors (i.e., no braking force applied) and 

during the last one minute measurement was just before the turbine stalled, i.e., when 

the braking force was maximum and the turbine stopped rotating. Five tests (Test 165 

- 169) were carried out and the results are summarised on the following pages.  

(a) (b)
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The time-averaged raw data from the torque transducer (torque and rotational speed) 

and the computed mechanical power (including drive-train losses) for tests 165 - 168 

are presented in Figure 105 in the form of the previously established turbine 

performance curves. For each of the five tests the efficiency of the turbine, i.e., 

comparing the measured turbine power with the available kinetic energy from the 

flowing water at the turbine housing’s cross-section, is computed using Equation 1.3 

and the TSR is calculated using Equation 1.12. This is done for every 1 min 

measurement interval. 

Figure 105. Turbine performance curves for five performance tests conducted, based on a flow velocity 
of v=1.56m/s 

The discharge was provided by the channel operator Denver Water and was 

supposedly constant during the tests at Q = 250cfs (7.08m3/s). Based on the average 

of measured upstream and downstream water depths (at the upstream and 

downstream side of the housing, see Appendix F), the submerged cross-sectional 
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area at the turbine shaft was calculated as A = 4.54m2. With the given constant 

discharge, the flow velocity was computed as v = 1.56m/s. During tests 167 and 169 

it was visually observed that the water level dropped slightly, suggesting that the 

discharge was not constant. It was observed that the rotors were sometimes fully 

submerged (during Tests 168), and sometimes not (during Tests 165, 166, 167 and 

169) which has an impact on turbine performance. The turbine achieved peak 

efficiencies consistently above 70% during tests 165, 166, 167 and 168, whereas the 

peak efficiency of test 169 is lower with around 50%. As can be seen in the dashed 

trend lines of turbine performance curve, some data points lie clearly off the trend 

line, which underpins the variation in the flow conditions the turbine was operating 

under. The variation could be due to several factors, such as sudden discharge 

surges (increase, e.g., peaks around CP = 80% during test 165, or decrease, very low 

Cp values during test 169) or strong turbulence which would result in sudden and local 

velocity spikes and drops.  

Figure 106. a) Rotors partially submerged and; b) fully submerged 

The submergence of the rotor has a great effect on turbine performance as reported 

in Chapter III of this thesis. Obviously, if the rotor is fully submerged the entire blade 

surface area will be in contact with the water and therefore, more energy can be 

(a)

(b)
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extracted in comparison to a rotor that is not fully submerged and for which not the 

entire blade area is in contact with water. In addition, the blade hydrodynamics is 

disturbed if the blades are not fully submerged, e.g., by air-entrainment which reduces 

the density of the water that is in contact with the blade, and hence, this results in a 

reduction of lift forces generated in this area. On laboratory scale, the performance 

dropped by more than 50% for an emergent rotor. It was observed that during tests 

165, 166, 167 and 169, the top part of the rotor, mainly the upper spokes, were slicing 

through the water surface during their upstroke movement (see Figure 106). This 

resulted in significant splashing and noise and most likely in additional drag torque on 

the rotor shaft which ultimately reduces the turbine’s efficiency.

Figure 107. Turbine’s mechanical power vs rotational speed curve for highest power reached all tests 
including a trend line through data points of tests 165, 166, 167, 169 (dots). Red square indicates peak 
power achieved during test 168 

For tests 165-167, still relatively high efficiencies, CP > 70% were achieved. The peak 

of the performance curve in test 169 is only around 53%, and it seems that this is due 

to the discharge during this test being probably lower than 250cfs. This is supported 

by Figure 107, which plots the extracted power at peak performance on the y-axis as 

a function of measured rotational speed. The dots represent tests 165, 166, 167 and 

169 fall very nicely on the dashed trend line. The lower data point is said test 169, 

and less discharge resulted in less rotational speed and less power produced. Test 

168 was the only test where the rotor was fully submerged, but unfortunately, during 

this test, the discharge reduced and the test had to be aborted because at some point 

the rotor was not fully submerged anymore. The red data point clearly falls outside of 

the trend line. The rotational speed appears to be too high (point is too far to the right) 

and, as can be seen from Figure 107, with a TSR for the maximum power of 
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approximately 5, suggesting that the maximum power point was not yet reached. It 

re-mains to be seen whether a fully submerged rotor will be able to achieve even 

higher efficiencies than the ones achieved in tests 165, 166, 167, 169. 

7.4 Scalability 
The purpose of using dimensionless quantities for the turbine performance curve is 

to be able to demonstrate the scalability of the system, in other words, to be able to 

predict the turbine’s performance irrespective of its size. Figure 108 presents three 

turbine performance curves obtained under different conditions for three turbines of 

different sizes, i.e., the laboratory turbine, the field testing turbine deployed at RM 

Clayton, Atlanta and the full scale turbine deployed at SBC, Denver. Due to the fact 

that each turbine has a slightly different rotor solidity the TSR was multiplied with the 

solidity to account for the fact that rotational speed is directly affected by TSR, i.e., 

the rotor spins faster at lower solidity and slower at higher solidity. 

Figure 108. Performance curves of three selected tests for laboratory, field testing and application 
scale, operating in different environments and at different sizes 

First of all, it seems that the three curves are very similar and peak efficiencies are 

around 70%. Secondly, the rotational speeds (times solidity) at free-wheeling are very 

similar for the Atlanta and laboratory turbines, whereas the Denver turbine appears 

to rotate slower than the other two. This is most likely the effect of non-submergence 

and aforementioned drag torque created when the arms slice through the water. In 

contrast, the Denver turbine appears to yet feature a greater peak efficiency and this 
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is most likely due to the fact that the Denver turbine operated in a housing whereas 

the other two turbines did not. Apparently, the Denver turbine benefitted from the 

additional flow acceleration caused near the housing side walls on the upstroke of the 

rotor. The effect of the housing on the turbine performance could not have been 

quantified in the laboratory and in Atlanta due to the limited width of the flume/canal. 

7.5 Summary 
The hydrokinetic twin turbine was successfully built and deployed in the South 

Boulder Canal near Denver Water’s Ralston Reservoir, Denver, Colorado, US. During 

the tests, the turbine was subjected to a flowrate of Q ≈ 250cfs and mechanical torque 

and rotational speed were measured at the main shaft of the turbine whilst different 

loads were applied using a hydraulic disc brake. The turbine achieved a coefficient of 

performance consistently above 70% and was operating at a TSR of up to 4 for most 

of the tests. During peak performance, up to 3.4kW of mechanical power (including 

drive-train losses) were generated.  

However, significant variation in the outputs were observed. During one of the tests 

the turbine appeared to underperform, and the CP was only about 50%. Detailed 

analysis of the measured torque and speed data suggested that the discharge must 

have decreased below the given 250cfs. The tests supported that rotor submergence 

is a critical factor in the operation of the turbine. An emergent rotor suffers from the 

additional drag torque when the rotor arms are slicing through the water surface and 

blade hydrodynamics are compromised when air is entrained. The turbine tests, 

however, highlighted that the turbine’s efficiency remains high despite rotor non-

submergence and it appears that the turbine housing, which provides local 

accelerations and thus high velocities that the rotor blades are exploiting during the 

rotor’s upstroke, has a positive influence on turbine performance. The tests suggest 

that a fully submerged rotor operating in a turbine housing might be able to achieve 

efficiencies of above 80%. 

Finally, the scalability of the turbine was confirmed, the full-scale turbine at Denver 

operated similarly, if not better, than its smaller-scale versions tested in the laboratory 

and in Atlanta. In the meantime, all ten units were installed and will be tested with the 

focus on turbine performance in an array, flow constrictions, backwater and electrical 

control. 

In the following, the development stages of the VAT from a concept to a full-scale 

system are summarised and assessed with help of technology readiness levels.  
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VIII. Technology readiness 
This chapter is published in a similar form as a journal paper to the Journal of Power 

and Energy Engineering with the title “Technology Readiness of a Vertical-Axis 

Hydro-Kinetic Turbine”, co-authored with Prof. Thorsten Stoesser, Ms. Emily Morris 

and Ms. Madeleine White [159]. Some aspects of this chapter were already covered 

in previous chapters but it was decided to keep it close to its submitted form with the 

intention to present it as a self-contained chapter. 

8.1 Introduction 
Growing energy demand and climate change are the main drivers for the fast 

evolution of novel energy conversion systems. While energy production during the 

second half of the past century was focused on large-scale fossil or nuclear power 

plants, the 21st century might be the era of eco-sensitivity, sustainability and the 

decentralisation of power generation. In other words, many small, “green” generation 

units can replace a few large, environmentally questionable plants with the benefit of 

low capital costs, reduced transformational energy losses and potentially zero carbon 

emission [22].

Water current turbines, also called hydrokinetic or in-stream turbines, have received 

a growing interest in many parts of the world. Two main areas where hydrokinetic 

devices can be used for power generation purposes are tidal currents and river 

streams. These turbines generate power from the kinetic energy of a flowing stream 

of water without the use of a dam or a barrage and so that consequently do not need 

to interfere with the natural course of rivers. Water current turbines can be installed 

in any flow with a velocity greater than 0.5 m/s [160]. Because of low investment 

requirements and operational costs, hydrokinetic turbines promise to be cost-effective 

in comparison to other technologies. The continuous supply of electrical energy is a 

big advantage in comparison to solar or wind power. 

On the following pages, the successful development of a hydrokinetic turbine for 

harvesting energy from flowing water in man-made channels (such as water-

treatment plant effluents, irrigation channels, etc.) is described and assessed with 

help of technology readiness levels (TRL). As shown in Table 17, TRL is a scale 

ranging from 1 through 9, pioneered by the NASA and modified by the US Department 

of Energy (DOE) for identifying a technology development maturity. The purpose of 

the TRL characterisation is to help assessing a technology development process and 

iterating the design with respect to matching technical scope, schedule, costs and 

safety [161].
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Table 17. Technology Readiness Levels from DOE guide, without detailed description [161].

Relative Level of
Technology
Development

Technology
Readiness 
Level (TRL)

TRL-Definition

System Operations TRL 9 Actual system operated over the full range 
of expected mission conditions.

System 
Commissioning

TRL 8 Actual system completed and qualified 
through test and demonstration.

TRL 7 Full-scale, similar (prototypical) system 
demonstrated in relevant environment.

TRL 6 Engineering/pilot-scale, similar (prototypical) 
system validation in relevant environment.

Technology 
Development

TRL 5 Laboratory scale, similar system validation 
in relevant environment.

TRL 4 Component and/or system validation in 
laboratory environment.

Research to prove 
feasibility

TRL 3 Analytical experimental critical function 
and/or characteristic proof of concept.

TRL 2 Technology concept and/or application 
formulated.

Basic technology 
research

TRL 1 Basic principles observed are reported.

8.2 Technology concept (TRL 1-3) 

8.2.1 Overall design 
The aim of the energy conversion system presented here is to convert the movement 

of flowing water in a channel into mechanical torque and further, into electricity in the 

most efficient and sustainable way. Each component of the turbine system has been 

designed to integrate as a unit and can be split into 5 subsystems (structure, rotor, 

drive train, gearbox, power take-off). 
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The concrete structure comprises four individual parts (a bottom plate, two columns 

and a bridge) and serves several purposes: as a structural member to hold the turbine 

components in place safely and as a gravity base (stays in place due to its weight) 

which makes additional foundation unnecessary. In operation, the bridge is not 

submerged and hosts the power take-off which consists of drive train, gear box and 

generator. The structure contains a co-rotating vertical axis twin rotor system which 

is placed between bridge and bottom plate. The rotors are held in place by four 

bearings. Each rotor consists of a stainless-steel shaft, three hubs, six spokes and 

three blades. As soon as water flows across the rotors at a certain minimum speed, 

the airfoil-shaped blades generates enough lift to start rotating.  

The rotational movement of the rotor is transferred via the two rotor shafts to a belt 

drive which consists of two 90⁰ twisted timing belts, two large pulleys, two small 

pulleys and a horizontally oriented main shaft. The belt drive enables transferring the 

torque from the two rotor shafts onto a main drive train shaft and allows a speed or 

torque adjustment to appreciate gearbox or generator specification. Attached to the 

main drive train shaft is a gearbox and subsequently an electrical generator (see 

Chapter III for further details). A patent was filed in October 2017 [98]. 

8.3 Technology development - Laboratory testing (TRL 3-5) 
The laboratory tests were undertaken in the Hydro-Environmental Research 

Laboratory at Cardiff University. For testing the turbine, a 17m long, 1.2m wide and 

1m deep flume was used. For most experiments, the water depth was set to 0.5m. 

The water is driven by an axial flow impeller which allows flow speeds of up to 1.5 

m/s at the given water depth. The channel side walls are made out of glass which 

allows visual observations during testing. 

The rotors were mounted to the bottom of the flume via lubricated stainless steel 

bearings which were screwed onto a PVC board that was glued to the flume bed. The 

PVC board has various threaded holes which allow for different rotor positions. The 

top of the rotors are held by pillow block bearings which are attached to a movable 

bridge across the top of the flume allowing a rotor displacement in any direction. 

Further, the bridge accommodates the PTO consisting of drive train, generator and 

measurement equipment. 

In order to quantify the mechanical output of the twin-rotors, a torque transducer 

(Futek TRS605) was affixed at centre position of the main shaft. Either a disc brake

or a generator was attached to the other end of the main shaft in order to apply a 
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resistance to the rotors. The measurements of the torque transducer were collimated 

by a Lab-Jack U6” and analysed by DAQFactory®Express and MS-Excel®.

More than 200 individual tests were conducted with the target to study and optimize 

the rotor, the housing structure and eventually the twin-rotor assembly. In the 

following, the researched aspects are individually introduced, theoretically explained 

and the results presented and discussed. 

8.3.1 Experimental rotor optimisation
In contrast to a straightforward rotor design with very little moving parts, the 

hydrodynamics of VATs are complex due to a constantly changing angle of attack 

and the interaction of vortices [68]. Numerical research shed light on the detailed flow-

turbine interaction. Large eddy simulations (LES) [72,162] and Reynolds averaged 

Navier-Stoke (RANS) methods [163,164] were successfully applied. Further, 

research outcomes from vertical axis wind turbine studies are considered even 

though a straight translation to the VAT application in water with its much higher 

density and lower flow velocities is not possible [165–167]. 

Considering outcomes from previous studies undertaken at Cardiff University [76, 99,

104], the most promising design parameter were chosen, experimentally tested, 

compared and analysed. In the following, only the final design is described. Each rotor 

has a diameter of 360mm and consists of: a 20mm stainless steel shaft; two hubs to

host the six spokes and three twisted blades of 300mm height. The performance of 

the rotor was assessed by quantifying its CP and plotted as a function of its TSR. At 

a flow velocity of 1.09m/s, the rotor achieved a CP of up to 60% at a tip speed ratio of 

1.9.

8.3.2 Twin turbine testing and optimisation
The aim of employing two rotors in a turbine system is to: generate more than twice 

the amount of energy than a single rotor with the equivalent swept area; improve the 

self-starting behavior; reduce torque fluctuations; and simplifying the PTO. [168] 

suggested that the optimally configured twin system may benefit from an increased 

power output of 25% and a reduction of torque fluctuations. However, it was also 

noted that the highest performance setting may not coincide with the least torque 

fluctuations [168,169]. 

In this study, the focus is on observing the best performing twin setup by optimising 

the: i) direction of rotation; ii) spacing between the rotors; and iii) rotor 

synchronisation. The blockage ratio β was constant at 36%. Several studies such as
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[170,171] have investigated the impact of blockage on performance and how to 

appreciate this issue which comes from wind tunnel experiments where side wall 

effects form the testing environment had effects on the flow characteristics compared 

to an application in nature where no walls constrain the flow. However, the researched 

turbine is designed to operate in a blocked environment and a potential blockage 

correction was therefore not applied. 

The torque a blade generates during a revolution is not constant and peaks between 

0° and 90° [66]. It was therefore decided to assemble the rotors counter-rotating in 

such a way that their torque peak is towards the centre of the channel where the 

velocities are expected to be the highest. It was shown that the efficiency peaked at 

78%. 

Another parameter tested is the distance between the two rotors. Only symmetrical 

arrangements were tested with the centreline of the channel being the line of 

symmetry. Four different axis to axis spaces (1.4D, 1.5D, 1.6D and 1.75D) were 

tested in order to observe the best performing spacing between the rotors. For an 

axis to axis spacing of 1.5D, the CP reached 79% at a flow velocity of 0.9m/s and 74% 

at a velocity of 1.09m/s which equates to an increase in efficiency of 23% compared 

to the previously described single rotor at 1.09m/s.

The twin rotor design includes the concept of having just one PTO for both rotors by 

occupying a timing-belt drive which combines both rotor motions to one common shaft 

instead of occupying two separate PTOs with much higher investment costs. 

Therefore, it was tested whether the combination of the motion and synchronisation

of the rotors results in a disadvantageous performance compared to having both 

rotors spinning independently. It was confirmed that both, rotational speed and 

performance in the combined case (λ = 2.1, CP = 75%) lacked in comparison to

individual rotor deployment (λ = 2.5, CP = 78%) which is due to the additional drag 

torque of the belt drive and PTO bearings. However, losses due to a second PTO 

were not considered.

8.3.3 Closure 
The twin turbine design (scale 1:10) was successfully tested in the laboratory and 

efficiencies of more than 75% were achieved (detailed conclusions and 

recommendations are listed in the Summary section of Chapter III). It can be 

concluded that the system has reached TRL 5 and is ready for up scaled field testing

in a real channel environment (TRL 6). Integrating the gearbox is planned for TRL 7, 

a functional power control and grid integration is planned for TRL 8.
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8.4 Pilot scale testing (TRL 6) 
The next step in the development of the turbine is to upscale the turbine (scale 1:3) 

and demonstrate its successful operation in a relevant environment with the goal to 

achieve TRL 6. 

An upscaled version of the laboratory-scale twin-rotor vertical axis turbine system was 

designed and deployed in a UV radiation channel, the last stage of water treatment 

at the RM Clayton water treatment plant in Atlanta, Georgia. The deployed turbine 

consists of two low solidity, three-bladed, counter-rotating rotors, a belt drive to 

combine the rotational motion and torque to one shaft and a PTO system. In order to 

increase the flow velocity and achieve maximum performance, a flow diversion 

structure was installed in the channel. In the following, the steps from design to 

deployment are outlined and the test results in the form of power curves are reported 

(see Chapter VI for further details). 

8.4.1 Testing environment and turbine design 
The UV radiation channel is approximately 1.9m wide and 4m deep, and the inflowing 

water is controlled via a rectangular weir and a gate. The water flows at a depth of 

approximately 1.9m through the UV-radiation lamps upstream of the turbine rotors. 

The flow diverter’s function is to force the water to flow through a smaller cross-

sectional area thereby increasing its velocity so that reasonable amounts of 

hydrokinetic energy are available for extraction. The water then drives the two 

counter-rotating rotors and consequently the main drive shaft which is positioned on 

a PTO bridge above the channel. Downstream of the rotors, the water discharges 

over a weir into a channel which eventually releases the treated water into the 

Chattahoochee River.  

The main aim of the flow diverter is to reduce the cross-sectional area of the channel 

with the aim to increase the flow velocity in the remaining cross-section. It is shaped 

to minimise hydrodynamic losses in the form of dead zones or recirculation zones 

and to smoothly accelerate the water before approaching the rotors by maintaining 

its slope just below 30°. The upstream extent of the constriction is limited by the UV 

lights clearance radius. The bottom shaft bearings of the rotors are attached to the 

constriction.

The water depth in the UV channel is approximately 1.9m, however the entire depth 

of the UV channel is approximately 4m. The PTO system is located on a bridge above 

the UV channel, hence, very long rotor shafts are required. In order to avoid extensive 

bending of the rotors’ shafts, a middle bridge is introduced with two additional 
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bearings attached to it. The bridge was installed close to the water surface to minimise 

bending of the shaft close to the rotors. 

The upper PTO bridge serves multiple purposes including supporting the top bearings 

of the rotor shafts, accommodating the PTO and covering the UV channel. It is 

designed in mild steel with a coating applied to prevent corrosion and is attached via 

bolts to the concrete channel. 

The twin turbine rotors consist of three main components: three blades, six spokes 

and two hubs. The parameters of the rotor design and the general dimensions of the 

rotors utilised are determined by the geometry of the channel and the constriction 

design. 

8.4.2 Procedure and results 
The hydrokinetic twin turbine is placed in the second of five disinfection channels 

which host the final treatment stage (UV radiation) before the water is discharged into 

the Chattahoochee River. It was assumed that the total amount of water is distributed 

evenly amongst each channel in operation. The water level was fairly constant and 

hence the flow velocity varies proportionally to the discharge. 

The PTO shaft hosts a torque transducer (Futek TRS605) which allows quantification 

of τ and ω. The system was tested with a disc brake and a generator. In order to 

quantify the performance of the turbine and compare it to the laboratory results, the 

testing procedure was adopted from the laboratory tests as described before. In 

contrast to the laboratory flume, the discharge/velocity varies and cannot be set to a 

certain value. The flow velocity was therefore measured by a propeller meter (Global 

Water FP211) and the measurements compared with the cross-sectional velocity as 

computed via the discharge data provided by the plant operators. 

It was observed that a minimal change in flow velocity can have a significant impact 

on the CP (the smaller the velocity the higher CP) and also an impact on λ (the smaller 

the velocity the higher λ) since both variables are functions of the flow velocity. It may 

be assumed that the discharge and, hence the velocity, has changed during testing 

which is not surprising given the fact that the discharge in the treatment plant always 

varies during the day. 

The given turbine design is expected to perform slightly worse than in the laboratory 

where the flow conditions are ideal and where maximum turbine efficiencies of more 

than 75% have been achieved. In addition to the non-uniform flow conditions (due to 

the turbulence downstream of the UV lights and the flow acceleration from the 
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diverter), the tested turbine employs three bearings due to the very long shaft and 

this introduces additional friction. Hence the maximum CP was found to be around 

70% with a TSR of slightly less than 3. 

A second set of performance data was gathered by employing a low rpm permanent 

magnet generator instead of the disc brake. The electrical power output in terms of 

voltage and current is measured using two multimeters simultaneously. At the same 

time, rotational speed and torque is measured and recorded analogously to previous 

tests. Instead of applying a disk brake the generator load is controlled using a resistor 

bank and the resistance is varied manually. Over a period of one minute per resistor 

setting, average readings of voltage and current are taken together with torque 

transducer values. From these measurements, mechanical power and electrical 

power are computed and compared. The difference between mechanical and 

electrical power output was observed to be very high (40% loss). There are significant 

electrical losses from the generator (peak efficiency of 85%), the rectifier and the 

resistor bank in particular as it got very hot towards the peak performance of the rotor, 

hence, the highest resistance. Further, the generator’s rated speed was not matched 

and the efficiency of the generator may be lower than 85%. 

8.4.3 Closure 
The upscaled twin turbine design (scale 1:3) was successfully built, installed and 

tested at a water treatment plant in Atlanta, and is ready for full scale application (TRL 

7). The system is still in operation and it can be concluded that TRL 6 has been 

reached (detailed conclusions and recommendations are listed in the Summary 

section of Chapter VI).

8.5 System commissioning (TRL 7) 
The next step in the development stage of the turbine system is the deployment of an 

array of full-size turbines into the South Boulder Canal (SBC) near Denver. In June 

2017, the first turbine was deployed into the last section of the SBC before the water 

enters the Ralston Reservoir via a “dragon’s teeth” spillway structure. The section is 

approximately 30m long and 5m wide, of rectangular cross-section. In the following, 

the rotor design, the testing procedure and the data analysis are summarised (see 

Chapter VII for further details). 

8.5.1 Testing environment and turbine design 
The turbine design follows the overall design presented in Chapter III and consists of 

a concrete/steel structure, two rotors, a chain-drive-train (instead of belt-drive), a 

speed increaser gearbox and an induction generator. 
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The rotors have a height of 0.8 meters and a diameter of 1.36 meters. The twin-rotors 

are counter-rotating, i.e., the right-hand-side rotor rotates clockwise and the left-hand-

side rotor rotates anticlockwise. Each rotor shaft hosts a sprocket and the torque 

generated by the rotors is transmitted via a chain which drives the gearbox and 

eventually the generator. The focus of the tests reported here is on the mechanical 

power generated by the turbine and, hence, the electrical PTO was replaced by a 

mechanical PTO before deployment. 

8.5.2 Procedure and results 
The turbine’s performance was tested as described previously whereas the 

gearbox/generator assembly was replaced with a mechanical PTO that consists of a 

hydraulic disc brake and a torque transducer. The torque transducer was placed 

immediately before the disc brake so that the measured torque and rotational speed 

included all losses of the rotor (mainly in the bearings) and the chain drive. Five tests 

were undertaken and the results are summarised as follows.

The discharge was provided by the channel operator Denver Water and confirmed by 

flow velocity measurements taken by the United States Bureau of Reclamation (Q = 

7.08m3/s). Based on the average of measured upstream and downstream water 

depths the submerged cross-sectional area at the turbine shaft was calculated as A 

= 4.54m2. With the given constant discharge the flow velocity was computed as v = 

1.56m/s. During some tests it was observed that the rotors were sometimes fully 

submerged and sometimes not which suggested that the discharge was not constant 

and, as described in Chapter III, has a negative impact on performance.  

However, in four out of five cases, the turbine achieved peak efficiencies above 70%. 

Just 50% were achieved when the discharge further dropped and the rotors further 

emerged. The variation could be due to several factors, such as sudden discharge 

surges or strong turbulence which would result in sudden and local velocity spikes 

and drops. The exact decrease in performance of an emergent rotor has not been 

quantified, however, it was observed that during most tests the upper spokes were 

slicing through the water surface which resulted in significant splashing and most 

likely in an additional drag torque on the rotor shaft. For the testing results where the 

rotors were fully submerged, a higher rotational speed and performance was 

observed but unfortunately during this test the discharge reduced and the test had to 

be aborted because at some point the rotor was not fully submerged any more. Most 

noteworthy is the fact that in comparison the rotational speed appears to be too high, 

the TSR for the maximum power was at approximately 5 suggesting that the 
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maximum power point was not yet reached. It remains to be seen whether a fully 

submerged rotor will be able to achieve higher efficiencies than 75%. 

8.5.3 Closure 
The hydrokinetic twin turbine was successfully built and deployed in the South 

Boulder Canal near Denver, US. Considering the rotors were not always fully 

submerged, the turbine achieved a coefficient of performance above 70% and was 

operating at a TSR of up to 4 for most of the tests. During peak performance, up to 

3.4kW of mechanical power (including drive-train losses) were generated. The tests 

suggest that a fully submerged rotor operating in a turbine housing might be able to 

achieve efficiencies above 80%. Moreover, the scalability of the turbine was 

confirmed since the full-scale turbine at Denver operated similarly, if not better, than 

its smaller-scale versions tested in the laboratory and in Atlanta and it can be 

concluded that the twin turbine has successfully reached TRL 7. 

8.6 Summary 
It is concluded that the previously described hydrokinetic twin turbine for harvesting 

energy from flowing water in man-made channels successfully reached TRL 7 (Full-

scale, similar (prototypical) system demonstrated in relevant environment). The 

development started with a concept (TRL 1-3) of a counter-rotating, twin VAT 

embedded in a hydrodynamic beneficial housing to be deployed in engineered canals. 

Over a period of two years, a 10th scale model of the turbine was built and tested at 

Cardiff University. The laboratory tests concluded to turbine efficiencies of more than 

75%. The turbine has reached TRL 5 (laboratory scale, similar system validation in 

relevant environment) and was ready for upscale testing in a real canal environment. 

In May 2017, a 3rd scale turbine system was implemented into a UV radiation channel, 

the last stage of water treatment at the RM Clayton water treatment plant in Atlanta, 

US. The twin turbine was successfully built, installed and tested and is still in 

operation in order to supply an electronic display board which justifies TRL 6 

(engineering/pilot-scale, similar (prototypical) system validation in relevant 

environment) and the readiness for full-scale application was achieved.  

Later in 2017, the turbine system was deployed as an array of ten full-size turbines 

(Emrgy’s Hydrokinetic Twin Turbine) into the South Boulder Canal (SBC) near 

Denver. The system was tested and compared to the previous development stages 

and the scalability of the design was confirmed as well as the functionality and the 

excellent performance. All design components such as housing, drive-train, gearbox 

and generator were tested and operational and TRL 7 was achieved.
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IX. Conclusions and recommendations  
In this study, the design of a novel hydrokinetic vertical axis twin turbine for the 

application in a canal environment was proven successful and the results of 

performance tests at laboratory (1:10), field (1:3) and full scale were presented. The 

development stages were benchmarked using the Technology Readiness Level 

method. Further, the wake behind the turbine’s rotor was investigated and the 

electrical components of the turbine system defined. In this chapter, it is evaluated 

how the objectives of the project were met before general recommendations for 

further research and practice are provided. 

9.1 Conclusions 
The first objective was to optimise rotor shape and twin rotor assembly. This was 

achieved by an increased performance and improved self-starting behaviour due to 

a novel spoke design and an optimised blade shape. Literature indicates that the 

design of VATs is not straightforward. Individual design aspects affect each other and 

no ideal design recipe is available. Several different rotor features such as blade- and 

spoke-shape were varied and tested with ta focus on improving the VAT’s efficiency. 

The latest design features a rotor with three NACA4421 airfoil shaped blades, a pitch 

angle of 6° and an angle of twist of 20° in combination with hydrodynamically 

optimised NACA0012/24 airfoil-shaped spokes. This VAT system performed best, 

self-started in many cases and led to a reduction in vibrations. It was further shown 

that the combination of two counter-rotating rotors improves the overall performance 

(CP-single > 50%, CP-twin > 70%) and the rotors self-starting behaviour.  

The second objective was to investigate housing structure as well as flow 

augmentation and was achieved by an increased rotor performance due to optimised 

housing, foundation and flow augmentation design. The housing’s key design 

purposes are to assemble the entire system in an effective way and to act as a gravity 

base and augmentation which was successfully demonstrated at application stage.  

Closely related to the housing design is the third objective which was to examine 

blockage and rotor solidity. This was achieved by the successful investigation of the 

optimum blockage ratio and the justification of the proposed low solidity approach at 

laboratory, demonstrator and full scale. In laboratory experiments, the ideal position 

of the rotors within the structure was found at the centre of the opening, with an axis-

to-axis spacing of 1.5 rotor diameters. The ideal channel width to rotor diameter ratio 

β’ was found to be approximately 60% if the distance from rotor to bed and surface is 

kept constant and submergence granted. Due to the small scale, the laboratory rotor 
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solidity was chosen to be σlaboratory = 21% but was reduced for upscaling to σfield = 

16.5% and σapplication = 11% in order to increase the rotational speed and decrease 

material costs without compromising on performance (CP-application > 70%).  

Beyond achieving and exceeding the objectives, a journal article was published by

the Journal of Power and Energy Engineering with the title “Technology Readiness of 

a Vertical-Axis Hydro-Kinetic Turbine” [159] where the overall turbine design was 

assessed using Technology Readiness Levels (TRL).

In addition, the wake recovery downstream of the turbine’s rotor was investigated 

yielding in a peer-reviewed publication in the Journal of Renewable Energy with the 

title “Three-dimensionality of the wake recovery behind a vertical axis turbine” [129]. 

In this study, three distinct regions were observed: (i) a near-wake region featuring a 

low-momentum area just downstream of the turbine rotor; (ii) a transitional-wake 

region, extending 2 to 5 rotor diameters (D) downstream of the turbine rotor that is 

characterised by a fast rate of momentum recovery and high intensity of turbulence; 

(iii) and a far-wake region with an almost full recovery of the momentum deficit as 

streamwise velocities reach values above 0.8 times the bulk velocity whilst high-order 

effects persist until a distance of 14D downstream of the turbine location.

The fourth objective was to acquire knowledge of component manufacturing which 

was successfully demonstrated by the manufacturing and testing of milled and laser-

sintered components as well as unique carbon-fiber composite blades. Designed in 

a 3D-CAD environment (Solidworks®), the rotor components were machined in 

several ways. At laboratory stage, the highest quality was achieved by machining the 

rotor blades and spokes out of plastic sheet material using a milling machine. Further, 

blades and spokes were manufactured by rapid prototyping (SLS) and several 

composite approaches. The post-processing to achieve an acceptable level of 

surface-finish for the latter procedures was time-consuming but resulted in a similar 

surface as the milling machined blades. For field testing, the blades were 

manufactured as composites, with an SLS core, stainless steel inserts and a carbon-

fiber shell whereas the spokes were milling-machined out of glass-reinforced nylon. 

For the full-scale application, spokes and blades were milling machined from a non-

corrosive aluminium alloy. 

The fifth objective was to investigate the power take-off of the twin rotor assembly 

which was achieved by identifying the advantages and disadvantages of a combined 

power take-off and demonstrating the workability of an innovative belt drive. The 

combined PTO of two rotors using a belt-drive was compared with two individual 
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PTOs. The aim of a combined PTO is to simplify the periphery (e.g., just one gearbox, 

generator, power-controller) by compromising on additional drive train friction losses 

which accounted for a 5% performance drop on laboratory level. The belt system was 

used successfully for the field tests on 3rd scale. Due to the uncertainty of service life, 

the full-scale turbine was equipped with a chain-drive instead of the belts but with the 

same mechanism. It appeared that the friction losses of the chain-drive was higher 

than the losses from the belt-drive. 

The sixth objective was to understand the generation of electricity and the associated 

hurdles with respect to the given turbine at different scales. This objective was met 

by deriving the critical electrical design aspects for laboratory, demonstrator and full 

scale application. Further, in a collaboration with the electrical engineering 

department of the School of Engineering at Cardiff University, a MPPT controller was 

designed, built, tested which is reported in a peer-reviewed article entitled “Maximum 

Power Extraction from a Hydrokinetic Energy Conversion System” [146] published in

the Journal of IET Renewable Power Generation. The ultimate goal of the VAT is to 

generate electricity. Therefore, the electrical components were defined and a 

differentiation between laboratory, field and full-scale application was presented by 

introducing a decision making process which highlights the important aspects of an 

integral hydrodynamic and electrical design. Three permanent magnet generators 

were tested with the laboratory and field testing turbine and it was observed that 

generator specifications must match the turbine’s rotational speed in order to achieve

the highest performance. For field testing, a power diversion assembly was designed, 

built and successfully applied to charge batteries with the power generated from the 

turbine and used for operational purposes such as charging a laptop. At full-scale, 

the electrical design was not part of this study, however, a controller was designed 

which automatically operates the turbine at peak performance according to changes 

in rotational speed (e.g., flow speeds) and adjusts the produced electricity towards

the load (e.g., battery voltage).

However, with so many tasks undertaken, many interesting questions and gaps in the 

literature were identified which are listed in the following in the order of chapters. 

9.2 Recommendations 
To the best of my knowledge, there is no global resource assessment available about 

the hydrokinetic potential in rivers and engineered canals. It would be helpful to have 
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such a data source in order to identify the most suitable sites for implementing 

hydrokinetic power schemes. 

The data and observations gained in this study should be processed and extended in 

a wider scientific context in order to address concerns in the hydropower permission 

application procedure in natural waterways. The permitting process, at least in Wales, 

appears to be very comprehensive with a level of detail needed for a successful 

application which, at least financially, does not match the expected rate of return for 

a 10kW device since the costs for sophisticated pre-deployment studies are by far 

too high. It may be concluded that the permitting process is so comprehensive 

because of many uncertainties towards the impact on aquatic life, river-traffic, 

flooding, sedimentation and many more. A wider research base would help to identify 

issues related to the implementation of hydrokinetic extraction devices in rivers and 

provide the relevant authorities with more confidence in assessing and ultimately 

permitting a scheme. 

Generally, the objectives of this study were met and exceeded. However, the design 

is not yet structurally assessed and the following procedure is recommended: 

- Simulate hydrodynamics of rotor(s) and evaluate force distribution by 

employing computational fluid dynamics (CFD). 

- Compare overall forces (CFD) with estimated forces (analytical procedure 

presented in Chapter I). 

- Simulate force distribution on blades using finite element methods (FEM) and 

assess structural integrity (connection interfaces in particular). 

- Confirm geometrical equality between design (CAD) and machined member 

(composite in particular, see Appendix G). 

- Perform structural tests on machined/manufactured members (torsion, 

bending) and compare with FEM results. 

- Revisit design. 

A novel belt-drive was used to combine the rotational motion of both rotor shafts to a 

common shaft. In this case, the belts are twisted by 90 degrees which made sizing 

difficult since the manufacturers sizing tools [172] do not appreciate twisting. Some 

tests were undertaken in order to find the correct belt size and tension (see Appendix 

C) and the manufacturer supported to some extent. However, this uncertainty led to 

the deployment of a chain-drive for full-scale application which caused a higher 

investment compared to a belt-drive. Therefore, the belt-drive should be investigated 

in more depth. 
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Vibrations are inevitable for VATs [173]. However, with the latest rotor design, the 

performance and self-starting behaviour could be improved. From visual 

observations, the vibrations were also reduced in comparison to other rotor designs 

tested. It is suggested to analyse the torque ripple of the tests undertaken and 

simulate the impact of the changing forces on the structure, e.g., fatigue/durability 

and life-cycle analysis. 

Design iterations are suggested for the overlapping part of the spoke. It is the 

outermost part of the rotor which means it rotates the fastest around the axis. Hence, 

any unwanted drag has the biggest impact on performance and a detailed CFD study 

of this part of the rotor may hint towards potential geometry and performance 

improvements. Further, cavitation has not been considered in this study as literature 

suggested that at low approach flow velocity < 2m/s and TSR < 4 severe cavitation is 

unlikely [174]. Cavitation was never visually observed during turbine operation. 

However, a sophisticated cavitation study on a VAT would both, supplement existing 

literature and justify the previous statement. 

It was decided to study the wake recovery of a single VAT rotor in order to fill a gap 

in literature and learn about flow structures behind VATs in general. It is 

recommended to extend the study to a twin rotor system as it is applied in the case 

of this thesis in the interest of research the interaction of two parallel wakes and 

observe possible impacts on the three distinct wake regions. 

Ultimately, the turbine will be installed in an array of several turbines along a channel. 

It would be of highest interest to study the impact on the wake recovery in an array of 

VATs. Moreover, the turbine effect on backwater, hence, the flow conditions upstream 

the VAT should be researched. As mentioned in Chapter VII, the Bureau of 

Reclamation undertakes a detailed study about the impact on the channel flow in the 

SBC. This data should be compared to the results observed in this study and 

analysed in a similar fashion. 

In Chapter V, a decision making process was derived by reviewing relevant literature. 

It is suggested to compare these recommendations with the commercial and technical 

experience gained on field testing and application level.  

In a collaboration with the electrical engineering department of the School of 

Engineering at Cardiff University, a MPPT controller for laboratory and field testing 

purpose was designed, built and tested. It is recommended to extend the 
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development of the controller in spite of an induction generator (instead of PMG) and 

grid integration (instead of batteries). 

Material choice is a critical element of product development. In this study, several 

materials and manufacturing procedures were applied such as 

milling/casting/sintering plastic and aluminium as well as composite manufacturing 

with the focus on receiving a cost effective part with a high surface-finish and 

durability. It is suggested to compare the different approaches from a material-science 

point of view. 

Further, long term testing/observation on belt-drive durability, blade/rotor clogging, 

bearing lubrication, connection fastening, performance and the electrical circuit is 

suggested. 
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Appendices 
A. Test result overview 
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B. Technical drawings of VAT 

Turbine concept 

Figure B1.Technical drawing of turbine concept (not to scale)  
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Laboratory components 

Figure B2. Technical drawing of laboratory rotor (not to scale) 
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Figure B3. Technical drawing of the spoke of the laboratory rotor (not to scale) 

Figure B4. Technical drawing of the blade of the laboratory rotor (not to scale) 
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Figure B5. Technical drawing of the initial blockage structure (not to scale) and photograph of the structure as 
installed in the laboratory flume. The structure was used for calibrating but not for testing  
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Figure B6. Technical drawing of the blockage structure with increased downstream length including top bridge as 
well as PTO (not to scale) and photograph of the structure as installed in the laboratory flume for testing
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C. Belt drive sizing and tension 
Both rotors of the twin-turbine assembly are rotate vertically and in opposite direction. The 

main shaft, however, rotates clockwise and horizontally. In order to change direction and 

combine the rotors torque, a belt system was introduced. In a series of tests, it was 

investigated what the ideal belt size and the corresponding belt tension is for the laboratory 

turbine. 

Three different sized belts (6, 9, and 15mm wide) were tested. The smallest belt (6mm) stands 

out by its low friction losses but snapped if the load was too high. Both, 9 and 15mm belts 

performed well by compromising on higher friction losses proportionally to the width. 

Therefore, for laboratory testing, the 9mm belt was used [175], for field testing in Atlanta, a 

20mm belt was chosen [176]. 

In order to translate the torque and rotational speed, the belt needs a certain tension to engage 

with the pulley properly. Since the twisted application of the timing belts is not specified with 

the manufacture, the ideal tension was evaluated experimentally. Here, a tension gauge (see 

Figure C1, RHS) was used in such a way that the force needed for a displacement of 10mm 

at mid-span of the belt was measured. The tension of the belts was varied by moving the rotor 

shafts relative to the main shaft. 

It was observed that the turbine stalled much earlier if the belt tension was too high (see Figure 

C1, LHS). 3/4lb was found to be the ideal belt tension for this particular set-up. 

Figure C1. a) Belt size comparison in terms of performance drop. Highest resistance from 15mm wide belt (CP = 
42%), 9mm belt CP = 44%, 6mm belt CP = 47%. Test 081, 084, 096; b) tension gauge used to measure the belt’s 
tension 

(a) (b)
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Figure C2. Belt tension comparison. a) Tension (2lb) to high, reduced tension (3/4lb) performed well; b) 6mm belt 
was found to be too small. At low tension it slipped through the pulleys, at higher tension it snapped when loaded. 
Test 083, 084, 094, 095. 

D. Power diversion assembly 
Main component of the PDA is the diversion controller (Tristar 45A) including a computer 

interface (RS-232 CON). The housing is a standard aluminium and steel instrument case 

(350x430x222.5mm). Further, an uncontrolled diode rectifier (36MT100, [177]) and a 500 Watt 

dump load [178] were used.  

Figure D1. LHS, PDA front view incl. meters, cables to/from batteries and RS-232 interface 
                 RHS, PDA back view incl. fan, power supply connector, cable to/from generator, fuse and main switch 

(a) (b)

(a) (b)
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Figure D2. System description of turbine, PTO, PDA and batteries/load 

Figure D3. Tristar 45A Diversion Controller specifications [179]
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E. RM Clayton, Atlanta, GA 

Technical drawing of disinfection-channel at RM Clayton, Atlanta, GA 
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Discharge data field testing Atlanta 

Flow data from plant operator (highlighted) including derived values for flow velocity

Test No 160 (measured flow velocity = 0.64m/s, water level = 0.85m)
Date / Time of testing

3 UV channels 
in operation

Total 
discharge

Total 
discharge

Individual
discharge

Flow area Flow velocity

mgd m3/s m3/s m2 m/s
17/05/2017 14:53 73.24 3.21 1.07 1.60 0.67
17/05/2017 15:08 73.24 3.21 1.07 1.60 0.67
17/05/2017 15:09 68.23 2.99 1.00 1.60 0.62
17/05/2017 15:11 68.23 2.99 1.00 1.60 0.62
17/05/2017 15:12 63.12 2.76 0.92 1.60 0.58
17/05/2017 15:22 63.12 2.76 0.92 1.60 0.58

Average 0.63

Test No 161 (measured flow velocity = 0.76m/s, water level = 0.90m)
Date / Time of testing

3 UV channels 
in operation

Total 
discharge

Total 
discharge

Individual
discharge

Flow area Flow velocity

mgd m3/s m3/s m2 m/s
17/05/2017 15:48 88.72 3.89 1.30 1.69 0.77
17/05/2017 15:56 88.72 3.89 1.30 1.69 0.77
17/05/2017 15:57 83.65 3.66 1.22 1.69 0.72
17/05/2017 16:03 83.65 3.66 1.22 1.69 0.72
17/05/2017 16:04 78.46 3.44 1.15 1.69 0.68
17/05/2017 16:06 78.46 3.44 1.15 1.69 0.68

Average 0.74
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Flow data continue

Test No 162 (measured flow velocity = 0.90m/s, water level = 0.95m)
Date / Time of testing

2 UV channels 
in operation

Total 
discharge

Total 
discharge

Individual
discharge

Flow area Flow velocity

mgd m3/s m3/s m2 m/s
18/05/2017 12:45 80.72 3.54 1.77 1.79 0.99
18/05/2017 12:53 80.72 3.54 1.77 1.79 0.99
18/05/2017 12:54 75.61 3.31 1.66 1.79 0.93
18/05/2017 13:03 75.61 3.31 1.66 1.79 0.93
18/05/2017 13:04 70.60 3.09 1.55 1.79 0.87
18/05/2017 13:08 70.60 3.09 1.55 1.79 0.87
18/05/2017 13:09 60.29 2.64 1.32 1.79 0.74

Average 0.93

Test No 163 (measured flow velocity = 0.90m/s, water level = 0.95m)
Date / Time of testing

2 UV channels 
in operation

Total 
discharge

Total 
discharge

Individual
discharge

Flow area Flow velocity

mgd m3/s m3/s m2 m/s
19/05/2017 13:23 77.89 3.41 1.71 1.79 0.96
19/05/2017 13:44 77.89 3.41 1.71 1.79 0.96
19/05/2017 13:45 72.77 3.19 1.59 1.79 0.89
19/05/2017 13:47 72.77 3.19 1.59 1.79 0.89
19/05/2017 13:47 Interrupted,

Low flow19/05/2017 14:09
19/05/2017 14:10 67.77 2.97 1.48 1.79 0.83
19/05/2017 14:11 67.77 2.97 1.48 1.79 0.83

Average 0.94

Test No 164 (measured flow velocity = 0.76m/s, water level = 0.90m)
Date / Time of testing

2 UV channels 
in operation

Total 
discharge

Total 
discharge

Individual
discharge

Flow area Flow velocity

mgd m3/s m3/s m2 m/s
19/05/2017 15:20 57.89 2.54 1.27 1.69 0.75
19/05/2017 15:29 57.89 2.54 1.27 1.69 0.75

Average 0.75
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F. SBC Denver, CO 

Water levels up and downstream VAT application testing Denver 
The measures were taken during test 165 with a ranging rod, immediately up and downstream 

of the turbine housing. No significant change in elevation difference was observed between 

test 165/1, free-wheeling and test 165/10, fully loaded rotor. 

Figure F1. Water elevation measured up- and downstream the turbine during test 165  

Figure F2. Velocity measurements taken by the US Bureau of Reclamation during testing [180]
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G. Component manufacturing 

Sintering/rapid prototyping 
The sinter procedure as performed at the MEC laboratories at Cardiff University contained 

the following steps [181]. 

- CAD-model transfer to 3D printer 

o A 3D CAD model (i.e., a Solidworks part) is converted into a printer-specific file. 

- Object is 3D printed 

o SLS (selective laser sintering) uses a laser that sinters thin layers of polyamide 

powder together one layer at a time. After each round of lasering, the printing 

bed is lowered and another layer of powder is evenly swept across the top for 

another round of sintering. This process is repeated until the object is 

completed.  

- Removal from batch  

o After the printer cools, the block of sintered powder is removed from the printer 

manually. The leftover powder is recycled for use in a future print.  

- Brushing and sandblasting  

o The object is then brushed, which removes a large portion of the powder, and 

sandblasted, which removes the fine powder that the brush may have missed, 

see Figure G1.

Figure G1. SLS procedure. a) Sinter process; b) object removal; c) brushing and; d) sandblasting. 

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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Composite blade manufacturing 
In this summary, the procedure of three different composite blade manufacturing approaches 

(e.g., mould, core and mould & core) is assessed in terms of a cost/time/quality benchmark. 

The blades were manufactured at Cardiff University by myself with help from technicians and 

academics with experience in composite materials. It is hoped that the research can be 

continued and completed with a geometrical, structural and hydrodynamical assessment. 

Figure G2. Three different composite blade manufacturing approaches 

Three blades were produced using carbon fibre composite by applying three different 

techniques.  

- Mould: Using sintered moulds, the upper and lower half of the blade was produced 

separately and glued together afterwards. 

- Core: A sintered core was covered with carbon fibre plies. 

- Mould and Core: A sintered core was covered with carbon fibre plies and placed in-

between two moulds. 

The mould and Core technique scored best in the cost/time/quality benchmark as listed in 

Table G1. 

Carbon Fibre Composite

Mould Core Mould and 
Core
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Table G1. Initial scoring for different approaches (Scoring: 1=poor, 2=ok, 3=good. Result out of nine, the higher 

the better). 

Criterion Mould Core Mould and Core

Costs (SLSr) (2) (3) (1)

Time/Labour (1) (2) (3)

Quality/Post-processing (2) (1) (3)

Total 5 6 7

In the following, the different approaches are explained, the ten procedural steps described 

and assessed as well as concluded where applicable. 

Mould 
The upper and lower half of a blade was produced by laying four plies of carbon fibre prepregs 

(pre-impregnated composite materials) onto a mould and put into the autoclave (machine that 

applies heat and pressure). The two halves were then glued together using a two component 

adhesive (Permabond). Even though no core exists, small inserts were included in order to 

have sufficient material for attaching the blade to the spokes via screws and to increase the 

bonding surface. In this case, six inserts were evenly distributed throughout the length of the 

blade. Finally, the surface was ground off. 

1. CAD drawing 

Description: A blade (NACA4421, chord length 

59mm) was drawn by using a CAD Software 

package (Solidworks) followed by both halves of 

the mould and six inserts (see Figure G3).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met.
Figure G3. Screenshot of CAD drawing
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2. Sintering (rapid prototyping) 

Description: The drawings were forwarded to the 

Cardiff University Mechanical Workshop and the 

parts pictured in Figure G4 were sintered (SLS).

Costs: £144

Time: 2 days

Quality: Fair

Conclusion: Very fast process (about one day 

machining time, one day cooling and post-

processing) when compared to using a CNC 

milling machine (about two weeks). Low costs 

since no material beside the sinter powder is 

necessary. Due to the process itself, the surface is 

not even and slender parts are slightly bended. 

Further, limitation in strength and sinter material is 

prone to absorption of water when compared to 

machined plastic or stainless steel.

Figure G4. Moulds and inserts

3. Preparing the mould 

Description: Sintering is a process which melts 

powder layer by layer to a solid body. On a curved 

surface, corrugations appear which would be 

copied to the surface of the carbon fibres (see 

Figure G5). Therefore, the inner surface of the 

mould must be sanded. Further, in order to avoid 

bonding between mould and composite, the mould 

needs to be coated with a non-adhesive film (see 

Figure G6).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 3 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The inner surface of the mould was 

equally copied to the surface of the composite. 

Figure G5. Corrugation on sintered surface

Figure G6. Mould preparation
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Therefore, extensive surface improvement 

(sanding with differentially coarse sandpapers) 

was undertaken in order to smoothen the 

corrugated surface of the sintered parts.

4. Setting in carbon fibre stripes 

Description: MTM 28 prepregs by Cytec were

used which are made of an epoxy matrix resin. The 

prepregs were firmly set onto the mould in four 

plies and a ninety degree offset (see Figure G7 and 

G8).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1.5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: Due to the tiny curvature of the 

imprint of the blade and the stickiness of the 

pregregs, it was difficult to place four layers on the 

mould. However, this obstacle was overcome and 

the objective achieved.

Figure G7. Cutting stripes of carbon fibre

Figure G8. Setting in stripes on the mould

5. Bagging the assembly 

Description: In order to receive a perfect imprint 

of the mould and to avoid leaking epoxide, the 

assembly was placed in a sealed vacuum bag and

covered by soft fabric. Here, the different 

components were compressed very firmly by 

extracting most of the vacuum bag’s air via two 

valves (see Figure G9 and G10). 

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1.5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The vacuum bag was sealed with a 

soft rubber sealant. Several attempts were needed 

Figure G9. Preparation of the moulds

Figure G10. Vacuuming the bag
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until a sufficient sealing (i.e., stable pressure) was 

achieved which was time consuming.

6. Heat and pressure 

Description: The autoclave includes a chamber 

which controls temperature and pressure with 

respect to time. A standard, pressure-free, heat 

cycle was applied (details see autoclave test cycle 

attached to this summary) and the vacuum of the 

bag was controlled. The processes was 

successfully finished after six hours (see Figures 

G11 and G12). 

Costs: N.A.

Time: 6.5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: In order to operate the equipment

and machinery, special knowledge/training is 

needed and was provided by Cardiff University 

staff.

Figure G11. Cardiff University autoclave

Figure G12. Vacuum bag in the autoclave

7. Surface improvement 

Description: As a result, two imprints of the two 

halves of the blade were generated. The 

overlapping material (red circles in Figure G13) 

was cut off and abraded. 

The ends of the blade halves were squashed 

inwardly (red circle in Figure G14) and were cut-off 

and abraded as well. 

Costs: N.A.

Time: 6 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Figure G13. Released blade-halves after 

curing
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Conclusion: This additional machining step 

became necessary since the prepreg could not be 

placed onto the mould perfectly and, therefore, 

deformation of the edges took place. In the future, 

the mould should be approximately 5% longer than 

the aimed blade length to allow for trimming of the 

deformed edge.

Figure G14. Deviated edges

8. Inserts 

Description: The two halves of the blade have a 

wall thickness of approximately 1mm. Assembled 

together, they form a hollow blade. In order to 

connect the blade to the rotor arms, small inserts 

with outer dimensions of the inner surface of the 

hollow blade were sintered. At certain positions, 

two M3 threads were cut vertically into the insert 

(see Figure G15). 

Further, the low wall thickness of the halves led to 

concerns whether the area of contact is big enough 

to glue them together (without inserts). It was 

therefore decided to distribute six inserts equally 

over the length of the blade in order to increase the 

contact surface (see Figure G16).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 2 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met.

Figure G15. Blade insert with two M3 threads

Figure G16. Distribution of the inserts across 

the blade
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9. Gluing together 

Description: The composite parts were ground 

off (see Figure G17) in order to have straight and 

smooth edges and the best possible conditions for 

applying the two component adhesive 

(Permabond, see Appendix H).

Then, the Permabond was mixed and applied on 

the edges and the insert spaces (see Figure G18). 

The parts were then assembled and weighted. 

Curing time was 72h at room temperature.

Costs: N.A.

Time: 3 hrs + 72 hrs curing

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: This was a labour intensive stage 

with potential error sources such as too much 

sanding, misalignment and poor bonding due to 

dirty/greasy surface.

Figure G17. Sanding the edges

Figure G18. Assembling blade and inserts

10. Final surface improvement 

Description: Some of the Permabond adhesive 

was squashed out and little misalignments were 

ground off (see Figure G19 and G20).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met.

Figure G19. Assembled blade after gluing

together

Figure G20. Blade after surface finishing
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Summary Mould:

- Fair costs

- Very labour intensive

- Many manufacturing steps

- Potential for misalignments/errors

- Good surface

- Poor edges

- Minimum material input (total weight 90g)

- Gluing (Permabond) necessary

Core 
Four plies of MTM 28 prepregs were wrapped around a sintered core and put into the 

autoclave. The surface was then coated and smoothed. 

1. CAD drawing 

Description: The initially drawn blade 

(NACA4421, chord length 59mm) was adapted 

(see Figure G21).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met.

Figure G21. 3D sketch of the core

2. Sintering (rapid prototyping) 

Description: The drawing was forwarded to the 

Cardiff University workshop and the core was 

sintered (see Figure 20 and 21)

Costs: £30

Time: 2 days

Quality: fair
Figure G22. Core with two M3 threads

Conclusion:   Very fast process (about one day machining time, one day cooling and post-

processing) when compared to using a CNC milling machine (about two weeks). Low costs 

since no material beside the sinter powder is necessary. Due to the process itself, the surface 
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is not even and slender parts are slightly bended. Further, limitation in strength and sinter 

material is prone to absorption of water when compared to machined plastic or stainless steel.

Figure G23. Axial bending of the core

3. Preparing the core 

Description: No further preparation was necessary. The core was used without further 

alterations.

Costs: N.A.

Time: N.A.

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: N.A.

4. Setting in carbon fibre stripes 

Description: The MTM 28 prepregs were firmly 

set onto the core in four plies at a ninety degree 

offset (see Figure G24).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met.

Figure G24. Cutting stripes of carbon fibre

5. Bagging the assembly 

Description:     In order to avoid displacement of the wrapped core and to avoid leaking of 

the epoxide, the assembly was placed in a vacuum bag, covered by a soft fabric (see Figure 

G25). In contrast to the previous approach, the core-prepreg-assembly was placed on a ridged 

metal sheet in order to compensate for the axial bending of the sintered core and force it into 
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a straight position. This was achieved by the thermal treatment in the autoclave and the 

associated molecular relaxation of the sintered core under temperature. 

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1.5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The vacuum bag was sealed with a 

soft rubber sealant. Several attempts were needed 

until a sufficient sealing (i.e., stable pressure) was 

achieved which was time consuming. Figure G25. Vacuum bag attached to a metal 

sheet

6. Heat and pressure 

Description: The same procedure as described for the mould approach before was 

adopted with the exception of an application of pressure (6 bar).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 6.5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: In order to operate the equipment and machinery, special knowledge/training 

is needed and was provided by Cardiff University staff.

7. Surface improvement 

Description: Since the surface of the composite 

is an imprint of the surface of the surrounding 

material, the blade surface is very rough (see 

Figure G26) as a result of the breather fabric it was 

wrapped-in. The overlapping edge was trimmed 

and abraded. 

Costs: N.A.

Time: 6 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: Without further processing, surface 

conditions were inacceptable.

Figure G26. Left hand side (smooth), mould 

was used, right hand side (rough), no mould 

was used
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8. Inserts 

Description: No inserts were needed since a solid core was used.

9. Gluing together 

Description: The blade is one part and no gluing was needed.

10. Final surface improvement 

Description: At the position where the sintered 

core ended (see Figure G27 red circle), it was 

decided to grout the buckled surface with 

Permabond (see Figure G28). Due to the rough 

surface, a layer of epoxide was applied and the 

whole blade was sanded (see Figure G29). The 

bottom surface of the blade lost its shape since it 

was lying on a flat surface during production in the 

autoclave. This could not be corrected.

Costs: N.A.

Time: 6 hrs & 24 hrs curing twice

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: This was a labour and skill intensive 

step which included many different steps.

Figure G28. Grouted edge of the blade

Figure G27. Buckled section of blade surface

Figure G29. Final surface finishing
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Summary Core: 

- Low costs 

- Except final surface improvement not very labour-intensive 

- Less manufacturing steps 

- Simple and straight forward 

- Poor surface 

- Poor edges/shape 

- Fair material input (total weight of 150g) 

- Buckling and roughness could probably be avoided with an improved vacuum 

technique. 

Mould and Core 
Here, a combination of both previously described approaches was used. The sintered core 

was wrapped by four plies of prepregs, placed into the two moulds, locked and put into the 

autoclave. With a minimum of surface improvement, the blade was smoothed. 

1. CAD drawing 

Description: As before, moulds and blade 

(NACA4421, chord length 59mm) were drawn 

using Solidworks (see Figure G30).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met. Figure G30. Screenshot of CAD drawing

2. Sintering (rapid prototyping) 

Description: The drawings were forwarded to the 

Cardiff University workshop and the parts 

described before were sintered (see Figure 29).

Costs: £174

Time: 2 days

Quality: fair
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Conclusion: Very fast process (about one day 

machining time, one day cooling and post-

processing) when compared to using a CNC 

milling machine (about two weeks). Low costs 

since no material beside the sinter powder is 

necessary. Due to the process itself, the surface is 

not even and slender parts are slightly bended. 

Further, limitation in strength and sinter material is 

prone to absorption of water when compared to 

machined plastic or stainless steel.

Figure G31. Moulds and core

3. Preparing the mould 

Description: Sintering is a process which melts 

powder layer by layer to a solid body. On a curved 

surface, small corrugation appears which would be 

copied to the surface of the carbon fibres (see 

Figure G32). Therefore, the inner surface of the 

mould must be sanded. Further, in order to avoid 

bonding between mould and composite, the mould 

needs to be coated with a non-adhesive film (see 

Figure G33).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 3 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Figure G32. Corrugation on sintered surface

Figure G33. Mould preparation

Conclusion: The inner surface of the mould was equally copied to the surface finish of the 

composite. Therefore, extensive surface improvement (sanding with differentially coarse 

sandpapers) was undertaken in order to smoothen the corrugated surface of the sintered 

parts. 
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4. Setting in carbon fibre stripes 

Description: The MTM 28 prepregs were firmly 

set onto the core in four plies and a ninety degree 

offset. Then, the blade assembly was placed in the 

mould (see Figure G34) and the mould locked 

together with soft fabric and adhesive tape (see 

Figure G35).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 2 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: The objective was achieved and no 

major obstacle were met.

Figure G34. Wrapped core placed in the mould

Figure G35. Setting-in stripes on the mould

5. Bagging the assembly 

Description: In order to apply the vacuum and 

press the components together, the assembly was 

placed in a vacuum bag, covered by another layer 

of soft breather fabric (see Figure G36).

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1.5 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: As before, several attempts were 

needed until a sufficient sealing was achieved 

which took most of the time.

Figure G36. Vacuum bag
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6. Heat and pressure 

Description:  The same procedure as described for the core approach was applied. 

Costs:  N.A. 

Time:  6.5 hrs 

Quality: N.A. 

Conclusion:  In order to operate the equipment and machinery, special knowledge/training 

is needed and was provided by Cardiff University staff. 

7.  Surface improvement 

Description:  No intermediate surface improvement necessary. 

8. Inserts 

Description:  No inserts were needed since a solid core was used. 

9. Gluing together 

Description:  The blade is one part and no gluing was needed. 

10. Final surface improvement 

Description: An almost perfect finish was 

achieved after releasing the composite from the 

mould The resin strings were ground off easily (see 

Figure G37 and G38). The wave shaped texture is 

an imprint from the SLS core. The surface, 

however, was smooth as the inside of the mould.

No further work was necessary at the ends of the 

blade.

Costs: N.A.

Time: 1 hrs

Quality: N.A.

Conclusion: Just a minimum of surface 

improvement was necessary.

Figure G37. Released blade after curing

Figure G38. Very smooth surface with some 

hardened resin strings attached to it.
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Summary Mould and Core: 

- Costly since moulds and core are needed 

- Least labour intensive 

- Least manufacturing steps 

- Simple and straight forward since least manual surface improvement 

- Very good surface 

- Very good edges 

- Highest material input (total weight 150g & two moulds are necessary) 

Summary 

Three different composite manufacturing 

approaches were undertaken (see Figure G39 and 

G40). All prices reported refer to the purchased 

SLS material. Other materials such as prepregs, 

fabrics, sealants, etc., were provided by Cardiff 

University and are assumed to be similar for all 

three approaches. Time includes manufacturing, 

machining and curing.

Mould:

By using two moulds, two blade halves were 

manufactured and glued together. Here, labour

requirements were quite high (about 150 hrs in 

total).

The costs were relatively high (£144) due to the 

fact that the mould was just used once. If more 

blades were to be manufactured, the costs for the 

mould would reduce. It was not quantified how 

often the mould could be used.

Several different working steps are involved and 

the likelihood of making alignment mistakes is 

high. The achieved quality (surface finish and 

shape) is fair.

Figure G39. Finished blades in comparison

Figure G40. Blades mounted on the laboratory 

turbine.

Mould 
and Core

Core Mould
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Core: 

Here, the prepregs were wrapped around a sintered core, bagged, vacuumed and put into the 

autoclave. Beside the extensive surface improvement which was needed to smooth the blade, 

labour requirements were low (about 118 hrs in total).  

The costs were low (£30), just the core was needed. However, the quality achieved was poor 

due to the rough surface and the flat bottom half of the blade. 

Mould and core: 

Finally, a combination of both processes was undertaken. The prepregs were wrapped around 

a sintered core and placed between both moulds. With a total of 67 hours, this was by far the 

quickest and simplest approach.  

In comparison, the costs were the highest (£174) but, as described before, the moulds (£144) 

could be reused. The resultant blade was of the highest quality and very little surface 

improvement was necessary. 

In conclusion, the combined mould and core approach is most promising due to the high 

quality output and a minimum of labour needed. In future, a simplified form or this approach 

could be considered by only using the lower mould as support and pattern. 

Please note: Workshop labour, material and the machines were kindly provided by Cardiff 

University and a friendly research group. The costs for the sintered parts were covered by my 

student account. 
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Autoclave test cycle 

Figure G41. Screenshot of the autoclave cycle with time on the x-axis and temperature/pressure on the y-axis  
(A screenshot is used since the computer interface of the autoclave was not working and the data could not be 
extracted) 

Torsion test results for laboratory composite blades 
Three composite blades (mould & core (1), core (2) and mould (3)) were tested in a torsion 

testing apparatus which twisted the blade up to 1.5 degrees and measured the torsional 

resistance. It was aimed at not deforming the blades plastically as they were used for turbine 

testing. The results are compared to data from a similarly shaped milling machined blade. 

Figure G42. Comparison between three composite blades (1, 2, 3) and a milling machined plastic blade  

Pressure (Vacuum-bag, orange)

Pressure (Autoclave, pink)

Temperature probe 1 (blue)

Temperature probe 2 (green)

Temperature probe 3 (black)

Temperature Autoclave (red)

Burner (on/off, red)
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Blades for potential structural/hydrodynamical assessment 
As recommended, the blades shown in Figure G43 could be used for performing structural 

tests on machined/manufactured members (torsion, bending) and for comparisons to FEM 

results.  

Figure G43. a) Sintered mould halfs, blade core and composite prepregs; b) blade core with composite prepregs 
applied put into the mould; c) blades for potential structural/hydrodynamical assessment: 1) aluminium; 2) sanded 
composite; 3) untreated composite 

(a) (b)

(c)

1 2 3
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H.  Data sheets 

Torque transducer 

Figure H1. Torque transducer used for laboratory and field testing (capacity up to 20Nm) [182]. 
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Figure H2. Torque transducer used for application testing (capacity up to 1000Nm) [183]. 
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Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) 

Figure H3. Technical drawing Vectrino 3D field probe [184]

Generators 
DVE200 

Figure H4. Technical drawing generator DVE200 
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Figure H5. Generator DVE200 manufacturer performance graph 

LE300/450 

The two generators are identical except for more windings and thicker magnets in the LE450. 

The generators were designed for mini wind turbines (see Figure H8) and were manufactured 

in Herefordshire, UK by Leading Edge Turbines Ltd.. The following drawing depicts the 

backing plate to which the copper windings are attached to. 

Figure H6. Technical drawing of generator LE300/450 backing plate 
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Figure H7. Generator LE300 manufacturer performance graph 

Figure H8. LHS, Generator built in VAT-PTO, RHS, generator built into a wind turbine housing [185]
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Water flow probe 

Figure H9. Global Water FP111 [186]
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SLS polyamide 
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Composite epoxy matrix resin prepregs 
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Permabond 
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Aluminium 
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Nylon 
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I. Data variation 

Variation of torque 

The continuous variation of angle of attack due to the rotational movement of the rotors’ blades 

relative to the flow direction as well as local approach flow velocity differences or turbulences 

cause variations in torque (e.g., torque ripple or vibrations). For that reason, the average value 

of generated torque over a certain period of time is used to quantify the extracted energy and 

performance of the turbine. In Chapter 1.3.3, an analytical approach was presented to 

estimate the forces generated at a given position of the blade relative to the flow direction and 

the variation of the amount of torque relative to the rotational speed was highlighted. In Figure 

I1, the standard deviation of CP in three exemplary tests with different turbine scales is 

presented as measure of variation. The standard deviation (SD) is calculated as shown in 

Equation I.1: 







N 2
ii 1

(x x)
SD

N 1
                                                  (I.1) 

where xi represents the measured value of the test point increment, x̅ the mean of all measured 

test increments and N the total number of increments (6000 in most cases). It can be seen 

that the SD for the laboratory test is much higher in magnitude as compared to the 3rd and full 

scale test which might be due to the much lower inertia of the smaller and lighter blades at 

smaller scale and higher response to flow turbulences, which is indicated by a decreased SD

at bigger scale, especially with an increased TSR.

Figure I1. Performance curves of three exemplary tests for laboratory, field testing and application scale, 
operating in different environments and at different sizes. Whiskers indicate plus/minus one SD from the mean. 
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Figure I2. Performance curve of laboratory test 157 with test points #2 and #9 highlighted. Whiskers indicate 

plus/minus one SD from the mean. 

The two measures captured during the tests are torque and rotational speed which, in 

conjunction with flow speed and rotor geometry, are used to quantify the coefficient of 

performance. Test point #2 (SD157#2=2.64) and #9 (SD157#9=1.19) of laboratory test 157 (see 

Figure I2) are further decomposed in order to show the variation of torque and rotational speed 

over a random period of time of the 60 second lasting test (see Figure I3-4).  

In Figure I2, it can be seen that for test point #2 the SD is the largest. Figure I3 shows period 

of 0.6 seconds of the 60 second lasting test which were chosen using a random number 

generator. As predicted in Chapter 1.3.3, a significant variation of torque can be observed with 

values oscillating around the mean (dotted line) reaching even negative values occasionally. 

A variation of rotational speed is also observed but much less severe as the changes in torque. 

Figure I3. Variation of rotational speed and torque over a period of 0.6 seconds at test point #2 
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Figure I4. Variation of rotational speed and torque over a period of 0.6 seconds at test point #9 

At test point #9 however, the torque variation is reduced as presented in Figure I4. One could 

expect that, due to the reduced rotational speed / TSR, the impact of torque variations is 

amplified as the results suggest shown in Figure I1 where the larger scale turbines show a 

reduced SD at higher TSR’s.

It is not fully understood why this atypical behaviour happens at laboratory scale and it is 

suggested to further investigate torque ripple and variations across all scales. However, it may 

be that approach flow turbulences, as observed in Chapter IV, may have a much higher impact 

on laboratory scale. Rotor components are mainly made out of plastic and therefore are lighter 

than their bigger scale counterparts which are made out of composite materials or aluminium. 

In conjunction with small overall dimensions at laboratory scale, the rotor inertia is smaller 

compared to larger scales and the rotor could be more vulnerable to turbulent flow conditions 

(see also Chapter IX for further recommendations). 

In the following, the variation of torque for two particular examples from Chapter III (blade 

twist, Chapter 3.3.2.4 and rotor offset, Chapter 3.3.4.5) are shown in more detail. 

Torque ripple and blade twist 
In Chapter 3.3.2.4, it was stated that, counterintuitively, torque ripple was not reduced if the 

rotor’s blades are twisted. The graphs depicted in Figure I5 and I6 show the variation in torque 

from the mean (dotted line) over several increments of test 045 (30° twisted blade) and 049 

(non-twisted blade) at test points #2 and #9. As shown in Figure I7, test point #2 is close to 

free-wheeling, test point #9 is close to peak performance. Two different periods are shown 

(20–20.6 seconds and 41.0–41.6 seconds) which were chosen using a random number 

generator.   
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T 
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SD045#2=0.112

No Twist
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Torque 
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between
20.0-20.6sec
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between
41.0-41.6sec

SD045#2=0.112
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blades

Torque 
measures 
between
41.0-41.6sec

SD049#2=0.106

Time [sec]

Figure I5. Variation of torque over a period of 0.6 seconds of twisted (045#2) and non-twisted (049#2) blades at 
two different periods of time during test point #2.
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]
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Figure I6. Variation of torque over a period of 0.6 seconds of twisted (045#9) and non-twisted (049#9) blades at 
two different periods of time during test point #9.
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The SD at test point #2 for the twisted blades (SD045#2=0.112) is slightly higher than for the 

non-twisted blades (SD049#2=0.106), whereas the SD closer towards peak performance at test 

point #9 for the twisted blades (SD045#9=0.193) is slightly lower than for the non-twisted blades 

(SD049#9=0.196) which concludes not to be a meaningful result in either way and further 

investigation is needed (see also Chapter IX). 

Figure I7. Performance curve of a) laboratory test 045 (30° twisted blade) and 049 (non-twisted blade) as well as 

b) laboratory test 078 (60° rotor offset) and 080 (no rotor offset) with test points #2 and #9 highlighted. 

Torque ripple and rotor offset 
In Chapter 3.3.4.5, it was suggested that if the rotors are offset in a twin assembly, the torque 

ripple of both rotors will not occur at the same time and it was predicted that an offset of the 

rotors may reduce the torque ripple. However, with the rotors tested, the vibrations became 

much worse if offset by 60° which was visually observed during the experiment. The related 

data is presented in a similar manner as before. 

The graphs depicted in Figure I8 and I9 show the variation in torque from the mean (dotted 

line) at several increments of time of test 078 (60° rotor offset) and 080 (no rotor offset) at test 

point #2 and #9. Two different time increments are shown (20 – 20.6 seconds and 41.0 – 41.6 

seconds). The SD at test point #2, close to free-wheeling for the offset rotors (SD078#2=0.573), 

is much higher than the SD for the non-offset rotors (SD080#2=0.222).  The SD closer towards 

peak performance at test point #9 for the offset rotors (SD078#9=0.283) is still higher than for 

the non-offset rotors (SD080#9=0.195). The increase in torque variation is not fully understood 

and further investigation is needed (see also Chapter IX).  

(b)(a)
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Figure I8. Variation of torque over a period of 0.6 seconds of offset (078#2) and non-offset (080#2) rotors at two 
different periods of time during test point #2.
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Figure I9. Variation of torque over a period of 0.6 seconds of offset (078#9) and non-offset (080#9) rotors at two 
different periods of time during test point #9. 
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